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EXECUTIVE' SiJMMARY
o

Subject: ___The experiences in the U.$. labor market of legal immigrants;

their number s, motivations, characteristics, and labor market behavior; and

policiap towardsth0.

How Many?': The United States,..in recent years, has been admitting Close to

400,000 immigrants a year, a number which will increase, at least temporarily
because of past governmental decisions about Indochinese refugees and Western
Hemisphere immigration and possible future decisions regarding the status of it

gal immigrants. The 400,000 level is.higher thin the average yearlylevel of

admissions from. the mid-twenties to the mid-sixties, but lower than that of

turn of the century. The majority of arriving immigrants become U.S. workers,
and account for approximately one-eighth of the annual increase in the U.S.: labor
force. (The increase caused by illegal immigration would be,in addition to this

figure.) '

Why Do They Come?: In findings, parallel to those of a similar survey taken

by the Canadian Government of their immigrants, most U.S. immigrant respondents
indicated that they came for economic reasons--despite the fact that most immi-
grants, to the U.S. are admitted for familial, not labor market, reasons..

What Are Their Characteristics?: .Theidemographic profile of recent groups

of legal immigrants have resembled those-oT the population at large (save for
their foreign birth); the age mix, level of education, and marital status have

been close to the national norms. These recent immigrants are thus quite differ-
ent from earlier groups of immigrate and apparently from the current illegal

aliens, who are more likely to be single adults, predominately male, and poorly

educated.

What Happens To Legal Immigrant§ In The Labor Market?: They earn fauCh more

money in the U.S. than in,thejr homeland, and they work 10 fewer hours per week.

The female immigrants quickly earn more (perhaps by working longer) than their

peers in the labor market; and the males Were approaching equity with their peers

more slowly (with other factors being held constant). There are substantial net
occupation group movements, presumably masking even larger gross movements, and

much of this'is, initially, downward. Clearly, fora variety of reasons, at least

some of the human capital borne by the immigkarits is lost in the transition.

Whet Are Our Policies?: Although a preponderance of the arriving immigrants
become workers in the U.S., only a small minority of them are screened wide labor
market considerations in mind. While virtually all other segments of the labor
force are protected from discrimination by-employers, under most circumstances
immigrantsare not so protected. Further, immigrants (other than.those who ue

membersOf large refugee influxes) are not the targets of specialized,manpow4t
.

programs, as,pre many other segments of the workforce (e.g., veterans, former

prisoners, minority youth).

Study Methodology: Data were drawn from the 1970 Census of the foreign born;
published Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) data on recent groups of
immigrants, unpublished INS data on a sample of 5,000 of the immigrants admitted
in FY 1970, unpublished Social Security Administration data on the erpings of
1,393 1970 immigrants, a survey of 254 1970 immigrants, and secondary sources.

.
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I

INTRODUCTION

This report is part of a larder body of work, written over

the last nine years for various Government agencies, sometimes
with co-authors (notably, Marion F. Houstoun) and sometimes with-
'out,' but all dealing with the impact on U.S. society of immigra-

,tion. The principal 'focus has been on the interaction between
the immigration process and the labor market.

There are ;three types of aliens in the United Stites:
undocumented or illegal ones, who'viofated laws regarding
the entry and,Presence of aliens in the nation, either by their
undocumented entry or through abuse of the visa which enabled
them to legally enter, this cduntry; nonimmigrants, who are tem-4
porarily admitted for a specific purpose; and'immigrants or
"permanent resident aliens," who Can alone move about/the labor
markets at will, stay for the balance of their lives, and are
eligible for citizenship via the naturalization process. The
first group of aliens, nowAy far the most publicized and re-

.
-searched group of alien workers, was the subject.sof our study
which has become known as-the North-Houstoun Report;* in that
document, written for the Labor Department in the Spring of
1976, we .concluded that the principal impact of the illegal
aliens was on the labor Market (and not on the U.S. Treasury),
and tnat the principal nature of the impact was to depress wages
andworking conditions in places where the illegal aliens concen-;
trated. The second grcsup of workers, the nonimmigrants, which
includes such varied elements as sugar cane cutters, circus per-
formers, waiters, and British rock stars, is the subject of a
report for the Labor Department which is now being completed.

The third type of'alien workers, the immigrants, are the
subject'of this report, which is a followup to astudy written
five years ago for the Labor Detvrtment, Immigrants and the
American Labor Market. In thatIttady, William G. Weissert and
I examined the characteristics and labor market behavior 'of the
1970 cohort of'immigrants, using as our prime data source the

visa application forms 'filed in 1969 and 1970, and the alien
address cards. filed in 4972, by a sample of 5,000 working age,.
members df that,year's group of arriving immigrants. We con-
cluded in that:report that there wat a substantially higher labor,
force partidipation rate 'for immigrants than was previously
realized, and. that there, was, not unexpectedly, a substantial

*David S. North and Marion F. Houstoun, The Characteristics and Role

' of Illegal Aliens in,the U.S. Labor Market: An Exploratory Study (Washing-

ton, D.C.:. U.S. Department cf Labor, March 1976).
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amount of movement across'occupational group lines in,the first
two years of exposure to the U.S. labor market. .

This' report, also deals with the 1970 cohort of immigrant
as a proxy'for the immigrants ;of the lhst decade(and uses ,

Social Security earnings data'as well as.254 retrospective lon-
gitudinal.interviews,of the members of the' earlier sample of .% ,' '.

5,000 working age immigrants; it seeks to describe what happened
in the labor market to that cohort of immigrants. k

.4,
.

,

.The manpower policy implications'Of all three eleMents in

the alien work fotce, immigrants, nonimmigrants, and illegals,
are covered in another work,, in pregs as this, is written,
"Manpower Policy and 'Immigration Policy imthe United Stated:, ..:..

An Analysis of a NOnielationdhip," which was prepared for the
Y'

National Commission for Manpower Policy. Im that report,-Allen ---:', -,..

LeBel and I indicated that immigration policy is'made with little' _ --

recognition of its manpower implications, and that when'such
considerations are taken into account, the results are npt always

those desired by the lawMakers. For example, in 1552'the Oongress
gave, first priority, within the existing quota limits, for highly
skilled workers, alloCating up to '50% of the visas to these wor*
erg and their 'families; in many years Only a tiny fraction of the
visas available to such workers were utilized in .thisAbay: ...

,

In addition, we have prepared a series of specialized reports
on various aspects of immigration to the'United States. The first
of these wets on green -card commuters, The 'Border Crossers: People
Who Live in Mexico and Work in the United States, in which we des-

,cribed the Iabor-markAtftpact of the regal movement of a largely
unskilled work throe across the California, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Texas borders. This was produced in 1970 foe the Department of
Labor. The next publication, alsofor the Labor Department, en-
titled Alien Workers: A Studyof the Labor Certification Program,.

was written in 1971. It examined the workings of the one part of
the immigrant-screening process which deals with manpower consider-
ations; it concludetthat the certification program was of minimda,,
utility, as it screened only-a small fraction of those permanent.
,resident aliens who enter the U.S. labor market annually.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) then
funded three reports, written with Ms. HoUstoun, Which outlined

:0arious techniques for estimating the population,, flows; and
characteristics ot illegal aliens in the United States.* One of
these estimating' techniques was used in "Fraudulelt Entrants: A .

*The products of this work were, Illegal Alien Study Design, ..3.vols, Vol I,

Final Report, Vol II, 1342liography, Vol. III, ResearCh Design, May 1975.

.(/
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. Study of Malafide Applicant's for Admission at Selected of

Entryon the Southwest Border and at Selected Airports," which -

,.... ,
was written for'the Immigration and tiaturalization Service (INS);*
Using a random saMple,method and a carefuf.inspection of appli-
cants for admission, with the usual time pressures removed, the

.1
.... 1

eigh*INS inspectors assigned to .this experiment found a sub- .

stantially higher pircentage of malafide applicants for admission
than-are normally identified, suggestin that on approximately,.
500,000 occasions a year'such aliens fraudulently pass through -

..

,.., the ports of entry undetected. , ,

Work. on the present teport was done over a period.of years
in several instfltutional frameworksrthe contract for the work =

..

was with:Lintons, Company, a'Washington consulting firm; the
interviews weke',conducted by TrinsCentury Corporation; the report
Was written while the author was with the Center for Labor and ,°-.4

Migration Sttdies of the New TransCentury Foundation. . '

1

L.
I would like to notehere my gratitude tothe Department of

Labor,- an& specifically to Dr. Howard Rosen, Director of the gV"
tIffi6e,'of Research and Development, and our monitor,Ms.Ellen Sehgal,
for their continuing support and rpmkrkable patience on a. long,
drawn-put, complicatedprojpot; I **sad like to record, simultan:
.eouSly, .my'gratitude to numerous individuals within INS who were
extremely helpful, and my'dismaa with our inability to.securea,
'random sample Of the 1970 cohs,of immigrants,.a subject which

, is'dea Ithmore txtensivell, in Appendix A.

. .

I d'like tb (teknowled e4ysappreCiation to a numb , of.--

people of the Social Seduri y Administration, specificaaly to
Mr. John Carroll, AssiStant' ommissioner,'who approved our request
for a data exchangp,, and to ....... .Salis, w4o supplied us
withdetailed/longitudinal.earnt s da a subsample of the
original 5',000 irri.grants and an_ ed Odr ny questiOns concern-
fng those data. .

, ,

There are' no qualifications to my :thank to "my former co-
author, Ms.-ustbum, who was extremely help in colpection with
this report; and tO`my colleagues at)transcent y .Warren Wiggins,
.President, B.J. War en'rOice President .arid SUrve Manager,; and
Debby HpRkins, whci Onducted the immigrant intgrvie ith skill.
I also wish to th k Lili'Wilsbn-His4meh, Robin 'Wagner, Charles.

.Mann, and the late John Dellaplaine for their major contributiOnd.
I remain, however,Lsolely.iesriohsiblA for, the approach- to the data,
the conclusions drawn therefrom,, and any and all errors which may
have'occurred.

I
-

'4 *That document was not pliblished byjM but an INS-joroduted condensation

of it was made available. R.

\
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DEFINITIONS

Since much of the data on this subject are drawn from
agencies which do not use the same concepts, the Census Bureau

, and the Immigration and NaturalilationsService, we have estab-
lished the following definitions for list in this report:.

.Foreign Born: Thii (be-nsus) term encompasses all residents of
the U.S.'born, abroad to non -U.S. citizen parents; it thus
includes naturalized citizens and the three classes of
aliens (permanent resident aliens,nonimmigrants, and

rAllegal aliens) which-are defined.below.." It `excludes
citizens born abroad to one. or two citizen parents, per-
sons who become citizens by derivation{; this small but
interesting class is excluded froth this report as well.

Immigrants: Two classes of persons are covered by this term,
permanent resident aliens (,those foreign born admitted
to theU.S: on a perManent basis) and, naturalized citizens
(former,permanent'Xisident.aliens who secure citizenship
through, the naturaliiation process).

Permanent Resident Aliepe: -Legal migrants who/have not become
naturalized citizens; on the U.S.- Mexico border these
persons are sometimes called "green carders" becausdsof the
formerly greeninow blue) form 1-151 which they carry as
identification.

Nonimmigrants: Perions admitted temporarily to the United
State* to perform a specific function (such as tourist,
student, or diplomat); nonimmigrants. may, under some.
circumstances, adjust their status to that of permanent
resident alien; nonimmigrants, unless they adjust their
status or enlist in the armed forces, are not eligible
to become` U.S. citizens. ,

Illegal Aliens: Persons who either entered without inspection
(thus EWIs) or those wito subsequently abused the documents

/which permitted their entrance, by staying too long, or
violating the terms of these documents, generally by
accepting unauthorized employment (thus visa' abusers).

Cohort: A group f persons; here used to identify groups of
immigrants admitted in a given fiscal year; the princi-
pal subject of thisireport is.the cohort of immigrants ad-
mitted as,permanent resident aliens in fiscal year 1970

Air (Which ran from July 1, 1969 through June 30, 1970). At
lir this writing, some members of this cohort are still per-

manent resident aliens, some have become citizens, some
have left the nation, and a few have died.

1. 3
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Labor Certification Beneficiary: An individual alien, found
by the Department of Labor to be a needed worker whose /

wages and, working conditions, will not depress U.S. st'an-

dard's; such a determination by the Department can lead

to permanent resident alien status for the worker and his
or her dependents, if they 'meet the other,criteria of
the immigration system.

,

Sample: In this repo& 5,000 working age, FY 1970 immigrants
,aged 18-59 in 1970, whose matched visa applications and
alien address cards were studied im Immigrants and the

American Labor Market.

Subsample: Here, 1,391 individuals for whom social security
_..2'numbers were knownland who, in turn, were known to the

Social Security Administration, drawn from the sample of
5,000 working age immigrants.

Study Group: (also respondents) 254 members of the sample of
5,000 who were interviewed about their labor market exper-
iences after responding favorably to a letter from the
Immigration and Naturalization. Service requesting their

cooperation.

I
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CHAPTER ONE

Before we can usefully examine the labor market exper-

iences of the 1970 cohort of immigrants, it is necessary to

outline the background for those ,exPeriences, which we do in

the first three chapters of the report.

Chapter One deals with the nation'S j.mmigration policies

and the principal results of those policies (i.e6, immigrants).

The three sections of thischapter cover, in turn, the:changes

over time in the manner in which would-be immigrants, have

been selected and the'post-admisSion controls over their labor ,

market activities; the flows of immigrants, which have averaged

about 4.00,000 a year recently,, a number which will, however,.

,,,
temporarily increase in the immediate future; and the stock of f,

,4'the foreign born, the cumulative result:of past immigration.
A,This chapter,, then, provides a legal and demographic backdrop

.for the labor market adventures of the 1970 cohort.

Chapter Two outlines the personal characteristics of the

recent cohorts of immigrants, including that of 1970. It is

useful toknow something of the age, sex,.and national origin

of recent immigrants, as well,as their destinitions within the

nation, for such .characteristics are important factors in deter-

mining labor market behavior.

Chapter Three reviews the available data, largely from the

Census, of the labor market roles and characteristics'of those

foreign-born Persons who were already in the U.S. labor market

when the cohort of 1970 arrived. .

With this legal, demographic; and historical background

i place, the fourth and fifth chapters deal With the 1970

ort of immigrants, per se, while the final chapter ,draws

some policy implicatiOns from-the data presented. Whenever
appropriate, comparisons are made among data available on the

1970 cohort of immigrants and other groups of immigrants to the

U.S., the legal ones of the past and the.,illegal'ones of today;

comparisons are also made to thepopulation or the-labor ,force .

generally.

I. United States Immigration Policx and Procedures
a

Although the nuances of U.S. immigration policy have been

/(11 adjusted frequently throughout the nation's history, one can

identify five distinct phases of imkgration policy; the fiscal

year 1970 cohort of immigrants arrived in the 'second full year

of the fifth phase, 'that of familial screening.
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The first phase of our immigration policy dealt with the
involuntaZy migration of slaves; while the slave trade was
nominarly-illegal after 1808, it persisted until the Emanci-
p'ation.Proclamation. Overlapping that phase was the period
of no numerical.limits-mo,screening, the time of the open'
door,. which ended with the4assage of the first law regulating
free iigzAtion, the Immigration Act of 1875. For the next
half.century,mith immigration, sometimes reaching annual totals
of one mill4on and more, the nation was in the qualitative
screening;rno numerical'limits phase. During this period,
everyone who wanted to some to the United StAtes could do so,

. except members of certain classes found undesirable by the
Congress, such as Chinese, anarchists, prostitutes, and the

. Handicapped. .

The fourth phase of our immigration piplicy, that 81 ethnic

screening, was operative from'1921 through June 3(4,1968, when

the most recent major revision of our immigration policy, the

Immigration and Nationality Amendments. of 1965, went into full

effect. Murin this period, both an overall quota on Eastern

Hemisphere i gration and separate country-of-origin quotas were..

established, ich made it relatively easy for, would-be immigrants

from Western r Northern EurOpe'to enter the nation, difficult for

4 Southern Europeans to do so, and just about impossible for Asians.

'

the openly ethnocentric, country-of-origin systeM for
screening would-be immigrants was attacked, with varying de-
grees of vigor, by Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, and

- Johnson, and finally, in 1965; with the nation insa mood for
reform, Congress passed the Amendments of 1965, which eliminated
the country-of-origin system (after a three -year transition per-
iod) and replaoed it witONthe immigrant-screening system which
(with some minor mddifications) is in place today.

The post-1965 .1mmigrati policy of thee nation regts on
three principals, to each 'of hich there are exceptions:

1. The nation can absor only a finite number 4
immlikants (presuma ly a smaller number than
want to immigrate) d thus there are numerical
limitations on most would-be immigrants. Y N4.4,

Exception: this do s not apply to immediate
relatives of U.S ci izens.

2. An alien's ability to secure an immigrant
visa does not relate to his race, color,
creed, or country of origin.
Exception: the 20,000. ceilings for individual
nations, and the much smaller ceilings established
for European Possessions (such as some islands in-
the Caribbean and Hong Kong) have tended to limit

17
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immigration, respectively, from Italy., the Phil-
ippines, some Caribbean islands, and Hong Kong,
as' well as from Mexico (since the passage of the

1976 Amendments).

3. The Congresshas decided, with great precision,

the lasses of family members, needed orkera,..
and refugees,'which may be admitted' nde the '

law._
Exception: The Executive, from time to time,
using an emergency provision in the'law, causes
the admission of. numbers of refugees,' most
re.ently the Indochinese; these admisgions, which
.lead to immigrant status for the 'refugees at-a
futilre date, are called "paroles," one of the
several unfnrtunate'terms (like "qualitative
screening") used in this field.

The 1965 Amendme.nts set hemispheric quotaS pp numerically
limited immigration '(i.e., on all admissions except those of
spouSes, children, and parents of U.S. citizens, and several

.smaller classes, such as former overseas employees of the United

States); the ceiling for the Eastern Hemisphere is 170,000, and

that from the.Western Hemisphere is 120,000. Until the 1965
Amendments,' there had been no numerical limitationson New

World immigrants.

4 Within the'170,000 ceiling for the Eastern Hemisphere,

the Congress also created a series of seven preference and one
nonpreference,categories (a system which( -was extended to the

Western HeMisphere with the 197t Amendments): The seventh pref-

erence was assigned to refugees, the third and the sixth to
needed workers'-and the other preferences to relatives of either
citizens or-permanent resident aliens.* And, as we will show
subsequently, the vast majority of immigrants are admitted not
because this society has decided that it needs their skills,

or because the nation feels an obligation to be helpful (as in

the case of the refugees), but because they are related to some-

one, usually someone foreign-born., who is legally.present in

this country. Hence the term, familial screening for this phase

p

of immigration policy.

How did the membersof the 1970 cohort of immigrants secure
their audmisSion to this nation? The vast- majority were admitted
because someone in the United States requested it, usually.a
relative and sometimes an employer. A handful of immigrants
were able to enter.without direct U.S. ties; these included some
of the most skilltd of'the professionals. and the refugees.**

N
*For a year-by-year accounting of the numbers of immigrants admitted

in eachiof the preference categories,11T:ppendix B.

* *The year was,not one in which many refugees were admitted; further, he-

caus'e of an anomaly ihhour approach to the INS record-keeping system, o:Ity a

few refugees showed up ih our iample of ',000 members of the 197D cohort, and

,they were not exmlyed kn'this study.as a separate category. %
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The procedures which were followed by and on behalf of
the 1970 cohort included the following (which are also illus-
trated in ,Figure 1) 3 .

labor certification: immigrants whose application for immi-

grant status is based on a claim that the nation needs
their skills are screened by the U.S. Department of,Labor:
those whose skills are regarded as in deM4nd, and who are
destinedfcr 'jobs (or professions) in which their presence

not depresavages and working cjiiditions, become``
1 rbertiiication beneficiaries. to ISM for exeMple,
physicians could secure a labor certification with relative
ease, a craftsman only after a more complex screening-hro-

cess, and a farmworker or factory hand would, under virtually

all circumstances,'be denied'abertification.
0

lvetition: employers with a labor certification in hand for a
needed worker, or relatives (who wanted 2kimmigrate one of
the several deeignatedcclasses of relatives) filed petitions

with INS, asking that the alien be admitted.

immigrant visa: all would-be immigrants from the Western Hemis-

phere, and all would-be immigrants from the EasternHemisphere,= at the, time in that hemisphere sought immigrant visas

'the consular officials of the Department ofState. Ifthe
official found that the applicant had a valid, INS-apprlyed .

petition (or in some cases an equivalent document), and=i valid
application for a-visa, and was otherwise eligible for immigrant
status, the official either issued an immigrant visa or put the
alien on an immigrant Pisa waiting list (if the category the
alien fell into was oversubscribed). This is the only point

in the process in which there is a substantial interview of the
would-be immigrant, and it is also the point at which the pre-
vioAsly mentioned numerical controls (hemispheric and country-
ofOrigin ceilings, and preference allocations) are enforced.

adjustment of status; at the time the 1970 cohort of immigrants
were filing their'papers, it was possible for some of them from
the Eastern Hemisphere to adjust their status from that of non-
immigrant (such as tourist or student) to immigrant while they
,were in the United States. In this case, the would-be ilea-

° grants reported to an INS office for the same process they would
have undergone had they been applying to a consular office for
an immigrant visa.

. admission: assuming that the would -be immigrant had all of his

papers in order, including the all-important immigrant visa,
he would then arrive at a port.of entry (either alonq'the land
borders or, more likely, at one.of the international airports)
for physical admission to the U.S. If.admitted (and only a
t2ny friction are denied entry); thesimmigrant is then given
his permanent resident.alien identification (the green card or
form 1-151).

a.

wra
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FIGURE .1
The Screoning Process for Immigrants its the United States
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.Note. This exhibit shows the screening pilocess experienced by the major classes of arriving immigrants (but not Sall classes), those included

are relatives iliside and outside the numerical limits, labor certification beneficiaries, and sevcnth preference refugees,
B

.

Nonpreference, Schedule A labor certliation ben_ficiaries car, apply for certification and immigrant visas from the consular officers;
nonpieferenc investur:, ana other nonpretertn,e immigren:4 exempt from labor certification reguiremoirts ace treatedin,a similar manner.

**seventh prf,ferencc
excuser;, 4pply 101 conditional entry to INS officers overseas,

rather than going through the visa issuance process.
Source: Taken from David S. North and Allcn Leliel,Ifowei32111T andi gration Policy_ in the,U.S.: An Analyrs of a NonrelationshiP,(Washington, Nal a ,,,al Commi.ol'fl mini, a,1 forth,:oming), III
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w, registrations .during each subsequentlJanuarle,(until such time
as the imisigrant Secures citizenehip) the alien is obliged to

1S filo an alien address card (I-54) with his name, address,'
Ilion number, Social Security amber, occupation, and employer.
while ftling'this document is not part of the screening 'proce-
dure, it is'a potentially useful source'of'dats 'cs immigrants
after their sdmilision to the nation.

1 c'

Peilmanent redideht alien status, which the Cohort of 1970
achieved following successful completion of,the procedures lust '

..-described, does not guarantee full and free access to the nation's
labor markets. In fact,, immigrants have to cope with three sets
of constraints as they seek equal treatmentin the labor market;
we are primarily concerned here with the third of these factors,
legal barriers to full access to the labor market, but the other
two (covered in more detail plater in the report)'should be at
least mentioned.

1

The first set of constraints are those which the
brings with him. He is, by definition, in an alien environment,
where the customs, practices, and in many cases, the language are
new to him. ,Often'the immigrant's status as a newcomer slows his
piogress in the labor market.- (On the other hand, immigrants,
tepd'to be self-selected, ambitious persons:)

The Second set of constraints arelaid on by employeirs who,
perAaps,motivated by xenophobia, may be reluctant to hire the new
arrival, or to make full use of his training aid experience.

,,0theremployers, llowever, react differently;'" and seek dUt aliens
either. .as landsmen, and thus familiar, or as 'eager and perhaps

third set of constraints are those which areimbedded,whichecleraland state law, whi under many circumstances can limit
,:4't)ermanent resident alien's bear'h for appropriate employment.
,liJnfortunately, 'the cheerful Am raYcan myth that resident aliens '

do everything a citizen fin, except.vote and be.elected to,
"liublic office, is, simply not ,true.

The Supreme Court, in a series of recentopihions (described
more thoroughly in David Carliner's very useful :The Rights of
Aliens*)in effect voted twice to restrict the rights of permanent
resident aliens in the labor market, and voted once'to expand those
righti.

ti

I' .1

*DavidCarliner, The Rights of Alienb: The Basic ACLU Guide to an
Alien's Rights (New York: AmonBooks, 1977).

a.
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On the issue of a long-standing Federal Government prac-

tice, essentiallyibarring resident aliens from most Federal

jobs, thaCourt ruled that such a decision, while constitution-
al, couIrnot be made, as it had been, .by the U.S. Civil Service

Commission; it had to be wide by the Congress or the President.*

-Subsequently, President Ford reaffirmed the previous Civil Ser-

' vice Commission position.on the subject;

As far as private employment is concerned, the Court

ruled in the Farah case** that it was lawful for an employer

to discriminate, against Manent 'resident aliens in favor of

cAtizens. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,.however,

has interpreted that decision to mean that such discrimination

is acceptable only when it is t a proxy for nation-of-origid

discrimination; in the Farah case, all the workers involved,

both the citizens and the aliens, were of Mexican heritage.

But what is acceptable for private employers and for the

U.S. Government is not acceptable for states and for local gov-

ernment; in the.Sugarman v. Dougall case,*** the Court ruled

that the State of New York could not discriminate, against-per7

manent residentaliens in favor of citizens,.

uolhere is another body of law and re lation, at the ate
level, whiCh persists as a barrier to approp to eMploymeEr*

for some permanent resident aliens, even though the Supreme

,Court has ruled against it. These are the stipulations; in many

States! professional licensing regulations, which make it manda-

,tory for a physician, or a mortician, a barber or a beautician'

to be a bitizen before the individual can practice the /trade or

0 profession. "Tarliner contends that, although such stipulations

would not hold up on court review, thii'is not,generally known,

and mAy aliens are prevented thereby from following the trade!,

or profession for which they have been rained.

Immigrants not only receive relatively little protection

against discrimination in the labor market;_ they are.also unlikely

to receive manpower training services, unle they arrived with one

of the large groups of refugees for whom thrikgovernment has provided

extensive services, such as the Cubans and the Indochinese. Immi-

grints are not barred from manpower training and vocational educa-

tion programs; that is not the pdint we are making. What we are.

arguing is that there are relatively few programs which are design-

ed with their special needs in'mind. (Since the Abor Department's
reporting system for its local grantees is not structured to cap-

-ture data on alien clients (or foreign born ones), there are,
unfortunately, no sfatisftws on the subje6t.)

4
1'

*Hampton v. Mow Sun Won, 426 U.S. 88 (19761. ,11

**Espinoza V. Farah Manufacturing Co. 4 $14 U.S. 86 (1073).

***Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 614 (1973)'.
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These, then, are the immigration policies which facilitated

the admission'of the 1970 cohOrt of immigrants, spme of the prolo--

cedures thatthey completed in the immigration procesi, and some
of thW abnstraints they faced as they entered the labor Market.

II. The Flows of

The 1970 cohort of immigrants consisted of 373,326.individ-,.--j

uals. The total for the year was fairly typical for a cohort of
immigrants arriving sunder the provisions of the 1965 Amindme4ts;

during the eight years of full effectiveness of the Amendments
for which we have data (July 1, 1168 through June 30, 19761), the

cohorts gross mean was 383,350, and there was little variation

from the moan year after.year.*

It should be stressed that this is a gross measure of legal
immigration; it is not a measure of the net arrivals of addition-

al people in the United States. This is the cases because several
movements of.people across our borders are not covered by this

measure; the most significant of these is the movement of illegal
aliens into'the nation. Since the number of apprehensions of Met
gal aliens has, in recent years,-been running at mote than twice

'the level-a-legal immigration, it is likely that this is a substan-

tial movement. Two other, legal movements of persons are not in-
carded in .the 373,326 figure noted above; these are the departures

of U.S. citizens, which was estimated at 56,043 in 1970 by Finifter**

and the departures of permanent resident aliens, which Warren has

estimated "at an annual averagelof 110,000 during the 1960s.***

The arrival of about 400,000 legal immigrants annually in
recent years indicates, as Figure 2 illustrates: that immigrants,

-are coming to the country in larger numbers in the last eight years
than they have since the 1920s. However, at the turn of the century,

when we were a uch less populous nation, we were admitting consider-

ably larger n ers of immigrants in bbth absolute and relative terms.

he gross numbers of arriving immigrants is certain to in-

cre se in the years follow*ng 1976, without any further change
in the immigration law. This is the case becease of two decidions,
'one judicial and the other administrative, each of which will,in-

.
crease the number of immigrants by approximately 150,000. A
Federal District Court judge has ruled that the Government acted

improperly in issuing numerically controlled immigrant visas to
Cuban refugees,(*ho should have been granted visas outside the
numerical ceilings); this practice.admwely affected other West-

ern Hemisphere immigrants who were told to wait in line until

*Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Report: Immigration and

Naturalization Service, 1976, Table 1.

**Ada Finifter, "Emigration from the United States, An Exploratory Analy-'

sis," paper presented at the Cpnfprence on Ptiblic Support for the Political ,

System at:the University of WisecAsin-Madison, August 13-17, 1973.

***Robert Warren, "Recent Immigration and Current Data Collecti n " Mont

Labor Review, October 1977.
9 A,,1
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FIGURE.2

ImmigratiOn to the United States in,Absolute Numbers, by Decade, and
Population at the Beginning of the 'Decade, 1870-1970

as Percent of U.S.

E22222!= Percentage of U.S. Population

1:870s 1880s 1890s' 1900s

;If-," *This projection of 3,94millio n s based the assumption that immigration will continue at about

the same rate for the last half of t
:
e decad; as-it:did in the first half, 1971-1975, which was 1,936,000.

1930s 1940s 1950s ;.960s 1970s

Source: Immigration

tion figures derived

9r 10

figures from INS A ual Repoit, 1475, Tible 1; percentages computed from popula-
m The WIlkld Al .nac & Book of Facts, 1977.,
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h Tvisa 'numbers became
to issde immigrant
.,to wait:*

10

The judge ordered the GoverAment
to those who had previdusly been told

The admin trative decision, really a series of them,
permitted the dmission of Indochinese. refugees following,
the end of the VietnaMese War; these admissions, Mhich are
outside the previously described numerical limits, will not

'be recorded in the formal statistics of INS until the refugees
convert their Status to that of immigrants, a process which will
,start two years after their arrival in this country.

Legal immigration will' also increase, perhaps substantially,
if the Administration's proposal to grant amnesty, or permanent
resident alien status, to the more established of the illegal
aliens is incorporated into the law; it is,regarded as unlikely
that,these amnesty admissions would be made within the, framework
of "theLcurrept numeribal limits.

The Stack of the Foreign ''n

While the numbers of arriving immigrants in the last decade_
(1968`-1977)Aas been larger than in the previous four decades,
and while Aqrecentiyears the'raiMbers of arriving illegal aliens
has apparent Ylpeen increasing as well, the-size of the foreigh
borh pOpulation had been decreasing relatively since 1910, and
absolutely as well since 1930, as,shown'below:

census

191It

1920\,
1930
194b
1950 ,

1960
1970

mentArY,,see Maurice A. Roberts, ed. Interpreter Releases, Vol. 4, No 14,

,- mail 12,''1979- (NeveYo4k:, American Council for.Nationalities Service)
, .

1 ' ,,N.,, - 1a.

#,--,, **Data for 1920-1979 from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical stract
of the gilited States, 1976, 'liable-40; data for 1910 from U.S-Bureau-o th-e

Census, Historicale$tatistics of the U.S., series A29-42 and A105-118.
1 ,

Jir

(

Number of Foreign Boni Percent of'Total **

'10,347,000

13,516,090
13,921,000''

14,204,000
11,595,000

9,738;000
9,6191000

14.6%
13.2

11.6
8.8

'6.9

-_5.4
4./

*See Silva vAevi, u.s.D,p., N.D. Ill., No.. 76 C 4268, and for a com-

I
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The reason for, this anomaly relates partly to the advanced

age, in recent decades, and the consequent high death rates of

the large-numbers of immigrants who arrived at the turn of th

century, partly to some emigration of immigrants (a portion df

whom retire to their homelands), andopartly because of the tim-

ing of the measures descrihed.above.* The post-1965 Amendments

increase in legal immigration made only a minimal impact On the

1970 census, #s the Amendments had been in full effect fdr only

21 months when the 1970 enumeration was taken ion April 1, 1970);

further, most of the increase in illegal immigration apparently

has taken place since thespensus was. conducted.

It will be interesting to see whether or not the 50-year

trend, of a steadily decreasing foreign-born stock, will con-

tinue when the results of the 1980 census are tabulated; I

suspect that the trend will be reversed. -A

To summarize thiz :hapter, we find that th& nation's immi-

Iratioli.policies are primarily based on-non-labor market consid-

erations and, as a result, only,a minority.;of immigrants are screened

with labor market factors in mind; these are the potential labor

ccertification beneficiaries. Most immigrants are admitted because

they are a relative of a U.S. resident.

Annual admissions of immigrants hav, been running just below

.the 400,000 level in recent years, a hi4lair rate than in the pre-

vious four decades,'but considerably lower, both absolutely and

proportionally, than the rate of immigrant acceptance at the turn

of the century. The 400,000 figure, however, is likely to be

increased, at least temporarily,' 4n the next few years because

of refugee admissions and (if' enacted) amnesty for some portion

of the illegal alien population.

The increases in levels of legal immigration made possible

by the 1965 Amendments have not yet reversed the long-term de-

clining trend of the foreign born population, as reflected in

the decennial censuses.

a

*Underenumeration, particularly of the illegal immigrants, would be

another factor.
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CHAPTER TWO

An individual worker's experiences in the'labor market
are influenced by a wide variety of.factors, some internal
to the worker, many external; some of the most important
individual factors (such as ambition and one's ability to
adjust in the working environment) cannot be measured di-
rectly with any degree of success; but there are other fac -'
tors known to influence, labor market behavior on which data
are available for arriving immigrants. Preparatory to exam-
ining the labor market experiences of the cohort of 1970,
it is useful to draw.a profile of that group of immigrants
in terms of seven-variables:

age (upon arrival)
sex
marital status (upon arrival,)
nation of birth

-planned destination 'within,the U.S.
'immigration classification, and
occupation (as.stated on the visa application)

In addition, we aretnterested in the variable.of educa-
tion, although data on this subject are available only for
earlier groups of:immigrants, through the decennial censuses.

We will examirie,,for each of the variables noted above
(save education), the profile of the 1970 cohort of immigrants
and, where pertinent, compare the c6horts characteristics
with those of four other populations:

the resident population of the United States in 1970;

the.foreign-born population, which was comprised,
principdlly of earlier groups of immigrants (those
who.arrived before -the 1965-Amendments went into
effect);

s, other recent cohorts 'of immigrants '(those of fiscal
years 1969, and 1971 through 1976); and

illegal aliens.

Whil
chapter; most of the-detailed data regarding immigrants arriv-
ing in the years of interest can be found in Appendix B.
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Ale: The 1970 cohort of immigrants was youthful (median
. age at arrival, 24.3 years) and as ch,tended (slightly) to

decrease the +median age of the U.S. opulAion; the median
age of recent immigra o rts van ed little from the 1970
figure, and stayed cd sistently under the meFlian for the U.S.
population as a whole, which was 28.0 in 1970 and 28.8 in
1975. The arriving 1970 immigrants were, understandably, con-
siderably younger than the stock of the foreign born, whose
median age that year.was 52.0 years.*

While a predominance of young adults characterized the
earlier.cohorts of immigrants and apparently the current group

, of illegal aliens, the 1970 cohort of immigrants included a
substantial number of family members (with,children represented
more generously than older persons). The tendency of recent
immigrant cohorts to approadh the U.S. norm, in terms of age'
distribution, is shown in Table 1; although young adults are
tore heavily represented in the 1970 cohort than ilythe resi-
nt population, the difference is less dramatic than, it was

in 1910.

Illegal of today, like the legal ones of 1910,
appear to be cone ntrated in the young adult years, with approx-
imately 90% of apprehended illegals falling in the 18,7,44 age

, range; studies on this subject tend tolOgree; for example, four
recent studies of apprehended illegal aliens from Mexico indi-
cated that the mean ages,of the members of the study group were,
respectively, 27.5, 27.5, 27.6, and 28.9 years of age.**.

Sex:. 6omparea to the U.S. resident population in r970,'WhiCh
consisted of 148 men for every 1,000 women*** the immigrant
cohort of 1970 had a larger proportion of women; this was a
reversal of the situation in earlier years, when predominantly<

417 male cohorts of immigrants came to a nation which had a few more

*Sources for most statistics used in this chapter can be found in
Appentik Bs when they are derived from other sources, they will be noted.
In this case, it is U.S.3ureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,
Subject Report PC(2)-1A, National Origin andLanguage (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Govefnment Printing Office, 1973), Table 10. Footnote references to

this pubitication will hereafter be,cited Census, PC(2)-1A. .

**These studies were: Immigration and Naturalization Service, Illegal

Alien Study, Part 1: Fraudulent Entrants Study, September 1976, p. viii;

Julian Samora, Los Mojados: The Wetback Story (Notre Dame: University of

Notre Dame Press,1971), p. 90; North and Houstpun, Characteristics and Role
of illegal Aliens, p.:69; and Government of-Mexico, Resultados de la.Encuesta
"Realizada por la Comision Intersecretarial pare el Estudio del Problema de la
Emigracion Subrepticia de Trabajadores Mexicdnos a E.U.A., 1972.

***U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States,

1975, Table 26.

A
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TABLE 1

eoF
Distribution' of Age of ImmigrNo orts and Total U.S. Population, 1910 and 1970

(aI percents)

AgGroup
1 1 1 0

Immigrant U.S.
Cohort Population

1 9 7 0

Immigfnt U.S.
Coho Population

Total: Number\
Percene

dnder 15 ydrars*

15-44 years*

45 years and over

1,041,570
100.1

11.6

83.4

5.1

91,972,266
99.9

32.1

48.9

18.9

373,326 203,210,000
100.1 100.0

28.6

41.0

30.4

*The age groups for the '1910 cohort of'immigrants varied slightly; they were,
under 14 and 14.-.44,. /

Source: Data for 1910 from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical atistics
of the United States, Series A119- 34 and C138-142; data for,1,79 immigr nts from

1

INS Annual geport, 1970, Table 10 'and for the 1970 populationlfrom Bure u of the
Census, 197 'Census of Population, Eltailed'Characteristics, United States Summary,
Table 191.

I
- .
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men tha' women. . (An extreme example of this occurred in 1824,
when there were 4,025'male immigrants to 1,000 female ones, at
a time,when the moist recent census (of 1820) reflected a resi-
dent population tatioof 1,032 men to every 1,000 women.)* As
recently as 1910, there were more than 2,400 male immigrants
arriving for every 1,000 female ones. By the thirties, the

-Majority of immigrants were women, and this pattern has persi ted
since that time.**

A major reason for the predomi ance of female immigrants re-
lates to a single clause in the i igration law, which, under-
standably, permits U.S. citizens wh marry aliens to immigrate
these alien spouses; in the years of concern, 1969-1976, the
mean number of men admitted through this provision was 18,409,,
while the mean for women was approximately twice as large,
36,371. Anexamination of Appendix B on this point, however,
shows that the predominance of women has been declinin§ in this
category; there were almost three times as many women as meh in
this category in 1969, but by 1976 the ratio was down to.about
three to two.' One could speculate that changing mores now ,
allow U.S. citizen-women the freedom that U.S. citizen nen have
long had that is, to go abroad and find a suitable spouse and
bring that person back to'America; one could also speculate that
a portion of these, marriages involved no foreign travel at all,
but were between citizen'women and alien males lacking permanent
resident status (nonimmigrants and illegals).

This second lint of speCulaticin is supported by what little
ipformatibn we have on the male-female mix among illegal aliens;

smen appear'to be in a substantial fiajority in that population. -
Certainly, all the survey data on ever-apprehended illegal aliens'
(those who have been arrestedat least once by INS) indicate a .

high incidence of males. What is not clear are the relative
sizes of the two groups of illegal aliens, i.e., the ever-appre-
hended as opposed to, the never-apprehended ones; but'it appears
likely that the latter group contains a larger percentage of
women than the former.

Marital Status:. At the turn of the century, when immigrant
cohorts were young and predominantly male, immigrants were much
more likely to be single than,the generfal population: In 1920,
when sound data on the subject for an immigrant cohort became
available, this wal-still the case. The'approach to the American
ncirm, which we have reported in terms of immigrant age groupings
and sex ratios, can also be seen when the marital status of immi-
grants and the resident population is Compared, asit is in
Table 2 for the years 1920 and 1970.

*Harry Jones, Migration and Business Cycles (New York: Macmillan,

1926), p.'39. .55

**For a more extended treatment of this subjec see North and Weissert,

'igrants and the American Labor Market, pp 25-33

33
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TABLE 2
o

Distribution of Marital Status of Adult Immigrant Cohorts
and the General Population,* 192.0 and 1970

(as percents)

Year Categories Single Married Other**

1920 Males - Immigrants 57.5 43.6 2.0
- Population ,31.8 61.3 6.8

.40

Females - Immigrants 4i42 A6.9 8.8
Population 24.1 60.4 15.4

1970 Males' - Immigrants 29.0 69.3 1.6
PopUlation 19.1 750 5.9.

Ir

Female's - Ithmigrants
.Population

19.8
13.7 ,

74.6
68.5

5.4
17.8

*Over 18 years of age for 1970, over 14 years of age for,1920

**widowed, 'separated, divorced.

source: Adapted rom'David S. North and William G. Weissert
Immigrants and the. American Labor Market (Washington, D.C.:' Trans-
Century Corporation, 1975); Table: W. .
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The percentage of married immigrants rose for the cohorts
which followed that of 1970, as Appendix B indic;tes. In 1970
69.3% of the iMmigrant males 18, and older were marred; by 1976

the percentage had increased to 73.55s. AMong the female.immi-,
grants, the percentage increased slightly from 74.6% in 1970,tO
76.4% in 1976. The iMMigrnt cohorts sipce41973 have shown
higher incidences of marriage than the adult populatidn as a
whole, a reversal of the turn of the .century situation;
is largely because of a sharp14.04spwer incidedce of separation
and divorce among the immigrants than among the bailance of the
population. f

One of the reasons fo' the trend for more maf.piep immigrants
may well be built into the-immigration law itself; being marked
to a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident alien issone of the
characteristics for which one is rewarded'wit an immigrant's

v- visa under the current law (Dust as being Irigh or Swedish was
rewarded under the prior country-of-origin law). Table 3 indi-
cates that while the number of marriages in the .S. has been
quite steady in recent years, at a litte above the 2,100,000

..level, the number Of marriages-which-crieate*-immigrants has ip7' t

creased sharply, up more than 50% between 1969 and 1976, the
last year for which complete data are - available. (Such mar-
riages are not counted as such4, of course; we combined data on .

visas issued to spouses of perthanent,resident aliens and admis-
sions data on U.S. citizenS' spouses to arrive at the estj.mates.

used in Table 3.)

Fe .lity is a related variable which'affects fa si-ze

and h , i;come, the labor force Participation'ra,te of , -

females. the earnings rate of employed females, and t e second
generation effects of immigration. Data on fertility are 'un-
available for immigrant cohorts but available from the Census
on the foreign bun.

Thefertility of foreign born females 25-44 is.2.14 ckilaren
ever bon per female versus 2.57 fornatiVe U.S. -females. It

is similarly lower for th6 45-64age group. :Fertility:Varies
with nationat4.ify for 25L-44 year old females, ranging from 1.80
for Japan toY3.44 for Mexicans. The latter- is in excess of
the 2.75 rate for native persons of Spanish language.' . '*

Fertility rates for all foreign, born 'women 35-44 are, lowest
(2.21) for the 1960-64' immigrants, and are 2.26 for the 1965-70

wave, having declined significantly from those,waves prior toi

1960. For Mexican women 35 -44, -the rate is 4.0:both.for the
6S-70 and the 60-64 waves.. These are very, high rates and account
for an--irnportant_par_t_ofthe poverty rates of Mexican immi-
%rants.*

'

-1)

*Census, PC(2) -1A, Tables 2, 3, an 17. r
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TABe 3

'ricidence of Immigrant- Creating Marriages as Compared to all ALS. Marriages,'1969-76

Ca.

1969 . 1970 1971 1972

0

1973 140.4 1975 1976

(A) 'Admissions of Spouses of 7

U.S. Citizens

(B) Visas Issued to Spouses of

'39,273 51,895 54,300 58,297 67,288' 67563 55,62, 60,090

Permanent Resident Aliens 9,656 10,562' .12,057 12,772 13,472 14,773 14,419 14,574

Total of Above 48,929 62,45% 66,357 71,069 80,760 70,039 74,664

,

Percentage Change,
.... 1969-1978

,

for82,336

.
;

!- (Ot' Total U.S. Marria es (000s) 2,145 2,159 2,190 -2,282. 2,284 2,230 2,126 2,133

i '4=

Percentage<Change
1969-1976 c r0.6

1.

Source: Line (A) is from IN Annual Reports, Table 4; line (8)-is from Report of the visa Office, Table II;
and line (C) is from Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1976, Table 68 for 1969-75, and for 1976 from the National

Center for Health Statistics (by phone).

'Note: Data on U.S. marriages are for calendar years, while data on immigrants are for fiscal years.

tr-
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Predictably, when illegal aliens are compared to either
legal immigrants, or to the U.S. population as a whole, they'show
a much lower incidence of marriages; for example, 54.8% of the 25-
34 year olds in the North- Houstoun study grbup (90% of whom were
male) said that they were married,' while 80.3% of the comparably
ages male group in the resident population are married.*

/
Nation of .Birth: ,Table 4 indicates that there has been

a substantial change in the source of U.S. immigrants over the.
past eighty years, with the flows fillOhEurope,falling sharply,
and those from Agia and the Americas increeing correspondingly.
The number arrivin from Northern and Western Europe, for example, n
in 1970 was less than one tenth wbat it had been in 1890. Other
patterns of note are the substantial decreases in immigration
from Canada, which have been more than coIpensated for by sub-
stantial increases from Mexico and from the balance of the ,

Western Hemisphere. immigration from Africa and from Oceania
has increased ovei the years, but remains'a minor-factor.

Table 4 shows the changing regions of Origin of U.S. immi-
grants over a period of 80 sears, in which there were numerous
(and substantial) changes in immigration laws, as well as wars,
revolutions and depressions; the more immediate trends in the
source of immigrants in the eight years under scrutiny here
(and during,a period when the immigration law remained virtually
unchanged) is shown in Appendix B. ).

Durig these eight years the longterm-ends noted above
continua.; immigration febm Europe, which comprised about a
third of all immigr4tion in 1969, fell to about a fifth by 1976.
Canadian immigration, down to about 18,000 in 1969.1fel1 to
below 8,000 in 1976. Immigration from Mexico rose from 1969
to 1974, when it reached a peak of 71,586 and then slipped off
slightly, while immigration from the balance of the Western Hem-
isphere increased from about 90,000 in l'969 to about 100,000
in 1976. The most dramatic single change related to Asia; the
number of immigrants from that continent almost doubled, in the
eight year. span, going fappea -little more than 75,000 in 1969
to a little less than 15D,000 ins1976. The labor makket impli-
cations of these region of origin shifts will be examined sub-
sequently.

State of Destination: The1970 cohort of immigrants, like
those before and after them, clustered geographically within
the United States; 78.9% of the members of this cohort reported
that they wee going to settle in 10 states of the nation, which
was home, according to the 1970 Census, to only 49.9% of the
nation's population. The statesion the cohort's list were, in
decending order, New York, Califprnia, New Jersey, `Illinois,
Texas, Massachusetts, Florida,.0kichigan, Pennsylvania, and

*North and Houstoun, C/Ncacteristics and Role of Illegal Aliens, pp.
76-77.

38.
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TABLE 4

Region of Birth of Selected Cohorts of Immigrants, 1890-1975
(as absolute numbers and percent of column total)

QUALfTATIVE
SCREENING

Region of Origin 1890 1910 1930
I

Northern & Western 286,124 202,198
Europe (62.8%)

(..L19 4%)
ANS

Southern& Eastern 159,556 724,093
Europe (35.0%) (69.5 %)'

/

Asia 4,448. 23,533 114,535
(1.0%) (2.3%) (1.

112 1,072 57
* (0.1%) (0.20-47.

1,167 1,097 1,051-

(0.3 %) f0.1%) (0.4%)

not 18,651 12,703
recorded,-------(1.8%) (5.3%)

ETHNIC SCREENING
1950 1960

97,118 .463,707
(40:2%) * (65.7%)

-

50,320 35,408
(20.8%) , (14.2%)

Africa

Oceania**

Mexico

Canada

Other Western
Hemisphere

atm

Other Countries

183 ' 56,555 64254
(5.4%) (7.0%)

3,650 14,288 10,147

(0.8%) (1.4%) (4.2%)

'62 43 0
* *

:Rt

FAMILIAL
SCREENING

1970 175

84,552 34,387
(31.9%) (9.2%)

55,118 81,652
(20.8%) (21.9%)

4,508 23,864 94,883
(1.81,), (9.0%) (25.4%)

22,058

'(5.7%)

514(938

(13.4%)

132,469
(34.3 %)

849 2,526 8,115 6,729

(0.3%) (r;0%) (2.2%) (1.7%)

517

j0.2%)

6,744
(2.7%)

21,885

(8.8%)

15,562
(6.2%)

1,179 ' 3,198
(0.4%) (0.9%)

32,684. 44,469
(12.3%) (11.9%)

3,347

(0.9%)

62,205
(1610%)

108990 13,804 7,308

(11.7%) (1

34,449 A92,8140,139
(13.0%) (4.9%) (25:9%)

36 4 1
*

TOTAL 455,302

(99.9%)

1,041,570

(100.0%)

241 ,J00 -' 49,187 265,398 373,326
(100.0%) 9.9%) (100.1%) (100.1%)

386,194

(99.9%)

Source: Taken from David S. North and Allen LOW., Manpower Policy and Immigration Policy in the U.S.: An Analysis
of a Nonrelationship, (Washington, D.C.: National-Commission for Manpower Policy, forthcoming), Exhibit VI, which
was

t
derived from* for If10-1950, Historical Statistics of the United States, Series C, 88-114; 1960-19N data from

W ) INS Annual Reports, 19(t0, 1970, and 1975, Table 14.
vt../

**Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific islands.

9
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Hawaii.* Sim4larly, the members of the 1970 cohort were more
'likely to live in major cities than Americans, generally; 37.5%'
of thecohort elected to live in ten cities, which in 1970 had
been the residence of only 9.8% of the nation's population.
Thds newly arriving imiNigrants tend to-play a more important
rolas workers and as consumers im,some states than others
and in the big cities of the nation, as opposed to_suburban
and rural areas.

while the c ustertny of imnrigrants-has-deerea-ccd a bit over
time--the ten most popular states in the 1899-1910 - period drew
83.5% of immigrants,** and New York alone had 31.4% of them,
compared to the 1970 figures of 78.9% and 26.2%, respectively-
the locus has changed considerably. Sunbelt states such as
Florida, Texas, and Hawaii have attracted increasing numbert
of immigrants; consequently; the flows, in terms of percen-
tages, have slacked off in the northeastern quadrant of the

nation.

The 1970 cohort's destinations were fairly close to those
of the other recent cohorts, as Appendix B shows; in 1970,
New York was still the most favored state for immigrants, but
by 1976.that distinction had been won by California.

_Less is known about the geographic location of illegal
aliens, than is known about -their, demographic characteristics;
one can speculate, however, that they probably cluster where
recent legal immigrants from the same nations cluster. Given
the nearness of the U.S.-Mexican border, on one hand, and the
recent trends toward sunbelt settlement by legal immigrants, A

on the other, one would expect something of,a tilt to the South
and West, as well as a continuing interest in urban areas in

the North and the Middle West.

Classes of Immivants: The immigration law is a complex
instrument, said to be the most complicated piece of American
legislation outside the Internal Revenue Code; immigrants are
admitted to the nation if (assuming.intereet on their part and
successful completion of the application process) they are
defined as admissibre under one of the segments of the law.
The 1970 INS Annual Report, which presented vluminous data on
the cohort of that year, indicated (in Table A) 26 separate, and'
distinct provisions of the law which had been used that year
to facilitatettmmigrant admissions. Some of these provisions
were virtually inactive, thus only two admissions. were recorded
as those of "foreign government officials adjusted under Section
13 of the Act, of September 11, 1957," while more than 100,000

*See Appendix Bfor individual state percentages.

**United States Immigration Commission, Abstracts of the Reports of
the Immigration Commission, Statistical Review of Immigration (Washington

p. 105.
.
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were admitted as "Natives of thelVifttern Hemisphere, their

spouses'and children (subject to Western Hemisphere numerical

limitations) " .a category whidh has many subcategories (such

as labor certification beneficiaries, their relatives, rela-

tives of U.S. citizens, and relatives of permanent resident

aliens). For a full listing of all the provisions of-the

law, tnd the number of immigrants whose admision w&s facil-

itate by those provisions, duriftg the eight recent years of

\interest, see Appendix B. Ala

Clearly, the various provisions of the law might be a

use u varia
gration apd its impact on the labor market. It was equally

evident that simply using the 26 provisions as an analytical

framework would not be practical; not only would there, be too

many cells, but some cells (such as the large one for the

Western Hemisphere) contain a variety of important subcells,

.
and others (such as first preference, unmarried sons and 4C.'4

daughters of U.S. citizens) might not be significantly differ-

ent in the labor market from others (such as fourth-p, ere4ce,

married sons and daughters of U.S. citizens). Anothe as-

sification system wasneeded, and, to make things a little

more complex, we devised two of them, each with a different

objective, over the years.

The first system, which we call immigration categories, was

used in Immigrants and the American Labor Narket; seven classes

are defined (and a small miscellany of others who did not fit

the system were dropped). The seven categories of the 1970

cohort, for which we have extensive earnings data,'are:
MAY

Immigration Category
./ff

EH Workers

. EH WorkerW Relatives

EH Relatives

. EH Relatives' Relatives

\\ WH Workers

WH Re)atives

U.S. Relatives

Description

Labor certification beneficiaries from

the Eastern Hemisphere, in third, sixth

and nonpreference. .\

Spouses and Children of EH Workers.

First, second, fourth, and fifth

primary preference persons (i.e.,
the alien with an immigrant Telative

in the U,S.)
. , r

Spouses and children of EH Relatives.

Laborcertification beneficiariesfrom'
the Western Hemisphere. .

All other Westefh Hemisphere immigrants

admitted under the numericallimits.

,immediate relatives of U.S.. citizens

,(from both hemispheres).
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There are two deficiencies in this system, which limit its,
utility. In the first place, the system.was designed to cate-
gorize,5,000 immigrants (in the 1970 cohort) for whom we had
completed (and utilized) visa applications; we could, and did,'
make distinctions (say between a primary fifth preference immi-
grant, the onewith the brother in the U.S., and the secondary
fifth preference immigrant; the child of the alien with the
brother in the U.S.), which are not reflected in the INS statis-
tical system; therefore comparisons must be made overtime
,through a technique that includes some estimations.,, The second
problem was that, foi reasons covered more thoropghly in,Appen-
dix A, the data gathering system used in selecting the 5.,0004
members of the cohort sample, systematically excluded' refugees,
who would have made a highly logical eighth category. Despite
these difficulties, the immigrant category system was builte
intoour analytical framework and, was used in connection with
the Social Security Administration's 1970-1975 taxable earnings
data on the 1970 cohort of immigrants. (See' Chapter 4)

An analysis of the changing composition of the cohorts °wig
ithe years in terms of immigration .categories (as shown in Appen-

dix B) indicates that there were decreases in the'numbers of' -

workers, particularly those from the Western Hemisphere, a sharp
increase in U.S. citizen relatives, a slight.decline in the
other four relative categories, and an increase in the other
category, caused by slightly larger groups of refugee admissions
in the latter years.

Subsequently, we developed a simpler analytiCal framework,*
which divided immigrants into two broad categories,. those who .

wereadmitted to the' nation 4s relatives of U.S. residents,
through the process,of familial. screening, as opposed to those
admitted because their presence was judged to meet some public
need, i.e., as a result of societal screening. In general terms,
familial screening facilitates the admission of relatives pf
both U.S. citizens and permanent resident aliens, while societal
screening facilitates the admission of labor certification bepe-
ficiaries (and their families), refugees, and members'of several
smaller.subclasses,(such as former empldyees of U.S. missions
overseas).* This framework is based oft the published statistics
of-INS (and certain ancillary estimation techniques); the in-
creasing incidence of_familial screening,. in both percentage and
absdlute.terms, is shown in Appendix B.**.

*See Appendix A for methodology,

**A rough relationship can be established between the two classification
schemes outlined above; familial screening covers the categories:EH Rela-

.
,ar tames, EH Relatives' Relatives, U.S. Relatives, and virtually all of WH,

Relatives (save for a few labor certification beneficiaries dependents who
are in this category); sotietal screening covers both EH and WH Workers,
and EH Workeri' Relatives. ,

-
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One of the principal reasons why immigrants_ admitted throggh'

the societal screening-process declined,,in the,periodi studied,

from more than 37% to less than- 26 %, is-'because'' of the operations

of the labor certification program. With spreading pnemployment,

it became moredifficult for would-be employers to convince the

'Labor Department that resident workers were notialko.

able.for work, a necessary pre-condition for the ss*ance of a

labor certification for the employment of -an alien. 4ivtn the

U.S. immigration system; this did not mean that we secured fewer

immigrants; it -just meant that we welcomed different ones,

1 famil members not subject to the labor certificatibn

process. The decline in utilization o a or cer

L.

from 59,597 in 1969 to 25,474 in 1976( is spelled out in Appendix

B. ('the labor market implicationg of this downward trend will

be discussed subsequently.)

Stated Occuoationl When potential immigrants file their

visa applications, they complete this sentence, "My present

calling Or ccupation-is: ." Upon admission to

the United StateS-i:data on the visa applications are collected ,

acrd p blish d by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Since he applicant, by definition, is seeking a good from the

U.S. overnment, there..May be `some tendency to misstate one's

oc ation.....in order tb secure the visa. For example, a short-'

order cook who has secured a labor certification as a domestic

servant might be tempted to note that calling, not her current

job, on the form. Despite these problems, however, it is a

source of occupational data on each year's arriving immigrants.*

When the 1970 cohort completed their forms, almost half of

them reported that they were either professiorials, or crafts=

workers/and foreMen, with the percentages being 29.4% and 17.4%,

respectively. There were also large numbers of operatives,

11.7% and sales and clerical workers,,10.5%. The balance, of

31.0%, were scattered. through six other categories. (As we

will note subsequently, this distribution for the 1970 cohort

changed with the passage of time.)

In comparison with U.S. employed pereons,,in 1970, the work-

ers in the immigrant cohort had more than twice is many profes-

sionals (29.4% vs. 14.2%) and less than half as many other white

collar workers (14.2%- vs. 34.1%). -The immigrants also reported

larger percentages of craftsworkers, laborers, farmers and Arm -

workers, and particularly, domestic servants, than the population

*See statement of Roa, S. Bra - LaPorte, Research Sociologist, SMith-

sonian Institution in Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Inter-American

Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs: United States Caribbean`

Policy, Part I, September-19 and 21, 1973, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. House

of Representatives), g. 75., a
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as a N4101e, but fewer operatives and non-household service
worker# The comparison with the foreign born population
(as repORed in the 1970 Census) was simildr; in fact, the
occupation group'profile of .the foreign born was much'more
like that of thee resident population than it was of the,new

N.Omigrants.

When comparisons are made with earlier cohorts of immi- .

grants, it 4.s clear that the occupational composition of the
.curren genera 1 n -

an
that at the turn of the century, when only a handful of immi-
grants were in the skilled trades and in the professions.
For example, in 1910, 1.2% of the immigrants were professional
andtechnical workers, while 37.b% were farm laborers, and .

27.7% were non-farm laborers.* Similarly, the skill levels of.
the legal .immig ants of today are remarkably different from
those of the i legal immigrants of today, a group whose home-
country occupa, ion profile closely resembles that of earlier
waves of legal immigrants.** .-

While the differences'between the occupation- oups re- I

ported bythe population as a whole and those report d by the
1970 cohort are .more pronounced than intercohort d fferencea,
the latter are substantial enough to warrant comme t. The
percentage of reported professionals increas from the 1970'

flevel in the years t4at follqwed, reaching a h.gh o 31.9% in

1972, before declihin to below the 1970 level in 1976. A
similar pattern was followed in the nonfarm laborer category.

In the cohorts, that followed 1970, there Mere largerperden-
tages.of managers, nonhousehold service workers, and operatives,
and declines among the household workers, oraftsworkers and
farmers, while farmworkersi sales and clerical workers held
steady. The decline among the household servants probably re- f

flected'the Labor Department's increasing reluctance to issue 41

labor certification for such jobs.

The percentages noted above are of those, immigrants with
stated occupations; the percentage of immigrants with stated,
occupations, however, has been declining in regent yearsA'from
42.1% of all immigrants in 1970 to.38.8% in 1976.

Year of Education: Unfortunately data are not available
on'theyears of-education completed for the 1970 cohort or a
any other cohort of arriving immigrants; what are available,
however, are census data which provides us with information on
the extent of education reported by the foreign born (most of

*Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Series C -120-

137. 4.t

**North and Houstoun, Characteristics and Role of Illegal.Aliens,

pp. 105-112.
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whom were'-presumably immigrnts),)by*the native born of foreign

or mixed parentage (i.e., the second generation), and by native)

born of'native parentage. These data, while useful, reflect
the educational:Attainments of a previous generation of immi-

grants. Data presented on the 25-44 year olds among the foreign
torn,'for example, relate to persons who arrived in the U.S.
between the years 1924 and 1969; data on older persons r'efl'ect

an even' longer4weep into the past.

Examining the data on 25-44 year old riAl s, one finds that

forthe three classes (foreign born,' nativ orn of foreign
- .f native arenta e) , they

had a median years of schooling in the range of 12.2 to 12A6..

Years of school for females generally werereported as a few

months lower, on average, 'nd older persons in all three groups
reported less education than those 25-44.

These averages, however, bide a striking difference between

the foreign born and t4q. natives, the bimodal, age-specific edu-

cational distribtltionrclikve of immigrants; there is a far Ipligher

concentration of foreign born with extremely low .levels of edu-

cation than natives (29%'with 8 grades or less completed vs.,
12% for natives, in the 25-44 age group), while there is also

a higher concentration of foreign born than native born with
4 or more years of college;(24% vs. 18%) for 25-44 year old

males.

Among the foreign born,,further, there are remarkable

ferences in educational attainments, by country of origin, with
these from'japan reporting 16 years or more, from China and "all

other," (15', Austria (14),-Sweden, Netherland', France and
Lithuania (13), and w_ith most other enumerated nations falling

in the 12 yea'ra or md?e class, which is this nation's norm.**
Standing ollt at the very bottom of the list, however, are those

born in Mexico, who reported a median educational level of six

years. Non-Mexican "Western Hemisphere immigtants (Cuba, Other

Caribbean, Other Central and South Ameriba, and Canada) were all

placed in the 'same 12-13range with the U.S. averages".

The' available .data on educational levels of illegals are

rargely confined to a survey of apprehended Mexican natidnals,
but the findings tend to be consistent. The 1972 study by the
Mexican Government found that 23% of,the respondents had not been

to school at all, ,and only 23% had finished as many as six years
of school (the cutoff point for Mexican grammar schools); Samors

*Censps, PC(2) -lA, Tables 4 and 5.

**Ibid., Table 1.

I
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survey, 'taken earlie;,, reported that 28% of the respOndents
had'no contact with any schdbl, and that more than 90% had
completed six or fewer grades; the mean level of education
for the North-Houstoun Mexican respondents was 4.9 years, as
compared to 8.7 years for those from elseiGhere in the Western
Hemisphere, and 11.9 years for those from the Eastern Hem-
isphere.*

Conclusions: When examined along the variables of age,
sPx, and marital status, the 1970 cohort of immigrantsAand
all post-1965 Amendments cohorts) appear to resemble the-pop-
ulation othe United States generally; they differ from both
the immigrants of early/in this century, and from the appre-.
hended illegal aliens-6f today; two groups, hich have a sub -
stantial-resemblance to.each other, in that those groups appear
to be dominated by young male adults, who reported f sharply
lower incidence of marriage than did- t it peers in this coun- ,

try. We suspect )hat, given the hig in idence of profession-
als among the 1570 cohort of immigrants the educational level
of these immigrants (like those enumer ed by the 1970 census)
will be more like those of the U.S. population generally, than
those of the kl"legal immigrants of t y, or the egal ones of
the early debacles of this century.

It is possible to make firmer judgments,than, hose noted
aboxe, and more of them about the extent to which the 1970,
cohort reflects the characteristics of al; post-1965 Amendments
cohorts of immigrants. The mean-age oft.he 1970 cohort was al-
mast precisely that of the other seven'cohorts; the 1970 cohort
had a few more maIei in it than the other recent cohorts, and
slightly fewer marriages than the cohorts which followed. The
cohort of 1970 clustered in selected states and, major cities,
as the other cohorts did, but with less concentration in the
sunbelt states than the cohorts Which followed.

On the other hand, the 1970.cohort of immigrants had a
substantially larger percentage of labor certification bene-
ficiaries (14.9% compared to 6.4% in 1976) than- more,,recent.
cohorts; and compared to the most recent ones,' the 1970 cohort
had considerably fewer Asians and considerably more immigrants'
from Canada and froM Europe. Theroccupation group profile of
the 1970 cohort was roughly comparaKe to the profile for other
recent cohorts.

4%.

*Mexican Government{ Resultados de la Encuesta; Samora, Los Mojado;
and North and Soustoun, Characteristics and Role of Illegal Aliens, p. 75.
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The 1970 cOhort of immigrants is a useful group to studY,'
not because their characteristics will be mirrored year-after-
year in the future, but because they represent one of several
groups of immigrants whose admissions were governed by the
explicit provisionsof the 1965 Amendments. A major portion
of the immigrants admitted during most of the previous half
century were filtered..through the country-of-origin selection
process; the characteristics of immigrants admitted in the
next few years will be heavily affeCted by decisions made in
the past about refugeed, and those made in the future about
illegal aliens. The,1970 cohort, in a sense, was one that we

corned during a transitional period--after we had shaken off
ethnocentric policies of the past and before we faced up

to the questions raised by the illegal aliens if the present
and the futUre.

- ,

The 157 0 cohort, to oversimplify, was youhful, there
were a few more wome:: than men,.and:close to three quarters.
of those over 18'were married. Setting aside a small band
of Canadian immigrahts, roughly a third were from Europe, a
third from Asia and Africa, and another third from other parts
of the Americas. They clustered geograpkIcally in'the
more than three quarters going to ten states, and more than a'
third to ten specific cities (not,SMSAs). The majority were
admitted as felatives.of.U.S. residents,. the minority as
needed workers (and.iheir'relatives), and a few as refugees.
On their arrival; they reported_ari occupation group profile
quite different than that of the ,resident population, with
disproportionate numbers of profeAsionals, at one,nd of the
spectrum, and household and farmworkers at the other. Given
the large number with'pr6fessional backgrounds, it is likely
that the'median years of education for this group, as with
other, recent immigrants, was roughly equival nt to that of the
U.S. population generally.

O
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CHAPTER THREE

The 1970 cohort of immigrabts arrived.in the United Stateft
as the Census Bureau was collecting data on, among other
things, the labor mark4 experiences-of previous groups of
immigrants (and a few other foreign born as well). Subsequently,
the CenSus Bureau published data oh the following'variablet:*

Employment Status, as of the enumeration (April 1, 1970), y
i.e., participatio or,non-portiCipation in the civilian

labovIorce.

Employment or,UnempI'Aent, for those within the'civilian
labor force On that date;

\

l'k

Occupation Group (t elVe groups) on that date, for those
. 1

who were employed;

,Class of Worker (pr
employed, and unpa4
and ,

ate wage-and salary, -goverment, self-
family workers) for_those employed.; ,

Income in .19619 for families a d unrelated individuals.

,
This chapter will summarize these data and examine census

and'INS data regarding the-extent to which the growth of the
labor force cadbe attributed to immigration.

Three obseev t'ons should be kept iii mind as' these data
are described. est, like all Census data, this Is a cross-
sectionarprofi e of the.pdpulation of interest at a specific
point ill s sug4ested earlier, most of 'the-vforeign born
persons enume4ated ma that-Census (perhaps 94 -95 of them) had
been ad it -thejli.S.tbefore the 1965 Amendments went into
full-of ect.

011

Second, a edie age of',the foreign'born population enum
erated by t e Ce sus was considerably older than that of both
the total U.S. po ulltion at',the time of the' enumeration and
that of the arrivng cohort. _Of immigrants, 52.0.years, as com-
pared to 28.1 years, d 24:3'years, respectively; some of the

ad been in.the U.S. labor market' fOr more
the time. _Given this remarkable differ-

'irimporant to utilize age-sipecific-
7-,.../

foreigri born wor
than half.a century
ence in age structur
data whenever possible,

*Cengus, PC(2)-lhe,

he
vv
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The third consideration is the general difficulty that the

Census has in'counting low income person's, whiCh its usually

discussed in terms of an undercount of (particularly young

male) blacks and Hispanics; the Census Bureau, for perhaps

similar reasons' of incomplete communication with their target

population,' apparently has similar problems with the enumer-

ation of the foreign born, particularly of those born in Mexic .

A comparison made elsewhere,* between data gathered through

-the annial registration of aliens and Census data, showed

that some 4,247,000 aliens filed alien address cards (Form 1-53 )

with the Immigration Service in January, 19700 while the ,

Census, a few months later, enumerated only 1,542,000 non-
naturalized foreign born persons; the two series are not per-

fectly compatible, but it is interesting that the Census found

only 83% as many aliens as INS did. The discrepancy between

the numbers of Mexico-born aliens was even more pronounced,

with INS reporting a quarter of a million more of them than

the Census, 7.?4,000 compared to 483,000; in percentage'terms,

that is an enumeration of 66%. Given the low labor force par-

ticipation rates of Mexido-born women, the higher unempl yment

rates and low incomes of Mexican immigrants of both _sexes,

compared to other immigrants, the underenumeration of these

aliens undoubtedly creates a rosierpicture of the experiences
of all immigrants in the labor market than is justified. .

Nonetheless, the more than 500-page sus publication, National

Origin and Language (PC(2)-1A), contains a wealth of informa-

tion on the enumerated foreign born worker; the cross tabula-

tions dealing directly with labor market variables are shown

in Table 5.

The age groupings used in that publication aide; 16-24,

25-44, 45-64, 65-74, and 75 plus. The years of migration are

five year intervals from 1965-1969 back to 194571949, then
1934-44; 1925-34, and bef re 1925. There are 22 selected
Standard Metropolitan Sta istical Areas, and the four census

regions, Northeast, South North Central, and West.

The list of 25 nations used bythe Census in 19'70 can best

be described as quaint. The 'were separate listings for Den-

mark, Norway and Sweden, three nations which collectively in N
1970 produced less than one half of one percent of the

*For a discussion and comparison, see Immigiation and Naturalization.

Service, Illegal Alien Study Design, Vol. I, Final Report, pp.-67-69,

which in turn was baied on INS Annual peport, 1970, Table 34, and Census,

P )-1A, Table 17.
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\, TABLE 5

Labor Market Data Published on the Foreign Born, 1970 Census

4 LABOR MARKET VARIABLE
Age

Grouping

wit

CROSS TABULATIONS PUBLISHED

Year of
Migration

National
Origin SMSA

Ski

U.S.

Region

Employment Status (by"sex)

Unemployment (by sex)

Occupation (b'

Class of Worker (by se )

Income (for families and
unrelated individuals).

by region

as abov.

el

to

fg.

by naiio al by age
grouping

SMSA

by year of
migration

as above I as above

le

,, I 11

by national
origin

as above

11

,,

,,

by age
grouping

as above

le

I,

le

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Ce us, Census of Population.: 1970, Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-1A, z.
National Origin lid Language (# shington, D.C.: U.S. government Printing Office, 1973), Tables 7, 9,
13, 14, 16, and 18.
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grant cohort; also for Lithuania, a ration which disappared
30 years earlier, a fact which is reflected in INS reports,
but not those of the/Visa Offic4. On the Other hand,-there'
were no separate listings for five of 'the twelve nations
which were the source ofklilore than 10,000 immigrant,s in 1970:
Philippines, the second largest sotkce nation that year,
Jamaica, Portugal:, Dominican Republic; and India.

Employment Status: The labor force participation rate of j)

the fareign bon appears, at first blesh (see Table 6) to be
lesS than that Of naive born Americans, for both males and
females, but ,when a is held constant, the difference all but
disappears. The lower rate for foreign born'relates ptiZarilY
ta the median age

The overall f
masks wide variat

that poliou_lation.

ign born labor force participation rate
ns in the rates among foreign born women,

and less drastic ones among men. These rates are shown for
the 25-44 year old population for the previously described
list of nations in Table 7. The rates among women range from
highs of 68.5% for ther West Indies *mostly Jamaica and
Dominican Republic), of 59.8% for Cuba, and 54.6% fir Other
Central and South ericig,Ito lows of 33.6% for the
Netherlands cohort and 35.% fOr the large Mexican group.
The range for males was predictably,smaller (97.0%-88.5%),
with Japanese-16ales (many_,of whom were in educational Institu-
tions) at the lower end ZT the'scale.

The labor force participation rates appear to vary inverse-
lyswith levels of fertility; the number of chi'dren ever born to
°women 15 years and'over is the measure used by the Census. The -
- fertility. rate for Mexican women was 3.4 or about double that
of the other three groups (all from the Western Hemisphere),
with the highest labor force participation rates. ir.fer-
tility rates were between 1.6 and 1.7.

Unemployment: W hile unemployment rates for many groups in.
the population are a monthly economic therTmeter, only once
'a;debade does the Gov'ernment publish statifitics_on the rates
experienced by the foreign born. the data for ek'studied
in 1970 follows:

Rg

4

Class of Worker

hpreign Born,
Native Born of Foreign or
Mixed Parentage

Native of Native Parentage
White
Negro
Spanish

lemploymenf, 1970
,400

Male 'Female

3.7 ,45.4

3.0

4.1

, 3.8

6.4

6.4

tr74

4.2
5.2v,

4.8
7.. 9

8.4
t

f

a



TABLE 6%
4

r Force Parti"pation of the U.S. Native and F reign Stock, by Sex and Age: 1970

Population

(as percents)

Total

Native Born of
Native Parentage 77.0

Native Born of
Foreign or Mixed
Parentage

Foreign 'Born

78.8

M A L E S FEMALES
1644 25-44 45-64 ,65-74 75+ Total 16-24 25-44 45-64 65-74 75+

64.1 94.1 86.2 31.2 1212 42.2 45.7 47.7 47.3 13.8 5.2

62.2 95.8 90L1 33.6 13.4 40.0 49.4 45%8 .49.1 14.2 4.6

64.4 93.2 88.2 32.2 9.7 '33.2 48.2 46.1 46.7
C.

3.0

Source: U.S. Bmreau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-1A,
National Origin 'and Language (Washington; D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), Tables 6 and
13.
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TABLE 7

Labor Force Participation Rates of the Foreign Born,'Age&25-44, 1970,
,by Sex and Selected Nations of Origin

(ranked by female labor part. rates)

Labor Force Participation Rates Number of Persons-
(000s)

Country of Origin
f Men Women Men Women

ALL CQUNTRIES* 93.7 46.1 1,093 1,384

Netherlands 97.0 33.6 16 15
Mexico 94.0 35.3 122 134
Japan 88.5 36.5 3 49
Norway 92.6 37.5 6 7"
Italy 95.8 39.7 89 82

,i,

Greede 95.3 40.0 34 26
'Sweden 89.0 40,5 4 8
Ireland 96.8 41.4 24 ,36

Canada 94.7 42.3 '72 '110
Germany 96.1 42.9 78 1174
Denmark 94.3 43.5 ........ S ' 6

France 93.9 45.4 12 26
' United Kingdom 96.3 46.0 57 116

Yugoslavia 96.8 48.3 23 20
Lithuania 95.7 48.3 5 , 5

'Austria 92.1 48.5 8 14
U.S.S.R. 91.6 48.8' 13 15 ;

Hungary 96.2 4 48.8 22 15
Czechoslovakia 95.7 48.9 . 10 13 -,

'Poland ,

1- 95.0 51.1 , 31 36
China 95.0 51.5 . 37 37
Other Central & 92.0 54.6' 75 88
.South America

Cuba 95.6 59.8 75
. 86

Other West Indies 92.2 68.5 41 52.

*
All Others 93.4 49.3 '197 187

k

Includes a number of.not reported,itnot shown separately; therefore,
sum ofthe individual countries'will not equal4total.

cO,

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, Subject Reports
Final Report PC(2)-1A, National Origin and Language (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), Table 13.
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In 1970, the foreign-born were less likely to be uneMploy-
ed than the native born of native parents, and considerably
less likely to be unemployed than the native born Blacks and
Hispanics. Ih terms f age, thefforeigh born, like other segz
ments of the labor fo e, tend to have lowek unemployment
rates in the middle y ill of work careers (25-64) than at
both ends of the age spectrum.

qk
Immigrants who had arrived most recently '(andtherefore

are less acclimated to the U.S. labor market) and those who
have been here the longest (and who are the oldest) had high--
er unemployment rates than thosein the middle of the arrival
spectrum, those who came to the U.S. between 1935 and 1965.
Given the organization of the data, however, it is impbssible
to 'separate the effectsf year of arrival from those of age.*.
The most recent arrivals reported only-a fraction.of A percen-
tage point more unemployment than the foreign born; on average
themales in the 1965-1969 arrival group were 4.1% unemployed,
compared-to the previously cited average of 3.7% for all male
foreign born.

The pattern.of varying rates(by nation of origin, noted
above for labor force participation, held true for, unemployment'
rates as well. The highest rates for males were.those for the
(fairly old) group from Norway (5.8%) and those from Mexim.
(5.7%), and the lowest for those born ,in 'Japan (1.8t). AMahg
the females, the lowest rates were?for thoRe.from Sweden (2.7%),
Denmark (2.0), and Ireland (3.1%);,the highest were those from-
Italy (7.4%) and from Mexico (9:2%) .

,
Occupation. The last,4wo columns of the tAble on page-7 of

Appendix B, which shows the distributions' of/the employed foreign
born labor force and that of the employed labor force, by occupa-
tion group, would suggest that there is very little difference
between these groups. The foreign born appear to be somewhat
more heavily represented in the professions 4nd among the oper-
atives and service wigrkers, and' underrepresented among clerks,
transport operatives and farmers. ,While there'are only mild
differences between the foreign born and the .employed-generally,
there)are'sharp differences between both populations and the
recent cohorts of arriving immigrants,

The data described above are for the employed of ally ages
and of both sexes,and, as is often the case, sharper distinc-

t/ tions can be made when a closer analysis is attempted; men and.
women have very different occupation group distributions, and
occupational representation changes to some extent with age
(the percentage of managers and professionals, for example is

Such a searation could be accomplished thrbugh the use orCensus
tapes, but they were not utilized in this research.



larger among older groups of workers). Table 8, showing the
oqupation group distributionin 1970"o25-44 year old males
an females, indicates noticeable differences between the
foreign born and the natiVe'born of'native parentage. There
appears to be a bimodal distribution among the foreign born
males, with higher percentages of professionals, at one end
of the spectrum, and of servicesland farmworkers, at the other;
this is balanced by'smaller percenta4es.of other white collar
workers and transpOrt equipment operatiA0e

fs.
The prinCipal dif-

ferences among the females are that the born are much
more heavily represented among the operatives and considerably
less so among clericalworkers (where command of. English would
be p-articularly'important).,_

Occupation group*distribution varies radically by nation
of origin; among males, those from China had the highest pro-

- portionate representation in the professions, 30.6%, followed
closelS, by All Other (a.. predominantly 4sian group) and the United
Kingdom, -each with 28.7%. Only 3.5%, of those born in
Mexico were reported in professional jobs. Among the wpmen,
All Other with 23.2% and France, with 22.1% had the lafgest
represen ation in the professions, with Mexico again low, at

S ce immigration from Asia and Mexico has been growing
in recent years, this suggests a continuation of the bimodal
distribut oh of occupations among immigrants(which, in turn,
reflects he-previously discussed bimodal distribution of
.schooli ).

Class of Worker: Three-quarters of employedAmerican work -
ers in 1970 were private wage workers; about one-sixth worked .
for various levels of the government, and most of the balance

.were self employed. Data for employed personsin the U.S. and
the employed foreign born are shown beloW:

Private Wage Self Unpaid

and Salary Government Employed Family

Labor Force Worker Worker Worker Worker

All U.S.!Workers
Mile employed 75.5% 14.0% 10.2% 0.2%

Female employed' 75.8 19.5 3.7 1.0

Foreign Born Workers
Male employed
Female employed

79.9
84.4

1T.1 0.2
#4.4 1.0

The foreign born are-more likely to be in private wage and
salary employment, or self-employment, than the labor force
as a whole, and less likely to be employed by the Government.

J
V t
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TABLE 8

Distribution of Occupation of the Foreign and Ngtive Stock, 25-44, by Sex, 1970

(asPpercents)

MALES FEMALE

OCCUPATIONAL GROUP Foreign
Born

Native
Born

of Native
' Parentage Difference

Foreign
Born

'Native
Born

Of Native
Pagentage Difference

,

Professional, 'Technical & Kindred Workers 23.8 17.2 6.6 17.2 J.8:6 "-1.6.
Managers and Administrators, except Farm 9.0' 11.5 -2.5 2.9 3.3 -0.4
Sales Workers 4.4 6.7 -2.3 ' 5.4 5.8 -0.4
Clerical and Kindred Workers' 6.9 -1.0 25.9 '34.2 -8.3

Craft and Kindred Workers 22.4 22.8 -0.4 2.3 +0.4
Operatives, except Transport 14.7 13.6 +1.1 25/.5 +1e6
Transport Equipment Operatives /.7 6.8 -4.1 0.2 0.7 -0.5

Farmers and Farm Managers 0.4 2.2 -1.8 0.1 -0.1
Farm Laborers and Farm ForeTen 2.2 1.2 +1.0 0.7 0.5 +D.2,

Laborers; except Farm 5.2 5.3 -0.1 0.8 1.0 -0.2
Servi a orkers, except Private Household 9.2 5.8 +3.4 15.8 15.8
Priva e Household Workers 0.1 0 +0.1 , 3.2 2.9 +0.3

I,

M t-

100.0 100`.0 100.0 100.0

Source: U.S.'Bureau of the Census, 1970 CeAsus oPopulation, Subject Reports, Final port PC(2)-1A,
National Origin and Language (Washihgton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,; 1973), T les 6 and 13.

S
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The latter is not surprising, given'the historical policy of the
federal government against the employment of permanent resident
.aliens, and given the extent. of clerical work within the govern-
ment, a line of work in which immigrants are underrepresented
gkaerally.

° What is remarkable, however, is not the fact that the for-
eign born are proportionately under-represented in govern-
mental employment, but that they are as extensively represented
as they are. Close to olee tenth of the foreign born labor force,
a.total of some 380,000 yersons,worked,in 17570 for governments.
Of this total, 44.9% were local government employees, 29.9%
worked for states, and 25.2 % 'for the Federal.- Government, a dis-
tribution among these three levels of government which approx-
imates the distribution of all government workers.

Being a new arrival, and therefore, not yet a citizen, appar-
ently does not bar government employment for many immigrants;
of the 1965-69 wave of immigrants, 8.4%'of the males reported
they were working for a government in 1970.

. _The Census data for 1970 bears out the image of the Irish
as persons'with-a particular interest in the governmental pro-
cess; the percentage of the male natives of Ireland employed
in goVernment was 15.4%, not only the highest among tlip nations
of origin, but above the national average as well. Among fe-
males/ those from France and .the United Kingdom had the highest
'incidence of government employment, each with 13.1%.y

The incidence ofself-employment rises as one looks back,
over the waves of arriving immigrants-, with a 3.l.% incidence
noted for the most recent group of male arrivals, ancr,'for
example, 4.4% for le maleimmigrants who came between 1945'
and,1949; this upwar movement is true among females as well.
The nations whose immigrants werellost likely to become self-
employed were USSR (21.3%) and Gree6e (19.4%) among the males,
and Norway (8.6%) and Austria and,Sweden (both 7.6%) among the
females.,

Family Income: One of the traditional indicators of
economic duccess is median family inco e, even though it
masks' the number of workers in the fa ily producing that income.
When income data on families and uhre ted individuals are com-
pared, without regard to age, we see he following:

1969 Income of U -

Class of Worker 1.969 Income of Families related persons

Foreign Born
Native' Born of Fo eign
or Mixed Parentage 11,356

Native Born of Native
Parentage 9,327

White 9,763
Negro . '6,035

,Spanish . 7,248

Source: Census, PC(2)-1A, Tables 8 and 9.

$9,026 $2,357

6,2

3,064

- 2,414
2,507
1,932

2,379
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A

Incomes of the foreign'born appear to be marginally below
a, those of the native born, and considerably below those of the

second generatidn; once the variable of age has been removed,
as it'haS in Table 9, it is clear that .in eight of the ten com-
parisons, the foreign born have incomes marginally or tilostan-

tially higher than the native born of.native parentage, with 1'

this not being the case only for the-unrelated individuals under
the age of 45. The relative advantage of foreign born is at

'Ithe highest among older families.

The bimodal distribution previously noted along the vari-
ables-of education and occupation group carries over to family
earnings; once age is taken into c...9E:deration there is only a
small difference between the Median rnings of the foreign
born and those of the native born of native parentage, but
the income-distribution for the foreign borh is clearly more
skewed than it is for the natives. Thus for the 25-44 age .

grOups:
Head of Family

.1969 Cumulative Percent of Native of
Families With Incomes Native Parentage Foreign Born

less than 1000 2.2 3.3
less than 5000 14.0 16.1

- more than 15,000 18.5 21-,0

more than 25,000 3.1 4.0

Given, this distribution, one would expect that the
'percentage of immigrant families with incomes falling below
the poverty level would be higher than for lie native poptla-
tion of native parentage; this is true, rb-u only for families
with heads less than 45 years old. Thus:

Percent of Families in Poerty, 1969

Native of
Age of Head of Family Native Parentage Foreign Born

,

18.216-24
"25-44

45-64

; 65-74
75+

0

15.7

10.1 10.9
9.1

19.7
28.5 20.7

As one would expect, the per'centage of foreign born fami-
lies in poverty drops as one moves backward regarding the time
of arrival. Of the immigrants arriving in 1965 -70, 16.1% were
in poverty, those arriving between 1950-54, 8.1%, arid. those who -

arrived between the mid-twerities and mid-thirtiaps, only 7.0%.

lv
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. TABLE 9

Median 1969 Income of Families and Unrelated Individuals pf the Foreign and Native Stockby Age Groupings

(in dollars).

Age Group

'MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME

of

MEDIAN - INCOME OF
UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS

Foreign Born
Native Born

Native Parentage, Foreign Born
Native Born of

Native Parentage
6,6856( 6,669 1,484 1,6,62

25-44
10,134 10,054 1;789. 5,917e45-64 ,11,493 10,551

*4-
65-74

5,092

ri
1;973

, 1,885
"75 +'

4,332 ' 3,724 1,6247, 1,614

. \Source: U.S.'Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Poulation,,Subject Reports, FinalReport PC(2) -1A, National Origin and Language (Washington, D.C.: U.S Government Print-ing Office, 1973) ,' TWoles 8 and 9.
,
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So far we have been dealing with published Census data.
A useful cohtribgtion to our knowledge on this subject has
been made by Barry Chiswick,* of the Hoover Institute at N
Stanford. Drawing on the public use sample and using linear
regression analysis, Chiswick found that the white male for-
eign born earn less that native white male workers with sim-
ilar characteristics for their first 13 years Jn the nation;
they then reach e'arnings\parity with their peers, and after
20'yeags they are making 6.4% more than these peers. In
Chiswick's work, he controlled for the effects of schooling,
labor market experience, marital status, and place of residence.

Chiswick writes that his findings suggest "that immigrants
are, on average, more highly motivated or-more able than the
natixte born. This implies a selectivity bias in igration.to
the U.S..in favor of the more able, mote highly vated."

It shotld be borne in mind that ChisWick's findings relate
to. a minority of te foreign born in the nation in 1970 (elim-
inating all women, all non-whites, and younger and older white
males), and that the characteristics of immigrant cohorts have
changed sharply since the 1965 Amendments went into effect.
Does the labor market react similarly tb women and to non-
whites? Some data on that point are,presented subsequently.

.P1.
Contribution_to the Growth of the Labor Forcele The native

born U.S. labor forCeiunlike some of the labor folces in
Western Europein recent years, would grow without any contri-

; of births .aver death bAcause of a risifig rate of labor force
bution from immigratr. This is the case because of tbe excess-

participation of women, and because of the age composition of
the current and recent population of the na'ion (in other words,
because theepabies of:the baby boom yeiars are now joining the
labor forceY.

Another basic factorls the relatively small, proportion
of foreign born workers in 1970 The Censts reported these
labor force totals for that year:

Foreign born:
Native'born of foreign or mixed parentage:
Native born of native' parentage:

Source:" Census, PC(2), -1i, Tables 6 and 7.

46(

4,254,000
11,905,000
65,760,000

*Barry R. Chiswick,,",The Earnings of Immigrants Ind Their Children,"
(mimeo), December, 1976; "The Effect of Americanization on the Earnings
o FOreign Born Men,:' Journal of Political Economy (forthcoming'); and
.,"Sons of Immigrants: Are They at an Earnings Diiadvantage?" American
EconoMic leview, PaperseEnd Proceedings, February 1977, pp. 376-380
(Errata, AER, SePtember1977, p. 775)1
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Given this b#ckground, what contribution does immigration
make to the growth of the labor force? Two major problems
immediately present thdmselves; the first and more significant
is that there is virtually no useful data on the flow or stock
of illegal immigrants in the.nation, so that one can only hope
to deal with one aspect of the international migration of work-
ers, that of legal; permanent immigrants.*

The second problem is that there is no generally accepted
way to measure the contribution of immigrants to the labor
force; this ii a relatively obscure statistical issue, an -no
federal commissi has been established to struggle with the
problem (as it has or unemployment data).

A traditional and not very satisfactory way to measure the
immigrant contribution to labor force growth.has been to total
the number of legal immigrants who indicate that they,have an
occupationwhen they complete their, visa epplication and.then
compare that total to the increase in the civilian labor force.
During the first eight years in which the 1965 Amendments con-
trolled immigration (and the period qpvered by the statistical
appendix), there was,_on average, a gtowth of 2,000,000 a year
in the labor fotce, and an average of 004 154,000 immigrants
with occupations listed on theirsvisa.applications;thus only
about 7.7% of the addition to the labor force could be ttrk-
buted to immigration.",

We have worked out a more comprehensive estimation technique
which takes into account a variety of other factors, principally,
the fact that many adult immigrants who report no occupation on
their visa application Are hard at work a few xearsilater;
further, children arriving as immigrants groW up And join the
labor force. On the othgi. hand, immigrants, just like other
workers, die, retire, or emigrate. Using a technique described
elsewhere,*** and assuming a steady flow of immigrants at the
400,000 a year level, we estimated thatintstheperiod mid-197
through mid-1985, that the net increase in the labor)force,at-
tributable to immigratiOn would average about 222,000 a year,
thus comprising about 13% of the projected increase in the labor
force in that time period.

*A- third flow of workers, notable more for their characteristics,

(, liMited rights, and working conditions than their numbers, temporary non-
immigrant workers, is the subject of an ongoing study by the author.

**Immigrant data from INS Annual Reports, 1968-1976, Table 8A; U.S. labor
force data for 1968 frOm Bureau of Labor Statistics, Handbook of Labor Statis-

tics, 1975, Table 1 (noninstitutional population, civilian labor force 16 years

'o age and over); comparable data for 1976'secufed by phone from BLS.

***See David S. North and Allen LeBel, Manpower PQ1Alk and Immigration

,Iilicy in the United States: An Analysis of a Nonrelationship `Washington, \./

7 D.C.: 4National.Commission for Manpower Policy, forthcoming), CRapter IV

and Appendix 6.

-
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My late colleague, John Dellaplaine,'suggest d a third
approach which should be mentioned; he pointed o t that in
'1970 there were 4085,000 native born children li ing in

families with one or two foreign born parents;*th chil-'
dien could be expected to join the labor force at approx-
imately age 20, and tht would_suggest, on average, that 5%

of them would be joinittg the labor force annually. This
would be an additional movement of about 235,000 annually,

or about twice tht impact measured through the technique
described above. We 'do not favor this estimating technique,
because it dealspwith a population (of native bon citizens)
which is essentially, as it should be, beyond the oontrol of
immigration policy makers. It ip useful, however, to remembet
this secondary impact on/the-labor force.

In summary, we find that the foreign born workers enumer-
ated by the 1970 Census wete-much older than native born work-_
ers, and that comparis.,ns between these workers and others were
more meaningful when the factor of age wag held constant. Thus
labor force participation rates, which appeared to'be lower for
the foreign born than the native born when the two groups are ;
viewed generally, are n* much different when age is held con-

. etanta The foreign born have slightly lowpr rates of unemploy-

- ment7on3aVerage, than the native born of native parents, but
higher than the native born of foreign or-mixed paren-.

tage. The labor force participation and unemployment data for
the foreign born as a whole mask wide variations-among different
nationality groups. ,

The occupation group distribution of the foreign born is
mildly different from that of the native,born of native paren-
tage( in that there is 'a slightly higher percentage of men in
the professions and services and of women imthe operative cate--
goy, among'the immigrants. On the other hand, there is a radical
diff.prence between the occupation group distribution of the for-
eign born and that of the recent, cohorts of immigrants, describ;s5'
in the previous chapter.

4i
The income of the foreign born is higher th an that of the

native bornpof native parentage in most age-specific comparisons;
,

the distribution of income is also more likely4tO be bimodal
than that of native born families.

While there is no- uniformly accepted technique tome sure
the extent to whicNaimmigrants contribute to the growth of the
labor force, it appears that about one-eighth of that growth,
when various factors are taken into consideration, can be attri-
buted to immigrants.

Op
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CHAPTER, FOUR

460

e

we will present...on what happened to the- 1970.

aoho f immigrants the U.S.U%S. lapor marketare derived
from. two quite different sources,,and thus will. be dtscusied
separately-One collectio of data, based on the taxable

earnings records of the cial Security Administration ,h pro-

vides extensive longitud.nal eMployment and earnings infor-
mation on a random subsaMple of 1,393 working-age immigrants,

'drawn from the previously mentioned sample-of 5,060:members

of the 1970 cohqrt; these datiNill be presented in this
chapter. The other, collection of data, while it ls,:c4th A V

1

a wide variety of labor market variables (earnings., occu -

tion, jobfiistories, unemployment, and job changes), is based -

on interviews with 254 volunteers from the 1970 Cohort, &

studigroup which has a higher tedian income than the Social.

Security spbsample and presumably the cohort as a whole.

Data from this source, while useful particularly in compar-
ing the experiences of different segments witkih the respon\
dent group, must be treated carefully and is presented in A \

the following chapter. The detailed methodologies employed,.
in connection with both datampources are described in Appen-

dix A.

The taxable earnings\ records of the.Satial Security Admin-
istration present a researcher with bath unique opportunities

and same limitations. The 'advantages'are:=
-

Extensive coverage. By law, ViIrtically all work for

compensation in this nation is subject,. to Social Security,
taxation; the principal exception to that statement, work for
theFederal Government, is of little sgnificancelin thi.O

study, because e Govtrnment's /eneW. policy"of not
employing ,perms ent reside aliens the law, apgarently, iarently, s .

very likely to b obeyec of the members of the 25fr.membei

study group responding to the questibn, ,95.6%-shaidwthat Social

Security taxes Were deducted. In our previous survey of appre-
hended illegal*aliens,* we found 'thatiLot those responding, 77.,3,%

r orted these deductions4 t
. e

toe

1,40F

Sound data. Hard data on groups of-workers with kndWn

Social Security numbers can be secured, year after year, di-

to, rectly from the comPuter, withbut seeking either the coopef.atiorP

*North and Housioun, Atracteristics anp Role of Illegal Aliens4 p. 142.

C3
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or testing.the memory--of the individual worker or employer.
Data can subSequently-be_cross-tabulated along variables sup-
plied by the researcher.'

The limitations are:

Group dates Because of the Social Security Adminisra-
tion's strong concern with confidentiality, only data on' groups
of workers (at least five in a cell)'are available. In this

"study, we esbentially had a ohe-time-only access to the data
f and could ask the system for a single.c011ection of cross tabu-

lations and could not (understandably "-have data on individuals
to use, for example, in subsequent regression analysis.

Concepts measured. While Social Security earnings datA
are most useful, they do not mesh with standard labor market
concepts, such .as labor force participation, timeks of unemploy-
lent, involuntary part -t.me work, and the like. (On thether
hand, a possible problem factor, that the Social Security tax
covers only the 'first $7,800 of earnings in 1970 ($14,,100
in 1975)did not present any difficulties, because we used
median earnings, and the median did not exceed-the taxable

maximum for any cell of interest in the years studied.)

What the Social Security system daes measure is receipt
(and the extent thereof) or the non-receipt of .earnings taxes
in a given year; we use the term "all workers". for those i.embers

of the cohort for whom at least some tax-payments were'made -

during the year, and "nonworkers" for those for whom no deduc-
tions were made in a given year.

-Within the worker category, there are several mutually
exclusive subcategories, groupecintc<oUr elements for this

\
study:

four-quarter wage and salary workers; These are workers

with the strongest ties to the labor market, in that they

have lin most cases) reported taxable wages or salaries

in each three-month period of the calepdar year or (in a
few cases) exceeded the taxable maximum early in the year
and are assumed to be voNcing throughout the year.

4ss than four quarter wage and salary workers: These are

workers who had taxable wages or salaries in at least one
quarter of the year, but not in all lour quarters.

self-employed workers: These workers were,ekther entirely
self-employed,"or reported both self-employment and wage

."14alarir taxes.

-6 agricultural workers:- A handful of work s reported agri-

cultural wages, mostly ih addition t on-agricultural wages;

only one immigrant of the 1,393, in one year, reported only.

agricultural wages.
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We have palyzed`the data along eight variables, seven
known at the time of visa application; these were sex, region
of origin, immigration classification (the provision of the
law which enabled their admission), estate of intended residence
in the U.S., and age, marital status, and occupation, all, at
the time of application. (Marital status was cross-tabulated
with sex.,) The eighth variable was occupational group as re- .

ported in January, 1972, i.e., after they had been exposed to
the U.S. labor market fop) an average of two. years.

The first seven variables were potential predictors-)of earn- 0

ings levels- and other labor-market behavior available from the
primary data source, the visa application(other interebting
variables, such as education, wealth, fluency with English,
were not).

Talide 10 provides a quick summary of some of the character-
istics of the subsample, which closely resembles the profile of
,recent immigrant-workers generally; 'a majority of the subsample
are men, a slight majority are from the Eastern Hemisphere,
most were married on arrival,-and all were between the ages of
18 and 59 in 1970 (age grolipings are updated in tables dealing '

with later years in this chapter). Their occupational,concen-
trations are much like those of cohorts of recent'immigrants,
shown in Appendix B, and all reported that they were intending
to live in\the nine states of heavy immigrant concen* ration,
from which the original sample wasArawn.

jEmployment Data: What does the So,ial Securitydata
tell usrabout the immigrants' employment patterns? Sallie 11
indicates that the overwhelming majority of th4 subsamOle were
four quarter.workers, that only a small portion were self-
employed, and that farmwork was a .minimaUfactor in their lives.

Over time, it shows a substantial net drop in the rnumbr of
four quarter wage and salary workersr, from a peak of.895 in
1971 to 771 in 1975, a year of high unemployment, and net in-
creases amongthe less than four quarter workgrs, the self:-
employed and, particularity, the nonworkOpt. (The number of
less than four quairter,workers in calendar 1970 is deceiving,
because some membdrs of the cohort did not arrive in the =tun-

.,
try until Juneof 1970.)

It is instructive to compare the employment patterns of
the immigrant subsample with those of all workers in the years
1970 through 1975, but one should bear in mind'that.the imMi-
4rants fall into,a tighter age-range (18 to 59 in 1970) than
U. workers generally: Table 12 indicates that, except in the
first year, these immigrants were more'likely to be for quarter
workers than U.S. workers generally. Although it is not dis-
played, immigrant workers of both sexes in the subsample were

o .
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TABLE 10

Distribution of Immigrants in SSA Subsample,

(as

TOTAL

Sex

by Selected Characteristics

. 1,393
d

numbers; 1970 distributiOn)

J

, Men 749
Women 644

Age Groupings
20-24 vw 314,

25-34 588
35,44 305

158-

55-64 28

Marital S-t.atu
Married 983
Si gle
Otter 31

Un nown 32

'``Region of Origin
.Canada

it

84
172
203
195
93

256
323
31
18
18

a

7-

. 230
33
27

4'14

185
78
93

.101
11

. . 63
38
66

: 263
191 0

Mexico . ,

Caribbean
/Central-& South America

Northern & Western Europe
Southern & Eastern Europe
Asia 4
Africa

Unknown
. .., .

.

. . . .. .. a?. .......Australia,

1970 Occu,pation-' 4

Professional, Technical, & KindreeWorkers .

Managers, Administrators, and Owners
Farmers

, Sales Workers
Craft & Kindred Workers

1, Clerical &ki-ndred Workers
Operatives' 4
Laborers, except Farm
Farm Laborers. ,

.

Service Workers; except Private Household .

Private Hodsehold Workers . . ....
.Students . .

. , . % ... , . ....'Housewives
Unknown . , .,,,,

7 Note: 'The tables dealing with eatnings of ;the subsample, which.tollow,
will not reflect these totals, because a number of elements were eliminated:,
these include: nonwprkers, self - employed individuals, and in some cases,
'cells were eltminatied because they were too small for separate analysis.
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TABLE 11

Incidence of Rect)rded Social Security Taxable Earnings of the SSA Subsample of FY 1970

Working -Age Immigrants, by Type of Worker, 1970-1975

(as numbers)

, , WORKERS ,

.

YEAR Four Quarter
Wage & Salary

Less Than
Fodr Quarter
Wage & Salary

,

Self
Employed*

.
--

Farmworkers*

Total
Workers

,

,

NONWORKERS
,- .

TOTAL
.
SAMPLE

9

11L::4

1972

1973

1974 ",
.

1975

.

671

895=
!

891

874

' ' 866

771

'

.

,,496

267 ,

262

271

4: 230

282
.

.

,

17

18

22

36

46
s

47
0

.

1

- 1: Si

6 ,

6

3

0 '

.

1,185

1,181

1,181

1,181

1,145

1,100

,

\
-'

.

...

2Q8

212

212

212

AB

293

.

.

'1,393

1,393

1,393
.

1,393
,

1,393

1,'393

*all or paid.'

4

Source: Computer printout 4supplied by the Social Security Administration to the'Center for Labor and

Migration Studies.

4
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-TABLE 12

Incidence of Four Quarter Workers, Among All Wcticers General31,i for the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants
and A1l0U.S. Workers With Recorded Social Security Taxable Earnings, and U.S. Unemployment Rates, 1970-1975

a

74

(as numbers and percents)-,

"" IMMIGRANT WORKERS , U.S. WORKERS

Year All Worters

Four Quarter
Wage & Salary

'Workers Percent
All Workers

(000s)

.

Four Quarter
Wage & Salary
Workers (000s) Percent

U.S.

Unemployment
Rate

1970 1,185 671 56.6 93,090 62,790 67.5 4.9

1971 1,181 895 75.8 93,340 62,540 6'7.0

-

5.9
. .

1972 ' 1,181 891 75.4 96,240 64,060
q

66.6 5.6

1973 - 1,181 874
,

74.0 0 4 99,940 66,490 66.5 4.9

1974 1,145 866 75.6 101,960 67,850 66.5 . 5.6

1975 1,100mte 771 70.1 100,400 x 66,550 66.3 8.5
.

,

Source: Immigrant worker data from computer printout supplied by the Social SecUrity Administration to the
qpnteefor Labor & Migration Studies; U.S. worker data from Social Security AdministrationSocial Security
Bulletin, Annual Statistical Supplement, 1975, Tables 39 and U.S. unemployment rate ffail Bureau of Labor
Statistics Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1975, Table 60 for 1970-1974; rate for 1975 secured by phone from
BLS.' c

4
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more likely t6rbe four quarter workers than their peers among.

U.S. workers, with the level of difference being slightly more

pronounced among males than among females. In-1975, the total

number of resident four quarter workers fell by more than a 4',

million, but the nationwide decrease was''proportionately less

drastic than it was among the immigrant subsample.

Returning t the increase in nonworkers among the subsample

of immigrants, i should be noted that this increase may (and

probably does) r flect three different sets of events: move-

ments out of the abOr forcq, movements from employment to un-

employment (over a full year), and movements out of the nation

"(emigration). (We know that neither deathsnOr conversion to

beneficiary status were sitnificant factors, a subject--covered

in Appendix A.)

/There was a net movement of 85 individuals into the nonwork-

er category between 1970 and 1975, and we have some data on the

/ characteristics of4these additional nonworkers; for example,

while 46% of the subsample were females, they constituted 53%

of the net increase among the nonworkers. Similarly, it was

women who were single in 1970 who made a disproportionate con-

tribiltion to the net increase among nonworkers; the single

----(1h-1-970T-women made up 12% of the, subsample, but zp% of the, '

additional.nonworkers. Presumably, many of these women married

and left'the labor market for family reasons.' Similarly; when

movements out of the labor force are examined,by sex and age

grouping-variables, women.who were inetheir early 20d in 1870

made the-most disproportionate contribution to'the net..movement

out of the labor force;'womenin their fifties were also over

represented in this movement, as were men in their forties, a

'group which may have experienced some emigration. *

When we examine the net movement out of the labor force by

occupation stated in 1970, we find that those who ,identified

themselves as clericals and as students (two grOups 'including

many women) are overrepresented among the additions to the non-

-.....workers; as are craftsworke'rs (who made up 13.3% of the popula-

tion, but -17.6% of the net Additions tononworkers). Why-the

craftSworkers are,/leaving the,labor fOrce, or perhaps the country,

we do not know. .

In terms'of,immigrati6n classification, th9 picture is clear; t.

those admitted under the Western Hemisphere limitations'are dis-

proPartionately leaving the labor force, constituting 53% of the-

additional nonworkers, but only 35% of the.pubsample; numerically

limited Eastern Hemisphere immigrants were less likely to move ,

out of the labor force t "han, average, but the least likely,fb

leave weie,the immediate relatives of U.S. citiaens, who consti-

tuted 23% of the subsample, but only 8% of the additional non-

workers. (Labor certification beneficiaries were about as

likely to become nonworkers as members of the subsampl.w.generally.)

Looking more closely at the Western Hemisphere, vie ( ,

4.
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find that the Canadians were more than twice as heavily repre-
sented among the additional nonworkers than they were in dike
subsample; exactly the opposite was true among those born in
Mexico. -The canadians may be simply returning to-Canada or

.

taking advantage of their relatively high earnings (described
subsequently) to finance the withdrawal from the labor market
of married women.

V -
.

,

/)

Despite the clear evidence that part of the movement out
of the labor market is due/t6 family reasons,'it is 'also clear
that the movement accelerated in 1974 and particularly in 1975,
at a time of extensive unemployment, and involved almost'as
many men (40) as women (45). We speculate that a major segment
'of this group of 85, when pressed by the 1974-1975 recession,
simply leftthe country.

2. Earnings Data: We have previously described the pub-
lished CensUls data on the earnings of the foreign born, generally,
as well as Chiswick's* findings regarding the earnings of white
male immigrants age 25 to 64. These data, dealing with an
earlier generation of immigrants, primarily with.immigrants
admitted under previous legislation, indicate that over time
immigrant eprnings, all else'being equal, reach parity with
and then exbeed those of. native -born peers.

Bearing this in mind,ile turn to the SSA earnings data on
the,1,3934members of the 1970 cohort to seek 7nswers to the
question: how did the subsample's earnings compare to U.S.
workers generally?

(a) Earnings of 1970 Immigrant Workers Compared to
U.S. Wolikers: The broad brush respignse to the first .question
for the period studied is that the immigrantwomen in the sub-
sample (with age groupings held constant) quickly surpassed the
earnings of U.S. female Workers, while immigrant mAles,(with age
gorupingi held constant) had not yet surpassed the earnings

-:levels-of-u.S. men by 1975;-this is-shown in Table 13. The
devastatitig effect of inflation- cans ae seen in this table by
comparing the 1973 and 1975 earnings in co ant 1970 dollars,
for all fpur groups of workers; all were edring less in the
latter year:than in the former, though when .unadjusted dol-
lars are .used the U.S. male median earnings; for example7-in-

i creased from $9,527 in.1973 to $11,095 in 19/5.)

*

*Chiswick, "Earnings of Immigrants," "Effect of Americanization,"

and "Sons of Immigrants." .0.

P. 4
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TABLE 13

-ighted Average Median Annual Earnings of U:S. Workers and the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants,

by Age Range and Sex, 1970-1975
(in 197Q dollars)

c-`

M A L E' S

ft

FEMALE S'

Immigrants Immigrants

Year Age Range
U.S.

'Median Median
. % of

U.S.

U.S.

Median Median
% o

U.S.

. . , .
....

1970 20-59 $7,175 $5,158 71.9 $3,230 $2,602 80.6

1971 . 21-60,. 7,291 . 6,333 86.9 ' :3,300 3,654 110.7

1972 22.-61 7,916.-. 6,914 87.3 . 3,440 3,859 '112.2

1973 23-62 8,3414" 7,383 88.4 3,538 4;060 114.7

1974 24-63 8,1751 7,46, 91.3 3,475 4,126 118.7

1975 25-64 8,033 6,889 85.8- 3,533 3,942 -111.6

Source: U.S. data adapted from Social curity Bulletin, Annual Statistical Supplement, 1975,
Tables 41 and 42; Immigrant data fro computer printout supplied by the Social Security
Administration; data is for all wage and salary workers in both gropps. 1970 dollars were adapted
from Handbook of Labor Statistics, TaL1e 122.

.Note: Source material data for.U.S. workers were arrayed by five year grodts, e.g., 20-24,
25-29, etc: In order to make the age range of'p.S. workers comparable tothat of the immi-
grants (who became one year older each year), we adjusted the U.S. population at the upper
and lower ends of the range. For example, in the case of the 21-60 year olds, we took 4/5s
of the 20-24 grolip, the entire,25 -29, 30-34, 35-39.:.55-59 age group, and 1/2 of the 60-61.

group. We then multiplied the number of workers in each group by the median earnings for
thatAggrout., totaled the products of these calculations, and divided the total for that
age group by the work force in the age range of interest-to secure the weighted average .

-s

/median earnings.

ti
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An immediate question arises from the data presented in
Table 13, and that relates to the occupational distribution
of the U.S. workers and of the subsample of immigrant workers:
if there is a largeepillportibn of persons in high income oc-
cupational groups among the,U.S. workers than among the immi-
grant workers, or vibe versa; what does that do to the compari-
sons in Table 13?

P

Given the nature of the data and our abbe tto them, we
ocould not simplyafactor out this variable tEr- factored out

the variable of sex), but we did work out a corrective mechan-
ism. This was useful because the occupabon group distribution'''
of'the immigrants different from that o! all U.S. wage and
salary workers (in the /age groups under consideration). While
the immigrantobsubsample had a larger representation of profes-
sional and technical workers than the U.S.,work force, it also
had larger representations-in such poorly pap occupation groups
as operatives for the women and .nonfarm labor for the men. On
balance, and for this reason, any group of workers with the oc-
cupational group mix ofthe immigrantd, (all else be4pg equal)
could'be expected to earn less than a group of workers with the
occupational group mix of the U.S. work force. In fact, 'when

----this-va-riable- --is -takerr-inta 'account- (for the-- year-1-975)--through
a technique described elsewhere,* one would change the immigrant/
U.S. earnings perbentage4rom 5.8%,fbr the males.-(in the bottom
line of Table 13.) to ,90.0 %. milarly,' the 111.6% level for
the females would advance to 9.4%. J

If the female members of the immigrant subsample are eirning
more than women workers generally, why are the men lagging behind,
p4rticularly in view of pliswick's sample of white male immigrants
which reached income parity with their peers af4er 13'years? There
are many possible answers, some of which are presented here;the
first being that a linear projection of the earnings cf the males

tWe Calculated thq weighted average median earnings of the eiperienCdd
U.S. ci i ;Labor force in 1969, by occApation.groups, and then we calcu- 14,

lated.the hfpothetipal 1969 weighted average median earr_gs\of the sub-
. sample (assuming that the subsample's'earnings were equal,- occupation group,

by occu tion group, to those of the experienced civilian labofforbe.),
Weigh d average median earnings for U.S. male workers were $7,843, compaed
to e hypo ical weighted average median 'for the subsample's males of

o $1," 76:' the . females were at the ,$3,:825'level, while the immigrant fe-
males were ,576. Calculations were based on oc4upation group distribu-
tiOn and :add earnings data in U.S, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of
Population, Detailed Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)-D1-United States
Summary (Washingtoni D.C.: GPO, 1973), Tables 221 and 227, and on occupa-
tion group distribution data provided to the Center SroLaOpor and Migration
Studies by the Social Security Administration for those members of the sub-
sample whose 1972 occupation was knoiln and who were reported to be working
in '1975. .

70"
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-in the subsample, which was 71.9% of -the earnings'of U.S'. -male

workers in 19701_,, to parity 13 years :later would suggest,that

.84% of the U:S.`-norm in their sixth year would be about what

would expect, andiin fact, the males, in the subsample were earn,.

ing4slightly more than that in 1975, even without taking into con-

,sideration the factor of occupation group distribution. (The

relative decline in earnings of all immigrant workers'vis-a-Vis-

resident workers between 1974 and 1975 shown in TablE X3 may,

Chiswick has suggested, relate to the sharp rise in layoffs in -

1975; since the 1970 immigrants had less than five Years of,em-
ployer-specific training or seniority, they may have been more

vulnerable to job lay-offs than other- workers. Letter from.Chis- *

widk,to the author,' May 1, 1978:) ,

A second possible reason for the apparent slowness of the

rate of earnings increases-for the males in the'subsamplelates
to"their region of origin; Chiswick's population of working-agek

immigrants had arrived between 1905 and 1969; during this period'

there was a substantially larger percentage of Eastern Hemisphere

immigrants (73,.5%)-than in the 1970 cohort (59.5% for all immi-

grants of ala ages that year;.and 51.7% for those in the subsample.)

This-is significant, because Western Hemisphere immigrants earn
considerably less than those from the Eastern Hemisphere:
(Similarly, Chiswick's immigrants were all white ,this was not

the case with the SSA'subsample.)

Thirdly, there is the difference in the age of arrival be-

tween, Chiswick's study group and ours,; his immigrants were a

little less than-24 years o age on average upon arrival,*

which means that many of th m'arrived as -c,hiadren (giving them

an opportunity to acquire inguistic and other skills-before
entering the labor market). Our subsample, on the other hand,

were all'of working age when they arrived and were close to ten
years older than Chiswick's immigr4nts, on average, on arival.g

This last point--the impact of age-at-arrival on a male im-

migrants future earnings--is shown for the subsample o immi,

rants in Table 14. In-this table, we display earnlags for 46
the immigrant subsampi.e and U.S. workers generally, in 1975,
comparing four age groupings for both men and women. Tiese fe-

male iMAri-srants, except those over Vhe agesof 55, earl, about

$800 a year more 'than female workers generally, no matter what

their age. But a different patter merges forthe males; 25-34

year old members of the subsample earnedaboit $600 less than

their peers, 35-44 year old immigrantaggade $1,300 less than
their peer's, while the earning gaps spfZad to $2,500 for those
i the next age braolket, and to close to $3,000 in the 55-64 age

bracket. The widening gap strongly suggests that the U.S. labor

market rewards males' experience the U.S. labor market rather
than males' work experience per se.

I

*Derived from "Effect of Americanization," Table 1, by subtracting

median years since migration from medianager

f
\ ,
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TABLE 14

4

Median Annual Earnings and'Number of U.S.Workers and the SSA Subsample_plf 1970 Immigrants,
by Age Group and Sex, 1975

(in 1975 dollars)

AGE
GROUP

MEDIAN EARNINGS NUMBER OF -WORKERS
FEMALE MALE FEMALE

U.S. Immigrant U.S. Immigrant U.S. Immigrant U.S. Immigrant

25-34 $9,678 $9,195 $4,696 $5,280 )4,762,000. 251 9,539,000 226
35-44 12,313 10,980 4,700 5,614 410i128,000 201 6,541,000 123
45-54 1.2,410 9, 9d0 5,260 6,000 9,567,000 109, 6,490,000 64
55 -64 10,517 7,650 14986 4,500 7,007,000 44 4,456,000 20

TOTAL 11,338 9,515 4,879 5,445 41,464,000 605 27,026,000 433

,81

Note: Data are for all wage and salary workers. Five year age groups for U.S. workers were combined to
make 10 year groppings for comparability to data on immigrants.

Source: U.S. w4rker data from Social Security Bulletin,'Annual Statistical Supplement, 1975, Tables 41
and 42; immigrant worker data from computer printout supplied by th Social Security Administration to
the Center for Labor and Migration Studies.
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But why do female immigrants appear to earnimore than U.S, fe-
male workers, with Age groupings held constant, when this'is not the
.case with-male immigrants vis-a-vis U.S. male workers? The, answer
may dimply lie in more hours worked by the female'imMigrants.compared
to U.S. female workers -data on thispoint cannot be secured through
the Sotial Seburity taxable earnings records. Another possible Ans-

° wer is that both:lhe occupational distributioj of women, as well as
often discriminatory pay Scales, tend to compreasIthe,range of their .

earnings compared to those of men. It is in this setting, of gener-
ally ,limited economic opportunity, that it may be possible for immi-
grantfemales toachiekre earnings equity with U.S. female workers more
quickly than male immigrants Can reach parity with their peer.*.

'41e-relatively compressed range of female earnings can be seen'
hacrosljboth lines,tsf age and color; for example, data in Table 14 for
U.S. female workers indicate that'seniority is less well rewarded for
femalesothan-for-Males'; the age grouping with the highest earnings

,,for both sexes is that of 45-54,but White males-in that age group
earn 28.2% more than 25-34 year old males, females in the 45-54 age
group earn,only.12-.0% more tha 25.-34 year ,old females. Further,
the earnings differenceSkbetween white males and black males are
more ronoupced than they are -6 ween white female' and black femaleA;
in-May 1977, -lieT example, BLS rported that averag weekly earnings
of white full-time male workers were',$217, compared with .$171 for
theik black -counterparts, a difference of 29%, while the difference
between white females' weekly earnings ($157) axd that of their
black,counterpartp ($147).was only 7 perCent.**

.(b), Earnings of 1'97D Immigr nt Worker's Compared to
1-1-:

-

Illegal Aliens:, The Socials Security da a alsb- supply somecrUes
, concerning the relative earnings of groups of decent legal and irle-,
gal alien workers. As predictable, when the annual medin 1975 earn:-
ings of the immigrant subsaMple are compared with'the estimated an-
nuar median 1975 earnings of the North/Boustoun sample oaf 77 appre-
hended illegal alien workers,*** the former group of alidns did bet-
ter in the U.S. labbrtmarket than did the latter. 'As Table 15 showqt,
the illegal alien wor er'S earned less than immigrants, regardlasS of
their region of origin: These are the roughest of.comparisons, but

A

*For another view of the'gap betwpen male and female earnings, see Jacbb
Mincer Wld.Soloman Po.lachek, "Family Investments in.Human Capital: Earnings of
WoMen" Journa). of Political Economy, 82:.2, Part .1f, March/April 1974. The ,

ibetsArgue't4at'the Dower hourly earnings of women can be'explained, to a
major extent (particularly.foemarried women), by the smaller nutber of years
worked in, the past,,by the discontinuity of this work experienpe in many cases,
and by smaller invettments in on-the-job training 4n the'years tha6,they.worked.

1": Depattment of Labor press release'77-955,' Wednesday,.W;v. 2, 1915;"

"Trends in Weekly and Hourly Earnings Eor'M4jqx Labor' Force Groups."
I I,'

. . .

***North & Houscpun, Characteristics and.Role of Illegal Aliens. The sample
-for this study; 'while nationwide in scope, could-not by definition be a random
sample; as ell no sample Of illegal aliens,until more is known About this popula-
'tion. :,

4
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TABLE 15 ..

Estimated, Annual Median Earnings of the SSA Subsample of%1970 Imhigrents and a Simple
of Apprehended Illegal Aliens, by Region of Origin; 1975

Re ion of

Mexico

Non-Mexican Western Hemisphere

Eastern Hemisphere

(in 1975 dollars)

ALL WAGE & SALARY ,APPREHENDED ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANT WORKERS ,AlIEN WORKERS .

Illegal Alien' ,
A No. in . No. in rniAgs as'% of"

median Sample Median Sample I grant Earnings '.

. 4,

$6,263

7,684'
.

8,158

r
125

367

54

$5,188

5,919
-.

7,246

476

231

7p

02.8%,

77.0.-:'

88.8

.
Source: Data on,estimated annual earnings of,illegals are derived from weekly earnings data prepared for
The Characteristics and Role of Illegal Aliens in the U-S: Labor'Market: An Exploratory Study; data for /
immigrants by region of origin were derived from computer printouts supplied by the Social Security ;

Administration to the Cgnter for I,bbor & Migration Studies. '
.
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there are,balanCing'sello af factors which suggest that it is

appropriate to review this information. The factors which would

tend to overstate thedifference between illegal
and,legal immi-

grant sain_ings, are the younger average age Qf the illegals (by

about 10 years) and, their short'er stay in the nation' (about 2.5

.compared' tin 5 years); these faotors would suggest that the group

of illeg4ls would -be paid less than the legal immigrants, regard-

of,formal statue. On the other hand, operating to under-

?E.ate the difference in -wave (byinflatIng the illegals' earn-

ings data) are the considerations of the sexual mix of the two

work forges, thessurveyed were roughly 90.% male,'while

roughll, 40% of the legal immigrant subsample were females.; fur-

ther, the illegals annual earnings estimates are made by multi-

plyirm\their weekly earnings in the spring of 1975 by 50, which

would tend to overstate these earnings (but t re is no clearly

A

?referable alternative estimation technique).
,

It is interesting to note, however, 4at despite the differ- %-

'aces betyleen the annual earnings of immigrant and illegal alien,

-wdrkers, both groups exhibit the same subgroup differences.

That is, Mexican nationals in the SSANsubsample and in _the sam- '.

Ple of apprehend 'lleggr aliens eaciOd the least in 1975, while

thbse frgerthe Ea ern Hemisphere eaRedLthe most. Neverthelesi,

those suntantial i tragroup differences appear tolbe' diminished

by legalization: while the Mexican and nom-Mexican Western Hem-

ispere illegals earned; respectively; only 71.6% and 81.7,$ of

. . Eageerr. Hemisphere illegals, the Mexican and non-Mexicah Wester
Hemispnere immigrants earned-7.6.8% and .94.21 of.the earnings

Eastern Hemisphere 'immigrant. Thup, on,thabasi's of these

data, lack:of legal status in the U.S. appeajs:to not only d

crease the earnings of alien workerS, it also appears tb int

,

crease the earnings "gap among these regional subgroups df f r-

eign nationals.' * ,
. .

,
/

i l
4 .' ) .
_th.,

(C) Earnings of the 197WImmig.rant SubsamPle. Whet

were the earnings of the various segMents'of the_ immigrants'

subsample? The measure ,adopted was thaOkof the median taxable

earnings level for the segmenE studied (,suchas immigrants fro
Canada in the region of origins'table);-to eliminale.the inf

tion factor, the data are presented in 1970 dollars when data.
for'seVeral years are utiliAed.

As'Table 16 indicates, there I./ere differenOes'in variations
. A.%

Of median earnings *between levels of. the variables considered;
.

the standard devi tions presenMd-in tha ableindiaste, for
example,'that the differepce-beween median earnings of male

-immigrants and f aleimmigrants wap great than; the.differ7 ,.

Allikences between 10-year age grouPin4b, of the same subsample.. In

IblIket=r1:Ns.relr:rn:: larnign:PavittOn1:137rtov:rWOUIP
*---,Y% expeCt, and interestingly, immigration.classifiCation: Region,

of orgi'Marital status of women, and state df, deatination,

,occupy a miadlefolligin the table, with age'grhibings and '

marital status of meniat the bottom of-the list.. Descriptions

.1

a
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a
Variatio Beween Levels of 1975 Median ihrnings of the SSA Subsuiple

of 1970 Insmiqrants for the Eight Studied Variables

o

59

0

TABLE 16.

Variable

Sex,e
Ocpupation in 1970
Immigration Classification

. .

Region-o4.0rgin
Marital Status Women.

. State of DeStin tion

-(by ten-year groupings)
ital Status of Men.

,`

*Sandasd deviation is 370 when
smallest subset, those between,age 5(1'

trdm the Calculations.

Standard Deviation fkom
the Mean of the Group Medians

$1,484

1,394
4;1,334'

a
,

. ' 'a

851

786

760

-'4671t

222

4

0

V

least well-paid and the
and 59 in,1970,are:deleted,

'Note; ; Data are for all wage aneialary workers
withisocial hecurity taxable earnings in 1975.

,, Source* De tiVed from computer printouts
Social SOurity AdmaniStration to the Center

Mig&ioOtildi.as.'
, 4
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of the findings ,fOr each of the e variables, and for occupa-7

. ,tioniln 1972,61low in the (5"?.i r notedrabove.

. .
(i) tex. The median earnings of female 'immigrantS

.

is considerably less than-that of male immigrants, as Table 17 ,

indicates. Although the females'( earnings increased at asslight-°.

ly higher rates, in terms-of'percdhtages, than that of males, be-
tween 1970:end 1975, 61, the latter year the dollar' difference
betw'een earnings levels had incieaSed to almost $3,0bbla year.

t .

,
_ .

(ii) Odclipation in,197q. Immigrants who identified
themselves as managers, proprietors and owners (.MPOs) on their

c- visa applications received the tmed' n,earnings, as
Table 18 indicates, and were follow a, der°, in both 1970'

and 1975; by eprofessionalS, crafts erkprs, and clericals;.those_
who labeled themselveS either-hous wives or household servants
(the-only two all-female groups) we e_ the bdttoms of the earn: .,

,ings scale in both years. While,we kno from other sources that
thete "igindividual'-upward mobility, in t rms of earnings, and
while there it clearly an 'n-crease in ear ngs over tie for:
all occupational grow s, oui, occupational ackgrounatlentinue
to differentially-a t t e earnings. Thoug it is not artic-

ularly"helpful to oint out that immigrants with varying ccupa- ..

tional backgrounds have varying earning leve,ls,..jit is interesting

to note that these group differences ,persist .over time. (It' .,

dhOuld4also be noted that' Table,18 records the earnings of those
Who'recorded arparticular oecupatiOn in 1970; subsequent occti4a-

tio4alchanges -made y;MemlArs of the sub amples are not reflec-
.tedin these tabul tuns, e.g., an imm ant'who recordedlawyir"
on his visa applicati n, but workedin 970 and 1971 as /a clerk, '

and since 1972'a iias a man ger, is'grouped th other professionals
.'.- fr in the TaJke 18 data. ).

i +7 1"

6 : .

'
ve

..

.
While occupationa l group fferences

.
i 'ear'ffing persisted

over time4 a i;1- the abS,olutie.do lar_differen s be earning

levels ncr ed'between 1070 and 1975, it is 1 o true that

, tAe.large40, percentage increases A median earning's, were recOrded
.

fot,the four carql.ps at the bptt Of the 1970 earnings scald,"
for lab9reFs, sales wor4ers, ,ho sehold service workers, and hatise,,

:wives. 1 t
f,

i ,L

/

I% .

(ilWimmigration ClaSsification. The immigrants
, with the .highest earnings'in,the_197a substmplerwere those

labor oe*ffidation bendficiaries from tile-Eastern Hemisphere
'identifidd inable 19 aiEastern Hemisphere workeTs., Th6se
with the second highest 4arningl mereihe.ir. unterparts-from
the Wiestern Fipmisphere. j(Vor',a full descrip in of these class
sifica,tiOns, see pa4e 22.) Understandably; they rious pelattVe

' classes, nghe of which haa been screened for thei labor-matket
o utility,.repotted owerearniftgs, with the grollip ich has the- :

.highest priority U.S. imPiqration la*,-the iMmediate-reklat

°

iya
.

of U.S. citizens, ing near the bottom of.the earnings leVe]fillw

I.

?

6 I
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Median Earn0ings Of the SSA Subeample et 970' Immigrants,

1970 & 11975( toy Sex

(in1J970-dbllars)

61

.'ABLE 17

MEDIAN EA.RNINGS

Sex 1970 1975

1975 as
of 1970

%

Maies (631) $5,173 (528) $6,870 132.,8

Females, (453) 2,631 (412) 3,892 147.9

Total (1Q84) 41,11 (990) 5,371 '135.3

Standard Deviation 1,271 1;489

. Nod! Number of-members of s rouping are noted in parentheses.
;

'Source: gpmputer printout supplii4
e

bY the Social Security Administration

-.to the Center for & Migration Studies. 1970 dollars were adapted ".

.from Handbook of Labor akistics,'1975, T1able 2.

.
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TABLE 18

Median Earnings of the SSA Subdample of..970Immigrants, 1970 & 1975,

by Their 1970 Occupational Owoup
(in 1970 iollars)

Professional, Technical & Kindred
Managers, Proprietors &Owners'
Sales Workers
Clerical and Kindred Workers
Craft and Kind/1Pd Workers

Operatives.
Laborers, except Farm

rmers and 'Farm Managers
arm laborers' and Foremen.

Seivice Workers,,exc. Private
Household: Service Workers"

rs-

3110

1970 Occupational Group

Audents
Housewives
Unknown

.

TOTAL

Standard Deviation

0a

,ft/

60"."00,

(196)

(30)

4 (12)

(70).

(170)

(84)

(84)

(20)

(9)

Household (55)

*/
(28)

(58)

.(168)

3,01.75,

2,014

(151) 4,250

1 9 7 0

MEDIAN EAPNINGS

$11F;871

6,600
3,600

'44,846

4,975
4,001
4,371
4,800
2,700
4,050
2,700

(1,135). 4,082 (f113§8) '5;54

$1,141

0

l

1/49 7 5

tos

(151) $8,230 -140.1

(127) 8,905 134.9

(10) 5,864 .162.9

(60) 6,255 129.1

..(148) 8,783 # 136.3'

".:111k (81) 4,7*. 115.1

loP (78) 5,430 124.2

(23) 5,575 116..1

(10) 5,430 201.1.

(28Y 41,121 '152:9 '

(51) 4,851

(47)' 4,398,
(154) 3,258
(130) .; &,950 .14

$1,394

P.O

1975 as

of 1970

$

137.0s.
r,

143.0

163.5

I

4

Note: Number of members of subgrouping are noted in, parentheses'..' 4
(

Students, housewives, and those with unknown occupations were'excluded

from the standard deviation calculations.

'-Source: CoMputer.printout stippliedkby the Social Security Admidistration.to

the Center for; Labor &' Migration Studies. 1970 dollars were-adapbed froM-

Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1975, Table

0
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Median earnings of the SSA Stibsample of 1970 Immigrants,,

1970 A 1975, by Immigration Classification
(in 1970 dollars)

Immigration Classification,

'ME.DIAN EARNINGS

/

A

1975 as %
of 19701970 1975

Eastern Hemisphere Workers

Eastern Hemisphere Workers'
Relatives

Eastern Hemisphere Relatives
, 4*

Eastern Hemisphere Relativeb'

Relatives

WIstern Hemisphere Workers

. .

Western Hemisphere Relatives:

Immedi
.

lative of Citizen
,:

.,.Unknocin*'

(1.54).

(84')

(159)-

. (87),

'(210)

(208)

(215)

(la)

$6,420

3,4Q0

44071

3,563

4,410

3,7,67

3,616

,000

'(143)

(74)

(137)

4

(83)

(192)

(181)

(212) ...:4:,851

(16)

$8,623

5,647

075

4,597

6;386

74e643

,

5,864

134.3

166.1

124.7.

129.0

,14406-,

146.6

134.2

, 117.3,

T9TAI
(1,135) 4,082 (1,0381: 5,594 ) 137.0

!

,Stanrd Devikti na $1,026 $1,3,34

4'

l*ekcluded froMstandald'deviation calculation

,Notb: Number of members of subgrouping are noted in parentheses., .. \
Sfource computer printout supplied by the Social Security Administra-

tioiqn toe Center for Lallor& Migration Studies". 1970 dollars were adapted

.

' from Handbobk of Labor Statistics, 1975, Table 122.
lit t
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the 190 and 1975 var ancer
Origin. -It is interesting that

facross immigration classifications
(iv) R iOn _

7
are higher than along he lines of region of origin - -the var,-

iable upon which for many years the nation's immigration policy
was centered (during the years of the country -of- origin quota

system).

, Table 20 shows that immigran fro Canada and Northern.

and Western Europe had the highest di n eatnings.in 1970;

by 1975, the Canadian had dropped b ck with the Northern and
Western European relording the!high st Medians, followed by

the Asians. The most dramatic increase in earnings levels,

more than' 158%, was,recorded for the immigrants froM the Carib-

bean, 'a group which included.a number pf Cubans.

Not shown are the cross-tabulatiois by re/1gion.of origin

and by sex; in most of ,the six years covered by this study,

Canadian men had the highest earnings, and Mexican men,. the

lowest., ,Among the women, Canadian and Northern European, women'

ranked.at the top during most. of the years, but were displaced
by the4caribbean women in 1975. Mexican womeii-e-cpnsistently
at'the bottom of the ladder.

(v) Mital Status of Women. As one would ex-

pect,married women freported lower earnings than single women ,

in the subsample of immigrahts; in 1975, the married women
had median earnings of $4,996, compared to $7,167 for single.

women. Single mpn, on the .other hand, who presumably had,finan-
ial obligations roughly comprable to those of_single women,
had median earnings:Of $9,081 that year. The sample had too
few divorced, separated or widowed persons (at the time of filing

of the visa application) ,for analysis as three categories,,or
for analysis as a single "other marital:status Category; this
was the case for both men and women

(vi) State of Destination. .Immigrants who indi-

cated that they planned to settld in Michigan and Pennsylvania
secured the-highest median earnings in 1970 (see Table 21),
while those who recorded a preference'for California and Texas

had the lowest median earnings. (The latter groups included
large numbers of isiWigrantsr.from Me4co.),

.,

By 19'75, the patterh had.changed substantially, with New

Jersey and Mighigan shoWing the highest medians, and Pennsylvania(

the lowest. During those years, 'the iome for immigrants Wild

, said they were destinedffor California increased, in constant
dollars,,by.almost.' 0%, while it fell in Pennsylvania, presum-
ab4ly another indicat op cif the sunbelt-snowbelt trends in the

American economy. T e lowerstandard deviation ($76Q) in 1975

compared to that in 1 70 ($1,083) suggests that the relative im-

.
portance of the state o destination, in terms of its associa-
tion with earnings levels, declined over time.
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TABLE 20

Median Earnings of the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants, 1970 G 1975,

by Region of Origin
(in 1970 dollars)`

MEDVAN EARNINGS
197.5 as %

of 1970Region of Origin 1970 1975 ,

Canada // (62) $6,360

Mexico
e

(124) 3,375

Caribbean . (183) 3,763

Central & South America \ (172) 3,733

' 1

.

Nortthern & Western Europe _.> (77) 5,150
--- y

Soulher% & Eastern Europe (215) 4,038

Asia (248) 4,341

Africa (26), 5,400

Australia (14)- 3,600

Unknown (14) 5 bo

(51 ) $5,756

(12-5) 4,534
,

(156) ,027

(160) 5,050

(66) 6,950

(185) 5,403

(250) 6,130

(21) 5,539

(12) 3,910

(Iv 5,213.

90.5

134:3. s
9.

158.9

135.3

135.0

133.8 I

141.2

102.6

.108.6,

104.3

TOTAL (1,135) 4,062 (1,038) 5,594 I 137.0

ma

Stdard Deviation $945- $851 1.

Note: Number of members of subgrpuping are noted in parenthesej. c

'Source: computer printout supplieorby the Social Security Administration

to the Center for Labor aMigration Studie's:. 1970 dollars were

adapted froeHandbooi oft r,Statistics, 1975, Table -122.

a

Vb.

I

I
V
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TABLE 21

J

Median Earnings of,the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants, 1970 & 1975, -

by State of Destination
(in 1970 dollars,)

1

I

State of
Destination

New Jersey

Michigan

Illinois

Massachusetts

New York

Calif rnia

orida

Pennsylvania

TOTAL

Standard Deviation
. (

Note: Number of members o

MEDIAN EARNINGS

1970 1975

1975.as %
Of 1970

(119) $4,864 (110) $6 138.4

(34) 5,700 (36) .6,516 114.3

.

(81) '4,740 (84) 5,864 123.t

(68) 4,125 (57) 5,691 138.0
,)

(409) 3,972 (337J 5,66 -* 142.6

4 (255) 3,688 (237) 5,458 148.0

(63) )4500/ 4,778 136.5

(56) 3,800 us (57)4 4,724 124.3

.(38) 5,00 (42) 4,344 83.5

7

(1,123)' 4,111 (1,028) 5,607'

$1,083 $760

6

subgrouping are noted in palentheses.

Source: computer printout suppliel by the Social Security Administration 057

the Center for Labor S Migration Studies. 1970 dollars were adapted from

Handbook of Labor Statistics,$1975, Table 122.

6
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(vii) Age Groupings and Marital Status of Men.
As we stated earlier°, the age groupings of immigrant men do not
have the same relationship to median earnings levels as for

men,- with Table 14 indicating-that U.S. men experience their
highest earnings )al, the 45-54 age-group, (as do both immigrant
an& residentowome41,,,, while male members 'of the immigrant subsr-

owed'the highest cearnings in the 34 -44 rage groUp.

Married men in the subsample, as expected, earned moi*: than
the single men, by Margins cif 10 to 12%.

(viii) The Workings of the System,
A.

If one assumes
that earnings equates to, or at least relates to,' productivity,*

, andNif one examines the subsets of the immigrant subsample with
the highest and the lowest earnings, and then examines the trends
in immigrant admission statistics (in Appendix,B), one notices

a curious phenomenon. The intricate, and not particularly delib-
erate, operations of the immigration:,system appear, on at leat. .

three counts, to be producing larger groups of the less produc-1:
tive immigrants, and smaller groups of the more prbductive imm4-

..__ .,

grants,
-......

/ .

(

...,,,, ( .

,
.

Men earn more than women; Canadians, more than Mexicans;:
"and labor certification beneficiaries, more than other /immigrants'
(primarily.relatives)t; Yet' the system, in the period 1970 -

through 1976, enabled the entrance of progressively larger groups
of those with lower med4n earnings. 'In 1970; the ratio of male

femai,e admissions was-.9014 in 1976, it4was .865. (For those
the working'ages, 20 to 60, the ratios were even lOwer, .877-
1970 and .837 in 1976..)

Between 1970 and 1976;-,annu immigration from Canada f611
from 13,804 to 1,638, while immig ation from Mexico rose'from
,44,469 to 57, 3.

The 'admissions of labor certificati,on'beneficiaries fell
'from 55,452 in 1970 to' 25,474 in 1976, with a comparable in-
crease (in numbers) of admissions of those with'family prefer-

ences.

. We are not suggesting twat there is a granddesign to bring
about a les& productive (or'n least less well paid) mix of
immigrants, 1tit this appears to be what'is happening, neverthe-

-less.

OM/

*Clearly, Discrimination plays a role din the compensation of -many

.workers as well.
vr,rrr-

.,,,...; ,..,,,,,,,,,,

...,_ e 4, t''.

,..) .:;..,
- -, a

, ,:"1' . CI r 4 '-/., -, ',
6+ -0- . , %.... t) '

A
4 , A

4,
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(ix) Poet-admissiOn Changes 4.n 0 cupatio
Data were c ,ollected on the occupational groups- of the`3 igrant
subSample in January. 1972, when they filed their- alien addte4's

cards; at that tithe, they had been exposed to,the U.S. labor mar- ,

ket for an` average of two 'years, and in a>majorityof casesp'they
had changed their occupational grouping (or had me*d out of
the housewife or student category into the labor force.)*. When, .

median earnings are arrayed along the lines of theio1972 oc-'
cupationakdistribution,'as shown in Table 22, the variations'
in earnings, as one, might expeOt, are larger than when the 19,7Q
occupational lines-are used. The greater variation in group
'earnings between Tables 18 and 22 cAn be measured in-W50 ways:
by the larger standard deviations recorded on the secondtable,
and by the_ greater range; (with iTrbfessionals recording the lar-
gest earnings and, housewives, the Smallest, in both 197; and

ra

Percentage income increases between 1970 -and 1975 were, as
has been noted along other variables, the greatest fa*. those at

the bottom,of the edbnomic ladder; thee relatively small grotps
of Olersons who, in 1972, classified thethselves as household
service workers, farm laborers, students andchousewives all'e
joyed well7above average increases in income in the 197011975-

period. . 16-

44.

That women earn less than men in our sample'has been.men'-
1 Ooned earlier; Table ,23 indicates that when 1972 occupational
group data-are cross-tabulated with sex, women earn lest an'

men in every occupational group (with the exception df the hand-
ful of 1972-students), and that in man cases they,e&tn lets than
half as much as male immigrants in thrsame occupational group:

Finally, median earnings data may be used on another aspect
of the immigrants' a
ibhal stability; we

ported' the (ame occu
who departed from their 1970 stated- occupatroiff (leavers). A
third group may, in fact, 1;:se -consider:4- ose who moved into a
new occu i 1 o in 1972( ri t 1

J

justment toPthe U.S. labor,market--occupa-
examined those ithmigrants.Who 41972 re--
ational group as in 1970 (stayefs), and tho

upa ana gr up ar v s
... ,,

. ... i

Geneially; shyers fared better than
in 1975,, had median earnings of-more than
higher than-those stho changed .occupat0.6nal
$7;478 in 1975 dollars).

I

,(

*It would have been desig
of the years, 1970 th ugh.1975,

such-a.mesh co not be'seiured
system ,

I

1

o have
as well as
because cif

o

e .

:

leArers. -The stayers,
a thousand dollars
groups ($8,482,vs.,
e- '

1.

A

OCCUpatiolfal group data fpr each?

the median-eardings dat47bu
diffiguAies.willhin't4e. INS

r .
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,TABLE 22

Median Earnings of the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants,
1970 & 1975, by Their 1972 Occupational nroup

(in 1970 dollars)

MEDIAN EARNINGS
1975 as % or

;972 Occupational Group* 1 9 7 0 1 9 7 5 of 1970

Professional, Technical & Kindred (192) $6,927 (186) $8,978 129.6
Managexs,'Proprietors & Owners (28) 5,000 (18) 8,254 165.1
Sales Workers (19) 4,700 (19) 5,973 127.1
Clerical and Kindred Workers (132) 4,440 (114) 5,958 134.2
Craft and Kindred Workers (133), 5,250 (120) 7,037 134.0

, Operatives (199) 3,579 (172) 4,308 120.4
Laborers, except Farm (102) 4,275 (94) 6,430 127.0
Farm Laborers and Foremen (6) 1,200 (9) 6,299 524.9
Service Workers, except Private (142) 3,327 (112) 5,337 160.4
Household Service Workers (8) 't1,600 (9) '3',667 229.2

Students (23) 1,860 (21) 4,453 239.4
Housewives (63) 1,367 (67) 2,534 185.4,
-Unknown (84) 3,0001 (72) 4,561 152.0

TOTAL (1$131) 4,095 (1,033) 5,605 136.9

Standard Deviation $1,616 $1,550

*Farmers and Farm Managers were omitted from this list, as there were no
reported occupations in that group in 1972.

Note: Number of members of subgrouping are noted in parentheses.

Source: cdMputer printout supplied by the Social Security Administration to
the Center for Labor and Migration Studies. 1970 dollars were adapted from
Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1975, Table 122

S\.
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TABLE 23

Median Earnings of the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants, by Their

1972 Occupational Group and Sex, 1975
(in )975 dollars)

1972 Occupational Group* MALES

1975 MAITAN EARNINGS

FEMALES

Professional, Technical & Kindred (119) $13,878 :(67) $10,071'
Managers, Proprietors & Owners : (1S) 13,842 (5) 3,900

Sales Workers (12) 11,400 (7) A,100

Clerical & Kindred Workers (40) 10,600 (74) 7,425

Craft & Kindred Workers . (114) 10,080 (6)s- 5700

Operatives (90) 9',075 (82) *4,200

Laborers, except Farm (83) 7,710 (11) 5,100

Farm Laborers and Foremen (9) 8,700 (0 0

Service Workers, except Priv. Household (74) 8,700 (58) 5,400

Household' Service Workers' (0) 0 (9) 4,650

Students (12) 5,400 (9) 10,500

HouseWives (0) 0 (67)i 3,500

`Unknown
i

.

(35) 7,500 (37) . 5,025,

TOTAL (601) 9,456 (432) 5,430

Standard Deviation $2,104 $1,810

Note: Number of members of subgrouping are Apted impareptheses.

*Farmers and Farm Managersere omitted from this list, as there
were no ieported occupatiOns in that group in 1972.

Source: Computer printout supplied by the Social Security Administration,

to the Center for Labor & Migration Studies.

.40
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Table 24 shows in more detail the variances in earnings
for stayers, leavers, andfarrivers. For the first'five occupa-
tional groups listed on'the-table, the labor rarket provided,
higher-earnings for those who stayed in their field than for'

those who eft,their.field or those who were new entrants.
Persons w identified themselves as, for example, lawyers at
admission, no went into,other non-professional careers, would

be among those who left the professional catdgory;,new arrivals
in that'category would include (among others) those who called
themselvesstudents in 1970, but had obtained profelbsional jobs

in 1972.

While it as economically rewarding to slay. dn the first
five occupational categories noted on Table 24, it was profit-
able, apparently, to move out of the next five categories
listed. The persons who stopped being housewives .(a major
group) or students, _or who moved out of the clerical, operative,
and other service occupation's had higher earnings than those
who stayed in those' categories. The earning .leveli.of the
arrivals into these occupational groups were mixed.

4

. Data on the last three categories are inconcluiilie; no
members of the sample stayed in farm work, though some moved
intot, and. some out of it; so no stayer-leaver comparisons
can be made. Similarly, the data on household workers are not
particularly instructive; while many more women left those jobs
than entered them, the earnings of the stayers and the leavers
were equal, with the newcomers earning less money than either
of the other tv. segments.

The highlights of this chapter, which dealt with, the'work
experience and Social Security taxable earnings of a subsample of
1,393 members of the 1970 cohort of immigrants, were as follows:.

There Was a 7% shrinkage in the work force (not explained by deaths,
disabilities or retirements) which we speculate was caused by family-
orient#d withdrawals from the work force by young women, and by,at

least some emigration.

The women in the subs ample, by 1971, were earning more than their U.S.
peers,; the men in the subsample were moving toward earnings parity with
their U.S. peers by 1975, but had not reached it.

Although the comparisons are only approximate, the legal immigrants in
1975' were earning more than a sample o,f apprehended illegal ones; in -----
both gitoups, Eastern Hemisphere wor4ers earned more than those from the
balance of the Western Hemisphere and who in turn earned more than those

froM'Mexico."

In terms of internal comparisons within the subsample, earnings were
strongly'influen ed by sex, by 'presence or absence of previous profes-

sional/manager 1 experience, and by immigration classification (i.e.,
labor certification beneficiaries were better paid than other immigrants).

rA
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TABLE 24

C 1-- 1

1975 Median Earnings of the SSA Subsample of 1970 Immigrants, by Those Who Changed

and Those Who Did Not Change Occupational Group4Between 1970 and 1972

(in 1975 dollars)

4

Occupational Group
1

Stayers
.

Leavers
2 Arrivers

3

* :',3
.

.

Prof'ssional, Technical, Kindred (125) $12,780 (66) $8,600 - (61) $11,350

Managers, Proprietors, Owners , (5) 14,100 (22) 10,200 -( ) 8,700

Sales Workers ...:
J- (4) 8,400 (6) 7,200 5k 7,050

Craft and Kindred Workers, (67) 11,100 (81) 8,950 (53) 8,700

Nonfarm Laborers .
(21). 7,650 (57) 7,350 (73) 7,470

Clerical and Kindred Workers (34) 8,400 (26) 9,000
_

(80) ,200

,Operatives (36) 6,000 (45) 6,700 (136). 5,925

Other Service Workers `\ (26) , 5,850 (25) 7,500 % (106) 7,900

Students (13) 5,700 (34) 6,300 (5) 8,100

Housewives (43) 3,675 (111) 5,008 (25) 2,850

Farmers and Vrm Managers (0) . 0 (23) 7,700 (0) 0

Household Service Workers (5) 5,700, (23) 5,700 (4) 4,200

Fart Laborers and Foremen,, (0) 0 (10) 7,500 (9) 8,700

Unknown (14) 3,600 (116) 9,733 (58) 6,300

TOTAL (393) 8,482 (645) 7,478 (638) 7,478

1 0

;hose in occupation in both 1970'an 1972
are noted in parentheses.

2
Those who were in occupatiOh in 197r.but not in1972.

Note: Number of members of subgrouping

4
3
Those who were in occupation in 1972 but'not in 1970.

,J

0

°

Source: Computer printout supplied by'

the Social Security-Administration t

the gentor for Labor & Migration S dies.

I
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Classes of immigrants with higher earnings records (such as males,
labor certification' beneficiaries and Canadians) are arriving ,in
everzdecreasing numbers as the immigration system (presumably non4
deliberately) progressively admits larger percentages of aliens with
lower earnings potentials.
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CHAPTER FIVE

d

This chapter isdivided into three sections; the first .

describes the characteristics of the respondensts as a whole

(the 254 working age, FY 1970 immigrants who agreed to be
interviewed);the second outlines differences within the study

group, such as the responses and experiences of men and women

and of those with and Without relatives in this country at the

time bf their arrival; the third examines, in some detail the

occupational progreWsion of,the 209 members of the study group

for whom we have information on two or more jobs.
1

Throughout the analysis, we will present 1976 earnings data

'on various subsets of e study group, 222 of whom reported wage

and salary or self-emplo d earnings that year. Thus we find,

for example, that the mean rnings of the'male respondents was

$15,809 in that year, and $8-7456 for the female respondents.
-Similarly, members of thesurvey group who reported that they

knew relatives in this country before their arrivaljhad mean

earnings of $12,256, while those without such ties had earnings

of $14,268. (These earnings are expressed in 1976 dollars.)

I. The Study Group as a Whole

The 254 respondents had a number of gharacteri tics in com-

mon because all were drawn from the previ6usly ment4loned sample

of 5,000 immigrants admitted tiethe United States,between July 1,

441969 and June 30, 1970; all were between the ages of 18 and 59

upon admission; all had indicated on their visa applications that

they were planning to live in the nine states of high immigrant

concentration (listed on page A-1); all were alive and within the
United StateS during October and November 1977, when they were

interviewed (and thus could supply Aeither emigration no mortal-

ity data); and all had told INS, in writing, that they were wil-

ling to be interviewed. ,
-

( It should be stressed that the study group, deliberately,

covered all immigrants as defined above; we did not define out

of the universe married women, as the valuable Canadian longitud-

41 inal study did,* nor did we exclude nonwhites and women, asiChis-

wick did, nor did we exclude nonworkers, another possibility. This

iS4/6t to suggest, on the other hand, that ours is a random sample,

a point we have made elsewhere in this report; it is useful, how-

fiver, to review the characteristics of the entire study group be-

fore discussing the more significant findings about differing

labor market behavior of segments of the study group.

*Department of Manpower and Immigration, Three Years in Canada (Ottawa:

Information Canada, 1974).
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Personal Characteristics

4 .The study-group included 148 males (142 with 1976 earning0 .

and 106 females (80-with such earnings); thus Xhe.percentage'oN
females in this work force of 222 was 36%,.which'is close to.the
percentage in the total foreign born labor force, as reported in
the. 1970 census, which was 313%.*

The median age of the group at the time of the interview was".
37; the group consisted predominantly of persons in their prime

working years:

Age. Group Niner Percentage

25-34
35-44

45-54
,

55 plus
.

?TOTAL

87

94
50'

22

253

'

.

.

34

37

20
9

100%

Two twenty-five year olds and two sixty-seven year olds masked
the ends of the age spectrum. The age of ope immigrant is not
known.

The respondents had been citizens of nations in the follow-

ing regions:
' c--

./
Region of Citizenship

?

'

Number Percentage

Eastern 'Hemisphere

Canada
Mexico , .

Other Western Hemisphere
Uriknown .

;TOTAL

110
34

2;
7

6

43

.
13

11

30

2

99254

Thus Canadians and Northern and Western Europeans were over-rep-
resented, in the study .group when it is compared to 'the 197n cni-ir-e.:
Interestingly, an examination of the natiod of birth of the re-
spondents, at the time of migration,' ihdicatesp5 Canadians, not
the 34 above, showing that at least nine of the= respondents had.
stayed in Canada long enough to become.Canadian citizens before
migrating, again, to, the U.S.

Most of the respondents were married,--with the incidence of
both marriage and divorce increasing since arrival:

*Census,ArPC(2)-1A, Table 18.
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married
ingle, never married

divorced
...

-- widowed
seLA-rated .

... ,
TOTAL

76

MARITAL STATUS MARITAL.STATUS

ON ARRIVAL AT INTERVIEW

Number Percent, Number' Percent

165 65 202 80

s 77 30 26 10

4 2 15 6

4 2 6 2 '

4 2 5 2

254 101% 254 100%

Three quarters bf the spouses of the respondentsre foreign
born..

The respondents were primarily members of small households.
There were, at the-time of the interview, a mean of 3.8 meillbers

of the.respondtnts' households, including 1.5 children. (this

was not-a measure of,children-zver-born, but of children under,
the age of 18 living in the household at the time of the inter-

view.) A substantial minority of the respondents continued-to
support persons (presumably family members) in their nations of
origin in 19217, close to eight years after migration; 12.7% of
the respondents said that they supported one such person, and
18.3% said that they supported two or more. (The illegal alien
respondents in the North-Houstoun study, who had been in' the

nation for-about a third as long as the immigrant respondents
had a much higher incidence of such support, more, than three-

quarters of them reporting se paymehts.*)

The' respondents' exposugee to schooling was predictable; the
median was 12 years (as is the median for the foreign boeh and

the U.S population a substantial number of them,

85, or 25%, reported 16 or more as of education, as opposed.to
only 10% who reported six years or less. The 85 included 55 with
one or More overseas degrees, A dozen mith U.S. degrees (only), and

a artic4arlycosmopolitan group of 18 with at lekst oDe over-
se degree and 4t least one U.S. degree. We suspebt, based on

the igher perceritage of the study group who identified themselves

as professionals in their last overseas job (compared to comparft/e
data on the 197.0 cohort as a whole) that the study group had more
years_..of 'schooling, than. the cohort a whole;

The study group (we ruspect.disproportionately, vs. the co-

hort because of the higher incidence,of professionals before
migration) brought with it substantial knowledge of the English
language;29% were native English speakers, 40%. said that they
had leained (or started to learn) the language in their, home
country (almost inevitably in the school system)', and only 32%
said thgt they had not studied English (or in English) in their

*North and Houstoun, Characteristics and Role of Illegal Aliens, p. 78.
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homellountry. By the time of theinterView, all but al3Out one
sixth of ,the respondents were speaking English adeqUately or
be'tter (according to the admittedly'subjective ears of-our inter-
viewers):

r.
Interviewer Rating of

Respondents" Ability
mith English Number Percentage

Native English Speaker 74 29,

Perfect 42 17

Very Good '61 :24
Adequate 33' 13

Poor 2.6 10

_Vera' Poor, NAe 18 ,7

'TOTAL 254 100

For analytic purposes, we have characterized members of the
last three classes,30% of the study group.as having non-fluent
English, and the balance as having fluent English.

TheMigration

The respOndents,were asked to charAted.ze their .motivation
for coming to the United States,. in reply to 'a limited-choice
question which the Canadian study had used earlier. The respon-
ses of the two study groups-were as follows.;

'".

Motivation for Migration

U.S.

Immigrants

Canadian
,Immigrants*

to improve economic position 56% 54%

to be near relative or friends 27 rU

'desire for advdnture and travel 11 , i' -* 18

political situation in former country 7' 8.

other 0 10

101% 100%

These results are particularly interesting for two reasopst

when motivation for immigration is explored, economic,
not family considerations are paramount despite the
fact that, in the U.S., mos%wimmigrants' admiSsions are
facilitated by family tips; and;

w

m. ,
....

*Manpower & Immigration, Three' Years in Canada, p. 127. We handled
'four coding slightly differently than the Canadians, forcing answers into the
first four categories noted above. Nearly 10% of the U.S. responses grouped
here under the economic heading related to a specific U.S. job 'opportunity,
i'n some cases a job transfer td this country; in that specific case, the
Canadian study labeled the response "other."

1 ri fr./
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U.S. an Canadian results.aresimilar.

-

It sholkld be borne in mind when examini?g these responses
that close to twoythirds of the 1970 cohortof U.S. immigrants 4

were admitted because4petitions were filed for them by their
U.S. relatives; a somewhat +smaller percentage of the Canadians
were admitted aS relatives, hence, presumably the lower incidence ,:
Of the' relative motivation in the Canadian survey. 'The 'Canadian

,report contained the following comment on its findings:

. _.

!'In general, relatives or friends in Canada had less influence
on the decision to 'emigrate than might have .,been expected, bUt-hadr

greater significance, na,turally, among nominated qmigrants than
independent immigrants. Family ties were given as the 'reason by

only 16 per Cent of,ali.nominated immigrants, a classification which
wasestablished specifically to broaden'the range of relatives that
Canadians and landed immigrants could help bring to'Canada. -Despite

the fact that 55 pct gent of.immigrants received advance information
abopt conditions in Canada from relatives or;friends, leS'e,than 10

percent came'to be near them., There was,'moreovei, no evidence of

a strong desire to joh.relabives on the part of.immigrants from

countries where a modified foriVof the "extended" family sltrem

still exists. Peraon§ from Greece, Portugal, Hong' kong, Taiwan, t

and India,' for example, were actually more likely to give economic,
considerations Op ,family ties as their reasons for emigrating...4.

..* ,

AmcnI the U.S. immigrant res
.-knew relatives AA thiS country pr

whigil is mdre',6han twice as large
wanted to benear those', elatives
have ditided the study group into
tives Th this cisuntry, hereafter
group who di not know relatived,

pondents, 59% told us that they
for to' immigration, a percentage
,es:thode who said ,that they

For analytic purposes, we
those whoodaid they kneW rela-
"relatives,"and the ,smaller
herearer'n,non-relatives."

'4 A number eneswwere nOt malting their first in-
ternational,move they a rived in the U.S.,: as immigrants;
sdnie,had preliousl ived an worked in a third nation (i.e.;
other than the U.S. and the ountry of firth); and almost half

./ had at least visited the U.S i if'not worked here, prior to
- securing their immigrant visa- Fifty. -six of the respondents had

Worked in- a third nation, IA- i Canada, B in' the United Kingdom,
.and the rest scattered aroundth _

globe; two respondents had
worker in,two nations-other than . 4nd their country of
or in.

I

*Ibid., pp. li5-26.,/ t
1

J.
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dk much larger group of respondents,'118 (47%) had been in
the United States prior to securing their immigrant Visa; most
of this group had been here for.a year or less, but 46 (18%) of
the study grbup.he been in the nation for periods ranging from
a year to, in onecase, ten years. Most of these prior yisitors
said that they were tourists during these visits to the,U.S-

Interestingly, about ten percent of the respondents who had

been in the nation before securing their immigrant visa had been
here illegally; we did not ask this question directly; but did
.inquire at one point in the survey instrument about their visa
status at the time, and at another point we asked them if they
had worked, in the U.S. befdre their arrival as immigrants.
Eleven of the resgbndents said that they had worked before secur-
ing immigrant' status with either tourist visas or no visa at all.
The ten'percent figure is undoubtedly a minimal one; some of the
respondents must have fudged their answers to these questions or

simply forgot thete details..*

. Labor Market Experiences

In the Country of Origin. Most of the respondents, who had

a median age of about `29 on their arrival in the country, were
experienced workers when -ay Were admitted to the U.S. Of the

254, 217 told us that t y had worked for'one or more months in

,their homeland, with a edian work experience of eight to nine
years; in response to ther questions, 218 idenfified their in-

dustry of employment in he old country, and 221 specified their

occupation in the homelan in addition, an overlapping group of
32 indicated some period o self-employment before emigration.
Thus on the order of 88% o the study group had participated in the

labor force prior to coming to the U.S., a rate almost as high as
that which they experienced in the U.S. This was somewhat surpris-
ing, as our previous work with visa applidation and alien address
data had given us the impression that a substantial number of the ^

women among the arriving immigrants had not worked in the homeland,
and had only entered the labor force after their arrival in the

States.**

2 U.S. Labor Force Participation. Securing labor fore par-

ticipation data retrospectively is difficult, because the respon-
dent must be asked.an essentially two-part question: were you

*The use of the formal immigration process to legalize the presence'of

former illegal immigrants is described in more detail in Alejandro Portes,

"Return of the W pack," Society, April/May 1974.

**David S. North, Immigrants and tt e American Labor Market, Manpower Research

Monograph No. 31 (Manpower Administration, 1974) pp. 33-34. (This monograph was

based on \the North and Weissert report of the same title cited earlier'in this

report.)
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'employe oh date X, and if not employed were you or mere .you

not lo king for work? It is easier to recall the answer to the

job pa of the question than the seeking employment-or not

seeking portion.

Nevertheless, the data in hand"suggest that most of the

riespondents were in the labor force most of the time, except

for 19 individuals who answered all U.16. labor market quhstions

negatively. On this point, we asked the respondents how many .

years they had worked in the U.S., with these results:

80

Years Worked in the U.S. Number Percentage,

seven or more years 174 69%

five or six years 31 12

.three or four years 15 6

less than three years 15 6

nonworkers , 19 7

TOTAL 254 100%

The respondents had been admitted to the country between 7.25 _

and 8.25 year before the interviews too&

Obtaining the First<Job. One measure of an immigrant's
adaptation to the labor market is the length of time it takes to
secure the first job, a measure pointed out to us by the Canadian
study; the immigrants to Canada, whose arrival (in time) over-

lapped that of our respondents (1969 through 1971) secured their
first job quickly, with 58% of the males and 55% of the females
doing so'within two weeks of arrival, and about 75% of both

groups doing so within four weeks.*

The U.S. immigrant respondents were not quite as fast on

their feet; only 42% had found jobs within two weeks; within
four weeks, 62% of the study group had secured jobs. A substan-

tial porticin of the respondents, some 26% of them, presUmably
including many who had been in the nation before receiving their
immigrant-visa, knew their first employer before, arriving as

immigrants; interestingly, 4 larger percentage had a job lined

up, 34% before the,ir arrival, than said that they knew their
employer before arrival. One assumes/that some of these sight-

unseen placements must have been made by relatives of the intend-

_ ing immigrants.

,*Three Years in Canada, pp. 32-33.
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A comparison of the 34% with lined-up jobs and 62% securing

jobs in the first four weeks suggests that many responden.ts

arrived without pre - arranged -work and then hustled into the labor

market to secure work immediately after arrival.

Employment History: In the cdurse of the interviews, we

asked the respondents about their last job overseas before re-
ceiving their immigrant visa, their first job in-the U.S. after

obtaining that visa, the job they held in January 1972, the job

held in January 1975, and the current (or most recent) joh at

the time of the fall 1977 interview.
ft

In each instance, we asked about occupation and industry,

number of days worked per reek, hours per day, and weekly earn-

ings. The data which forl-liow are for the respondents as a group,

and all,changes descriped are net changes; thus if in the last
job overseas'37 of the respondents worked as clerks, and in the

first job in the U.S. 40 were similarly employed, it could mean

that the 37 former clerks remained in the activity and were join-

ed by three others who had worked in different occupation groups
previously; it is more likely, however, that the net increase of

three clerks indicated, to use some imagined numbers, that 20

clerks remained clerks when they came to the U.S., that 17 former

clerks found other jobs, and that 20 respondents who had not been
clerks, previously moved into the fielcn-s Thus there would be a '

net gain of three, but this small- net change would mask a great

deal of occupation group movement--a subject to which we will

return.

Industry: Table 25 suggests that there was not a great

deal of net movement among industry groups resulting from the

respondents' immigration. Between the last overseas job and

the first U.S. job there was an increase in manufacturing employ-
ment, and a drop in services employment.. Generally, the patterns

set in the fist U.S..job held, and the industrial distribution

changed little over time, though the small groups of immigrants

in agriculture and private household were reduced still further

over, the years.

Occupation: While there was relatively little net industry

group movement, there was considerably more net movement among
occupation groups, both between the last overseas job and the
firAt U.S. job, and, in some instances, over time within the U.S.

labor market. Table 26 shows a sharp-drop in professional and

technical employment following migration, and'an even sharper
drop, proportionally, for those who had been managers, proprie-

tors, and owners overseas. Together, these two occupation groups
accounted for about 47% of the respondents (with stated occdpations)

when they were overseas, but only 28% of them in their first U.S.
job, clearly a drastic shift down the occupational ladder for many

individuals.

11i
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TABLE 2 5

Distribution of Industry of Immigrant Respondents,,0 erseas and in U.S.,
and of U:S. Workers Generally, 19

(as percent of gAoup responding)

,
.

--,,.
LAST JOB

FIRST
U.S.

U.S.

JOB IN

JANUARY

U,S.

JOB IN
JANUARY

CURRENT OR
MOST RECENT U.S. WORKERS

INDUSTRY OVERSEAS JOB. 1972 1975 U.S. JOB 1975-

Agriculture, Forestry
& Fisheries 3.7% 2.6% 2.6%. 1.9% 1.4% 4.1%

Mining 0.9 . 0.4 0 0.5 0.5 0.8
it

Nr

Contract Construction 3.7 3.0 2.1 5.2 ' 4.1 5.9
t

'22.7Manufacturing 24.8 .30.2 . 32.8 30.5
..

`31.7

.Transportation &
Communication 8.7 4.7 3F7 5.2 6.o 6.6

Trade: Wholesale and
Retail 11.5 14.7 12.7

s110.5 11.0 20.6

Finance; Insurance,
& Real Estate 6.0 6.9 8.5 10.0 8.7 . 5,5

Services, e:thept

Private Household 37.6 34.1 36.5 34.8- 35.3 26.4
P.

Household Services 2.3 3.4 1.1. 1.0 0.9 1.6

Pulitlic Administration 0.5 0 0 0 5.6

Miscellaneous 0.5 0 . 0 0.5 0.5 ' 0

TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.1 99.8
No. of Respondents 218' 232 189 210 218 84,783,000 ,

Source: Immigrant data from TransCentu'ry 1977 Immigrant Survey; data on U.S. workers from Statistical
Abstract of the U.S., 1976, Table 591.
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TABLE 26

Distribution of Occupation of Immigrant Respondents, Overseas and in U.S., and of U.S. Employed Persons, 1976
(as percent of group responding)

U.S: U.S. U.S.
FIRST JOB IN JOB IN CURRENT OR EMPLOYED

LAST JOB U.S. JANUARY JANUARY MOST RECENT PERSONS
QCCUPATIONAL GROUP

Professional, 'rechnidal &
. Kiribred Workers'.* 35.3, 23.6

Managers, Proprietors & Owners '11.3' 3.9
,

',-

%ales,Workers 5.0 3.9

Clerical & Kindied Workers 17:2 17.2

.

13.1Craft & Kindred Workes 14.2
A -,, .

Operativ.es, except,- 'Ipsport 4.1 ,14.2

*

TranspOrt Equipment Operatives 1.4. 1.3

Arers, except Farm 2.7 5.2

Farm Occupations* , 2.3 2.1'

- Service Workers, except Private .

HouSehold 5.4 12.0

OVERSEAS JOB

Private Hdusehold Woers 2.3 3.4

TOTAL
Number of Respondents

100.1
221

! 100.1
233

1972 1975 U.S. JOBS 1976

25.1 27.4 26.8 15.2

5.2 10.4 11.8 10.6

4.7 2.8 2.7 6.3

17.8 16.5 14.1 17.8
, .

1 co

----.
12.0" 12.8 12.7

.
12.9 L.)

.

15.7 12.3 12.7 11.5-

2.1 1.9 2.3 3.7

3.1 2.4 3.6 4.9

2.1' 1.4' .
. 0.9 3.2

11.0 4, 11.3 11:4 1/.4

1.0 0.9 0.9 1.3

99.8 100.1 99.9. 99.8 .
191 212 220 87,485,000

*Includes farmer, farm mlnager; farm-labor, supervisor (the xespondentis were farM laborers)

I

i

Source: Immigrant data frciM TransCentury 1977'Immigran,trvey; data, on U.S employed persons from
EMployment & Training_ Report of the President, 1977,,Table A-33 1 &A )1 .i. ./ il

sr'
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To compensate.for these migration-caused changes, there

-*ere' drastic net increases among operatives and other service

workers, with some lesser upward movements in other groups.

With the passage of.time, some interesting trends are visi7,-

ble, again on a net basis. There was some post-arrival increase

in the number o professional jobs, a sharp increase,'to above

average U.S.,levels, among the managers, proprietors and owners,

while the household servants and farmworkers drifted into other

i lines of work. The number of respondents in occupations noted

in the middle of the chart--sales, clgrical work and crafts- -

remained fairly steady over the years.,

:Cooking at the data another way, one can compare the per-

centage of respondents reporting white collar jobs for each time

unit; the figure fell from 68.8% in the last overseas-job to

47.7% in the first u.fi. job, and then rose slowly to 55.41 for

the current or mOst-lecent job, a figure above that of the U.S.

work force generally (50.1%).

Thus the overall picture\hich emerges is'of considerable

-net occupational group"mcivement, with much of the initial move-
ment downwards, followed by some degree of recovery over time;
the differing pdtteims among the subsets of the respondents and

the specific adjustments made by individual respondents willbe
discussed in subsequent sections of this,chapter.

7,

Hours and Days Worked-Earnings: Table 27 indicates that

while most of the respondents had worked 8-hour days in their
overseas jots, as well as in the U.S., the five-day week .was a

brand-new, and presumably welcome, feature of their lives. The

.sharpidrop ./11,days worked brought about a, comparable drop in

=
hours worked per week; respdOents who had been,accustomed to
50-hour work weeks reported 41-42 hour work wee0b ip their U.S.

jobs, on average.

Hours of work data for the study groUp cannot be compared
with rigor to thoe of other elements in the U.S. labor force,

but it is interesting that the respondents appear to be working

about six'hours a week longer than U.S. production and nonsuper-
visory workers generally (who logged 35.9 hours a week on average
in 1975) and only a couple of hours less a week than the illegal

aliens in the North-Houstoun study.*

There were few part-time Workers among the respondents; for
example, in their most recent jobs only a dozen of the 221 supply-

ing data on hours of work indicated that.they were working six
hours or less per day; and eight of those were working. six hours

a day.

*North and Houstoun, Chikapteristics and Role of Illegal Aliens,-pp.

124-127.
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TABLE 27

MeanHours and Days Worked and Median Earnings Reported by Immigrant Respondents, Overseas and in U.S

LAST JOB
OVERSEAS

FIRST,

U.S.

JOB

p.s.

JOB IN
JANUARY

1972

U.S.

JOB IN
JANUARY
1975 -

CURRENT OR
MOST RECENT
U.S. JOB

Mean Hours yolked Per Day 8.29 8.26 8.10 8.30 8.26

Mean Days :Worked Per Week. 6.07 5.03. 5.16 ' 5.08 5.08
i

Mean H9urs Worked Per Week 50.32 41.54 41.79 42.19' 41.96'

Median Weekly IncoMe
(Unadjusted dollars) $44.67 $107.71 $151.93 .$177.95, $237,85

Median Weekly Income
(1970 Dollars) $44.67* $107.71 $141.14 $128.48 : $152.46'

Source: TransCentury 1977 Immigrant Survey; 1970 dollars adapted from Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1975, Table 122.

*In most instances, the respondents supplied this information in U.S. dollars. In about 10% of the
cases, the reply was expressed in the currency of the homeland; in these instances, we converted the
results to dollars using the rate of exchange prevailing at the time.

es
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Perhaps the most starming difference.between working over-
seas and working in the United States is the financial rewards

for work. Not only did the work week drop by a day, and the

hours worked a week by ,about 10, between the last foreign, job

and the first U.S. one, but the wages increased by 140%.. 'On

the other hand, this is a gross wage comparison, and the differ-

ing costs of living in'the old country and the new n4e ara notr

included in these'caiculations; furthdr, while the one-time
migration-caused leap in gross earnings was followed by further

increases, between the first jgb4hnd the January 1972 job, in-

flation seriously impacted the post -1972 earnings pattern of

the study group.

As suggested earlier; the respondents appear to be hotter

paid than the Social Security, subsample desc ibed earlier; using
constant 1975dollars, we can compare the su mple'S 1975

earnings with.the study groups 1976 earning , which are marked-

ly'larger:

Males
Females

Media1119,5,
Earnings of
SSA Subsample

$9,515
4,879

Median 1976 Earn-
ings Of Study Group

(in 1975 dollars)

$14,359
7;650

Training: A page majorityp the respondents have received
formal training in the United States, and an even larger majority
have,secured formal education or straining in the U.S. or over:-

seas to prepare for 'their careers. Regarding training in the
United States, 65% (or 45) of the respondents said that they

had taken courses of iletruction. Of these individuals, 114

had takenivocationfil training,',69 had-been instructed in English,

and 64 had studied other subjefts; many had engag in more than

oneof these categories of education.

Whenthe broader question was raised,about career training
either inHtheU.S.or overseas, 80% of the respondents indicated .

that theyihad such training, with 51% of those, with training ,

being, trained in the professions, 17% in crafts, 12kin clerical
work, with the balancescattered.1-Since those with at least :fe.

some training for the professions numbered 1043, and since' thoSe.

working as professionalschumbered only 78 in the home country',

and no More than 59 atidny time in the U.S., thi's indicated, in
this field at least, either a substantial underutili)zation or

training, a .substarreial ailltoinit of uncompleted training, or bath.

Many ofthe respondents were aware of this; when asked "did

you ever work in this occupation (for which training was4securedl
in the U.S.?" 36% indicated that they had not done so. Not all

117
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\._
who did not use their training were unhappy about it, having
Apparently found other acceptable work, for when.we asked "Are
yOu doing the type of work you had hoped to do in the V,S.?"
only 28%.respondAd negatively. '

Unemployment: In order to obtain unemployffient data, the
respondents were asked, for each,irtar of interest,.the number
of weeks in which they were out Of work and seeking work. *Ole
28 shot's-the total weeks of unemplpqment reportet, the number of
respondents unemployed for ten weeksvormore, and respondent
and overall U.S., unemployment rates; The pictdre which emerges
appears to be that in the first year the rApondents suffered
higher unemployment rates than the U.S. population generally, bigif
,quickly recovered, and their incidence of unemployment fell in
the.. next four years as they learned their way around the labo.,
market, only to rise_again (but not to national levels) as they
encountered the'recession starting in 1975.

Other Labor Market Data: The,respondents, by the fall of
1977, found jobs for themselves largely outside the ethnic work
places wheresppersons of similar nationality work together, often
.speaking theii."-native language. A restaurant manned bya totally
Chinese staff, or an agricultural setting in which all the work -s
ers are natives'Of,Mexico are exaMp es of these-ethnic work places,
which often offer less attractive w ges'and working conditicipst

. than -more, integrated places,of employment. it

*
We asked two questions to secure data, on his subject; fi,rS-E-77'

. .

we asked "in your current place 9f employment,'about how many,
other people of,your own nationality work there ?" Only 11% said
that most of the people, more thap half of the "people, or,half
of them wete of similar nationality-=these.we regard as ethnic
Vork places; an additional 6% responded lAps than half; 35%\ re-,

plied'"very few," and 4'5% said. there were no other national 1
employed, with the-balance being fir persons °who worked alone.

Similarly, i.,v-49'sponse'to a question on whether English was
spoken at the place of emplbyment, we 'secured these responses:

_____

Number Percentage -,,, w

Always : 127 54%

Most of the time . 48^ 20

Half and half 34' % -14

Occasionally 17 o
7

Never . g 4

100%
,, ,--0----

".)

-

r

_

There appe4 to be a relaerely small incidence of self-
employment among the respondents; while 32 of them had been ,---/-

self-employed oversews at some time in,their lives, only.22 of
them had been self-employed, at any time, in* the,U.S., a dozen

TOTAL , 235

1 /
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TABLE'28

4 Weeks of Unemployment, Incidence of Long-Term'Unemployment, and Unemployment Rates for Immigrant

Respondents, and for the U.S., 1970-1977

Year

4

Person I

Weeks of unemployment
Reported by Respondents

Number of 4

Respondents Unemployed
for 10 or more weeks

Respondents'
Unemployment

Rates

U.S.

Unemployment
Rate ,

1970 967 8.0 4.9.20
V

1971

19/2 A

520

4)361

16,

10 T

4.3

2.9

5.9

5.6

1973' 264 9 2.2 4.9
cc!.

co.

1974 275
p

7 2.2 5.6

1975 520 18. 4.j 8.5

1975 510 20 4.2 7.7

1977 352
54146.

3.5 7 .'0

C.d

'Source: Immigrant data from TransCentury 1977 IMmigrant Survey; U.S, data froth Handbook of Labor

Statistics, 1975, Table 60 for the years 1970-1974; data for 1975-1977 secured by phone from BLS.

-- Note:. Tote ks of unemployment for 1970 and 1977 have been adjusted upwards by 33% to compensate

for the ex of arrivals after the beginning of calendar 1970 and for the reduced'exposure in 197/,

caused by the timing of the interviews, around October 1 of that years Respondents' rates for each

year are presumably somewhat u9derstated, as they are calbulated op the assumption of a 235-member

labor force among the respondints, Attich is slightly generous; that estimate was obtained by subtracting.

the persistent non- workers (19) from the study group of 254.
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of these fOr three years or, less, and AO for four years of more.
Sic respondents were both self-employea and employers of others;
at the time of the irAerview, with 19 employees among/ them. In
re4onsb to another question, 16 respondents said that they_re-
celved some self-employment income in 1976, which wquld be rough-.
ly equalto the incidence of ef-dinployed workers in the U.S.
generally.

, .

., /

As for union memberip, 31%-of the respondents said that
- they were, or had been, union members. K

. ..

'The Respondents' Reactions to Life in the U.S. .

.\-:_.
.

We a ed a number of questions to gauge the study group's
- feelings about their U.S. eXperiences; knowing that there would --

be a human tendoKey to tell the interviewer what the respondent
thought the interviewer wanted to hear, the questions were asked
in several ways-, some directly, some ind4eotly. )(

In three of the direct questions, we asked the respondents-
to use a five-part sca to compare their current job, tyeir cur-*rent housing condition and their general 4uality of life to the
best

\.
experiences they had in these areas before. arriving in the

U.S. The scale is shown in Table 29%

.

Clearly, most of the reipondents felt that things were much'
better or better in the S.,'and 'only a small miority used the
worse or much worse replie ; Would expect that the respon-
dents (who had, by defitliti t voted with their feet by leav-
ing:the U.S.) would be posi Out their experience here. What
is more interesting is their diif dring levels of enthusiasm ab6ut
various aspects o 'can

T
In order to mea e that ariable, we scaled the percentage

of "much better" resp uses a two, the "betters" as one, the
"about the sames4 as zero, e "worses" as minus one, and the
"much worses" as minus t , and from thisband the replies in Table
29 we cons ructeta con entment index. The respondents, in
hort, e happier abouttheir work, where the index is 93, than
hey a e about _quality of life in general, with an index'af 77;

J-housing, with ifr index of 60, is the least attractive in the eyes
of the study group.* (--

The indirect measures of respondents' contentment included
questions.pbout U.S. citizenship and the extent to which the
respondents had encouraged others to come to this country. A
respondent who opts to become a citizen and one yho helps a lands--

Most of the respondents, 58%, in the great Pmericin tradition, live
in a mortgaged house, 26% in apartments, 9% in rented houses, 3% in owned-
outright houses, 2% in employer-provided housing, and the balance in other
arrangements.
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TABLE 29 ^%

Respondents' Judgments of Differences Between Life in Old Country and U.S.

(as percents of group responding)

r

,EXPERIENCE IN U.S. IS:

Comparison of Best
Overseas Job to

Curtent U.S. Job

Comparison of Quality
of Life in U.S, to

that Overseas

ID/

Comparison of Housing
Conditions to That

Experienced Overseas

Much Better 34% 23% 24%

Better 35 43 36

-" About the Same 23 24 28

Worse 6 8 9

MuCh Worse 2 2 3

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

No. of Respondents* 213 - 244 254

A

'41' Cohtentment Index 92 77- 69

, -

Source: TransCentury 1977 laimigrant Survey

4 Note: See text foi contentment index methodology.

,)
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man to'come to this country is stating, in obvious terms, rela-
tive satisfaction with this nation.

Although all of the respondents had been eligible'for cit-
izenship for years, only 46% of them had sought naturalization;
this is a lengthy process, and an underfunded ones,-so it is no
surprise that half of the 46% were still waiting for their citi-
zenship when we interviewed them.

We asked three questions about their relatio4 with others
regarding migration to the U.S.; we asked, "did you encourage
others to-migrate?" Did you file papers for them (i.e., peti-
tions with INS)?" And, finally, "did you give or lend them
money?" As one might expect, the incidence of positive respon-
ses was higher for the first question, 32% than for the second,
19%, or the third, 15%.

1976 Income

We secured 1976 income data on 195 of the respondents; but
decided to exclude from our calculations those of a. male,
Canadian-born MsD., whose $250,000 income would skew the titian-
.,".cial data for the sub - groups' of which he was a membox. 'The
mean income for the remaining 194 was $13,442. (ThiI statistic
would be increased by more than $1,000 had the Canadian M.D.'s
income remained in the calculations.)

As Table 30 indicates, the most common form of income, by
far, was wages and salaries, with 184 respondents reporting such
income', showing a mean of $12,868. Next most common was inter-
est and dividends, with 56 respondents reporting,a mean of $744.

Examined another way--from the point of view of the income
sources of the group of 194--return for labor (wages and sAlar-
ies and self-employment income) amounted to 95.8% of their income;
return for savings (interest, dividends, rental income, and cap-
ital gains) came to 2.2%; and income transfer programs (unemploy-
ment insurance, social security, supplemental security income
(SSI),* and other welfare) came to only 1.3% df the group's income.
Thg remaining 0.7% were in miscellaneous categories.

*A'recent General Accounting Office report, dealing with a very dif- ,

ferent sample of arriving immigrants. than ours (those members of the FY 1973,
1974, and 1975 cohorts who were more than 65 years of age upon arrival),
estimated that 34.3% of the latter group were receiving SSI payments by

December 31, 1976. See, Report to the Congress, Number of Newly Arrived
Aliens Who Receive Supplemental Security Income Needs to be Reduced,
February 22, 1978.
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TABLE 30

Summary of Immigrant Respondents' 1976 Income

Tlae crf Income

Standard

incidence Mean Deviation

Gross Wages and Salaries 183

Interest or Dividend Income 56

Unemployment Insurance 15

Self Employed Business Income 11.

Rental Income 10

Social Security or Railroad Retirement 1

Welfareyayments 1

Supplemental Security Income 1

Capital Gains 1

Other 8

Total Income in 1976 194

Source: TransCentury 1977 IMmigrantSurvey.

1 e)

$12,868 $8.,897.

744 2,467

1,926 1,562

13,029 17,141

1,567 1,066

600
2,200

2,112
700

2.8,230 1,444

13,442 9,704

f
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These data on income should be differentiated from the

previously mentioned 1976 earnings data, which will be used

extensively in the balance of this chapter. The 1976 earn-

ings data are, drawn from answers to two closely related ques-

tions, to which overlapping.subsets of the respondents replied.

When the immigrants supplied us with gross wage and salary data

for 1976 (as shown in Table 30) we used it for 1976 earnings;

in 28 instances in which those data were not supplied, we had

answers to the question, "what is your current or meat recent

weekly earnings?" Those data, extrapolated to annnual rate,

were used as proxies for 1976 earnings. In this way, we were

,able to secure recent earnings data on a broader group of respon-
dents then we could secure from the replies to either of he two

questiong alone.

II. Subsets Within the Study Group

In this section, we examine the differing characteristics

of segments of the'study group, as well as mean 1976 earnings
levels along thd-lines of the personal, migration, and labor

market variables previously described. Cross tabulations of

the question responses were run with each of five different
charaoteristics with, the levels noted'below;

Characteristics

.

Levels Number

Respondents

Percent

Sex Male 148 58.3

Female 106 ,41.7

Region of Origin Eastern HeMisphere 110 44.4

(Nationality) Canada - 34 13.7

Mexico 29 4 11.7

Other Western Hemisphere 75 30.2

Relative Status Relative, 149 59.1

--Non-Relative . 103 40.9

Skill with English Fluent 177 69.7

Non-Pluent 77 30.3

Years'of Education 12 years or less 128 51:2

13 years or more 122 48.8

(Note that these observations cannot be interpreted either inde-

pendently or; as cause and effect. A more detailed analysis o.f
the data, including attention to interactions, could provide addi-

'tionalansights. For example, a characteristic attributed'to the

non-fluent might be better attributed tg,serviee workers, both of

which groups are heavily Mexican.) Note further, missing observa-
tions cause some of the totals above to vary slightly from-the

total of 254. %

126
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Personal Characteristics

The personal Characteristics we exami ed inAded sex, age,

several family charaCteristics, several educational variables,

and fluency in pnglish. In terms of age, respondents in the

35-44 age range earned more money than older ones and considerably

more than younger,ones:

Respondents

.

Age Group Number

25-34 - 75

35-44 89

45-67 /I 63

Group Total 222

Percent

Mean 1976
Earnings

Standard
Deviation

" 1
34 $11,936 $7,154

38 14,358 10,181

28 13,018 10,697

100 13,160 9,446

We note the relative youth of the Mexican respondents; al-

most half of them were under 35. Similarly, women were slightly

younger than men in the sample, with the median age being 38, as

opposed to 40.

The earnings of the Mexico -born subset of respondents was
remarkably ;.ower than those of the other respondents, $7,468,
compared to/$10,741 for the other Western Hemisphere respondents,'
$16,074 for those from the Eastern Hemisphere, and $17,600 for

X.he Canadians. ,

In terms of marital status and number of children, respon-

dents from Mexico had a higher incidence of marriage and more

i
children thanthe other respondents; sim larly, non-fluent
respondents and those with 12 years of e ucation of less were more

likely to be Married, and more likely to have"large families.
Predictably, the largest families were' the ()rips with the smallest

earnings:
1

. i

Number of Mean 1976 Standard

Children Number Percent Earnings Deviation

none 73 33 $12,252 ' $8,924

]/ -3
111 59 13,939 9,996

', 4 or more ' 18 8 . 11,166 .6,797

Group\Total 222 100 13,160 9,.446

1
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Similarly-, the minority of immigrants who continue to support
relatives overseas earn about $1,000 less a year than those who
make no such payments; males,those from Mexico (and to a lesser
'extent pther Western Hemisphere immigrants), and those nonfluent
in English were more likely to support people in their homelands
than other respondents.

The male respondents had more years of schooling than the
females, with 56% of former, compared to 40% of the latter,
reporting 13 or more years. Canadians had the most education,
with 67% in the 13 -plus class, and Mexican respondents the least,
with,62% of them reporting 0-8 years. Non-relatives were only
slightly better educated than relatives.

The relationship between years of education and 976 earn-
ings was clear and direct:

Years of Education Number Percent
1976 Mean
Earnings

Standard
Deviation

0-8 '44 20 $ 8,525 $5,721
9-12 60 27 11,454 9,453

13-16 67 31 14,566 10,218

17-25 48 22 17,585 9,131

Group Total, ,219 100% 13,162 9,502

In response to the vestion about occupational trailking,
more than 80% of the respondents said that they had received some
such training, and about. half of them said that they had received
training in one of the professions.: The incidence f males and
females among those receiving professional training as about
equal (at just over 50%), but the, Eastern Hemisphere espondents
(69%) and those.from Canada (50%) reported nigher inti ences than
others. Nonrelativ6 (56%) were mbie likely to be so rained
than relatives (47%).

The receipt of 'occupational trail-ring was apparently rewarded
in the market place, as.these41976 earnings, data indicate:

Respondent Subgroup
Number of 1976 Mean Vtandard
Respondents Earnings DeViation

c
Total with Occupational Training k180 $14,222 $9,887 .

Those with Professional Training 95 16,6.67 10,969
Those with Manager/Proprietor
Train'ing :8' 17,512 9.647

Total with Earhings 222 13'460 9,446

17.0
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The crosstabulations on English fluency produced some puz-
zling rasults; we had expected that there would be a strong posi-
tive relationship between years of education and ability with the
language, and a strong negative one between knowing relatives in

this country and speaking English well;,these rela ionships turned
.,,g'''out to be only marginal; those speaking English fl ntly, for

4
example, had only halfa year's more education (13 ears versus
12.5 years) than those who did not speak fluently. Our expecta-
tions regarding labor market reaction to fluency turned out to be

accurate; the fluent respondents earned a mean of $14,503 in
1976; the non-fluent ones, only $9,159. .We compared linguistic
background on another basis, finding that those whose native 1 n-

gnage was English earned $15,419, compared to those who studie
.English in their homlvland, $13,286, an those'who did not study

it there, $10,974.
1?), 4310

The Migration

./*

Sharply differeht levels of 1976 earnin s appear when the
studygroup is divided along the' lines of th it motivation for
coming to the U.S. he percentage of the r sponses and the mean

earnings of those offering the responses foilo

I
Motive c Number Percent Earnings Deviation

1976 Mean Standard

to improve economic position" 128 58 -$14,616 $10 8

fb be neat relatives or friends 50 23 9,499 05
desire for adventure or travel 26 12 14,007 7,011

."--

.

political situation in homeland 17 8 11,730 5,810 ''I

- TOTAL 221 ' 101% '13,164 9,468

Women were more likely to cite familial or desire-for-ladven-
ture motivations than men, while men were more likely than women

to cite economic or political considerations. B regions of ori-

gin, the Mexico-born respon,dents'weit mos ikely to cite familial

)

reasons, those from elsewhere in the West Hemisp e to cite
economic reasons, while one-thixdrof the Canadians told us (within
the economic motivation response) that they had been transferred
to. jobs in the U.S. The bitter educated respondents were twice
as likely as the leP-swe-1-1-educdted-to-dite---e-i-ther adventure or
political motivations for their migration decisiOn.

129
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Perhaps the most interesting cross tabulation was for those
who said. that they had known relatives in this country; 52% said
that their motivation for coming to tkte country was to improve
.heir economic status, another 10% cited.political.or adventure
reasons, leaving only 39% of this group who statedthat their
motivation for migration was to be near friends and relatives.

As we indicated earlier, many of our respondents.had previous'
migration experiences before coming to the'United..ptates as resi-
dent aliens. GenexaoKy, those with such experiences earned more
money in the U.S., in 1976 than those without such'exposure. The,
three questions we asked dealt with work in %third nation before
coming to the U.S., time spent.in the U.S. prior to receiving an
immigrant visa, and time spent workiigoie the U.S. prior to
arrival as an immigrant.

Those who had worked in a" thiid.country earned more in 1976
than those Who had not: $16,790 compared to $12,139. More than
three times as many men as women had this,experience (31% vs. 9%),
arndXanadians and migrants from the Eastern HemisPhere were more
likely than respondents fro - elsewhere to have worked in a third
nation; Similarly, such overseas work was experienced more often
by the more educated, by those more fluent in English, and by the
nonrelatives than by others.

Being in the U.S. prior to ,receiving an immigrant visa car-
ried with it good omens for future earnings; by a. margin of
$14,578 to $11,976; Canadians and MexiCans were pore likely.to
report such visits than others, but the other comparisons were
not meaningful.

i Actually working in the U.S. prodUced somethiil of a mixed

. ,

bag of earnings leVels with those who did not work h re'prior to
securing immigrant status earning $14,887, those who .orked for; .

less t, an a year making $15,731 in 19.76, and" those who had worked-,
here for moie,than a year,' interestingly, receiving' $13,286. 4.

,

'4,

Labor Market Elfperiences
,,

.
.:,:-

. .,
1,, b In the. Country of Origin: Most of the respondents had:worjced

iN the country of origin, and this was apparentLy.marginally'bene- ,r
ficial in terms of 1976 earnings; those with such experience had
mean earnings of $13,,863or about $1,000 a year above the mean
earnings of, the study group as a whole. There were:no significant
patterns among the subgroups on this variable-

it

.

Obtaining the First U.S.., Job: Apparently the qual.i.ties which,
help one line ,up a job quickly-in the U.S. are the same ones whigh

minorityhigher; earnings years later. Thus the minory of migrant
who 'obilIned-tv-prior to fission g oup in, which Cana-\
dials an males were lisproportio tely rep

.
rated) earned.,more,..1

,30
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job; men, Canadians, and those flu t with the language ved
th-emost'rapidly,, with 37% of the men securing a job within'a
week of admission and 22% of the women securing their initi,a3.
job within a week.

Occupational Movement: While we had occupation group data
for five points in time, making a number Of comparisons possible,
we found the most useful to be the comparison between the la
job in the old country and the'job held by, the respondent at
the time of the interview. By the fall of-1977, the respondents

/- had close to eight years to' adjust to the U:S..).a4or market, and
presumably host of those Oho `were destined to.recovez fr down-
ward occupational adj,,IFtment had .done so MI that tiet.,

-98

0

r------ in 1976, $16-,303,--than those who did not have Such contacts at
the/time of admission; they earned $11,607.- Another tes was
how many weeks passed between admi siOn and starting the irst

The data, which recorded,net movenientS,'indicate that occu-
pational group adjustments, particularly ;those'out of white col-
lar work, were not distributed evenly amOhg,the subsets within
the study group; women and..,those nonfluent in Einglish were more
elikely to experience tu?1.1 changes than men or those fluent in
Engtsh, as Table 31'shows. .

,

f

Thus while 34i of the men ana'37%.of the women rePorted
that their last job dn the old,country was professional or tech-
nical, some ,30% bf the men, bdt only 20%. of the women reporW-
holding such .a job at the time of the interview. (These percen-
tages are of.those who were working at the time,' and thus with-
drawal from the labor market was not a factor.) Tn addition,
the percentage of women with clerical jobS dropped from 31% to
23%, while that of men remained approximately the same, 8%.
While, there yeas some movement out -.of professional work for those

.

iluent in English - -a drop from 43% to 3S% -there was a much sharper-,,
drop for those not fluent in English; 18%'of the latter group said
that they had held professional jobs in the old country, but only

*2% had such jobs at the time ofthe interview. The heavy concen-
trations ofthe non-fluent in manual lab r, which was expected,
is also shown in Table 31.- ,,0

Perheaps the most interestingtabuiation regarding occupational
group movement; related to years pf eduoation; it indicates that

A while 11% of hose Mitl) 12 years, of educatiojz or less, had pro- ft."

fessional positions in the old country', only 3f of them had such
positions in'this coUntry at the time oft interview. The per-
centages fo .those in 'the professions with 13 or more years of
eddca n also dropped,'from 61t to 48%. 'Thus many of those
leaving professional positions had experienced no more than a high
school edubation; one presumet-that their movement into non-profes-
sional activities was an appropriate adjustment to the realities
of.the U.S. labor market, and that there is no clear indication
that their skills were underutelized. It is the other group, the
respondents with 13 years or m re of edutsation, who are a more
appropriate target for our concern.,

Ake



TABLE 31

afet Occupational Group Movement of Nespondelts Between Last Job in old Country (1964) and Job at Time of Interview (1977),

by Sex, Fluency in English, and Years of Education,

(as percent of group respOndin9)-

ti

OCCUPATIONAL GROUP

Professional, Technical G Kindred Workers
Managers. Proprietors. 42smets
Sales Workers
Clerical 4 Kindred Workers
Giatt fi Kindred Workers
Operatives, Except Transport
Transport Equipment Operatives
Laborers. Except !pare

Farm Occupations
Service Workers. exceptarivate Household
Priyate Household Workers

S E X NCY IN ENGLISH

MALE FEMALE

.r

YEARS OP EDUCATION

12 YEARS OR 13 YEARS OR
I ESS MORK

1969 1977 1969 1977

Job Job Jdb Job

e
34%e 30% 37% 20%
15 14 5 8

4 2 6
9 9 31 de--23

41 17 1 5

4 12 3 14
1 3 1 1

3 S 2 1

4 1 0 1

4 6 a 21

0 0 6 3

TOTAL.

OF RESPONDENTS
98% 99% 100% 101%

134 140 87 80

1969 197/ 1969 1977

Job Job Job Job

43%. 36% 18% 2%
14 15 6 3

6 4 2 0

16 14 20 15

8 8 24 3. _

3 ) 8 20

1 . ! 0 2 3

2 3 5 5

1 1 5 2

5 9 8 17

1 '1 5 0

1969 1977 r 1969 1977

Job Job Job Job

11% 3% 61% 48%
12 11 10 13

5 2, 5 4

21 13 14 IS

20 10 6 6

6 22 1' 5
3 3 0 '2

5 6 0 2

5 2 0 0
8 17 3 6
s 2 0 0

100% 100% 103%* 100%

155 160 66 60
.

101% 101% 100% 101

111 101 306 115

Includes fatmers and farm manages, and farm laborers and superv1sots.

Source: TransCentucy 1977 Immigrant surety.
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Regarding hours and days of work], men tend to work both more

,
hours in the day and more days a week than wolen, both in their
hoMeland and in their current U.S. job. The group reporting the
-longest work week in the old country were,the,respondents from
.Mexico; a majority reported working more than five days a week,

and more than might hours a day'in their homeland. Immigration
changed that, 4111,r only 17% of these respondents rePprted working

more than eight hours,a day in their current job, a slightly
smaller percentage than the study group as a whole.

Longer hours relates directly to higher wages; those who work

Sevenihouts a day or less received $11,853, on'average, in 1976;

those with eight ho1ayjn3,110; and those with more than eight
hours a day, $15,534.

Training in the U.S. also correlated with higher incomes;'those

with such training earned about $3,000 a year more than.those with-

out it. It was also truesorhowever, that education begetg education;

thus_thoie with 13 or more years of education were almost twice as

likely to report such U.S. training as those with less education
(84% compared to 48%).

The ethnic work places mentioned .earlier were much mov likely

to be experienced by Mexican than non - Mexican respondents; 52 % bf

the former were in such places of employment, compared to the total

study group's percentage of 11%. Further, and understandably,
those nonfluent in English were much more likely (27%) to be
employed in such places than those flueht in the language (5 %).

.

The distribution of unemployment among the subsets was relative- q

ly equit4ble, with men,aiPiaomen and those with more and those with,
less education, reporting Aplauximately the same incidence of it.
Thit relatively equitable distribution of unemployment is contrary

to the generafl U.S. experience, in which some groups, ,such as Blacks,
and particulaly center -city Black teenagers, experience much mol-er

unemployment than other workers; in this study, h&Tever, there were

no teenagers, and Blacks were not identified for separate analysis.

Caneians and thosefluent in'English were somewhat,less likelyto
be unemployed than others, however.

4 4
Reaction /to lite'in the U.S.

*Table 32 displays the varying reactions of subsets of the study

group to theyreviously described set of three questions regarding
the degree of contentment with the U.S.; the table also shows, for
the same subsets, the percentage of those who have Sought to become
citizens, as-well as the adjusted (1969 dollars) increase in wages
between .the last job in the old country and the job at the time of

the interview.'

Men, .genera ly, were more contented than women, were slightly

more likely to eek citizenship -aid reported a somewhat higher

increase in e rnings than women. anAdians had the lowest con-
tentment scores, almost miniscule increases in real income, and
were unlikely to apply fop citizenship; Mexicans,- on the other

hand, although also unlikely to seek naturalization, reported

ti

1 w-)



TABLE 32

-
aserbutiori of Contentment Indices,* the Di ence Between Overseas (1969) Wages and 1977 U.S. Wages

(adjusted to 1969 dollars), and the Percentawof Respondents Seeking U.S.

.r

4'

Respondent iairactertsics

Citizenship, by Selected Chaiacteristics 9

t

Job
Contentment

Indelov

Rpality
.of Life

-InOex

Housing
Contentment

Index

r&cent oer
Adjusted 1977 Respondents

, Wages as $ of Seqking
Oststras Wages** Citizenship

.

Male /
Female ,

Eastern Hemisphere
Canada
Mexico ,

Other Western Hemisphere

-
Relative c

0
V

Non-Relative

95*
* 73

1

71
, 99 --k-

;218

89
100

93

88

7P'99

86

88 -

66

87

35

113

74

82

76

74

90

81

74

''

75

64

86

39 *

84**

52-
-.

66

78,

68

77

70
.. 72

(as percents)
L- .._.

316.0 48

292.6. 43

404:4 59

106%8 24

479.2, 14

294.3 4 47
.

313.8 43
337.4 .52'

261.8 51

' 400..4 W35

303.6 .9
243.7 53

.

Fluent
,-----

Non-Fluent

12 or Less Years of Education
13 or More Years of Education

ENTIRE STUDY GROuP, 92 77 69 312.1 46

*See page 89 for contentment index methodology. (The potential range of the indices is from +200 to -200.) .

**Respondents median weekly wveATere Use in these calculations.

Source: TransCentury 1977 Immigrant Su ey; the 1969 dollar adjustment rate was computed'-from
Handbook of Labor Statistics,1975, Table 122, with updated 1977 rate supplied by BLS.



substantial increases in
tentment indices.

Since those fluent
we're more likely to seek
it should be no surprise
er income than those who
year.
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real income, and had the highest con-

in English and those with more education
citizenship than their opposite numbers,
that those who did so would have a high-
did not, by a margin of about $2,000 a

Regression Analysi.si5T 1976 Earnings

v-

We performed--a scries-o-f-stepz-wisp -Ungar regression analy-

pes modeling the 1976 earnings of the respondents, Using the

following variables at the indicated levels (by means of'dummy

variables). The variables selected were chosen because they were'

regakded as potential predictors of income, andlhecause they are

available from (or potentially available from) visa applications.

Variables

Sex

Region of Origin

Years of Education

English Fluency

Age Groupings
(at last birthday)

Relative Status

Occupation Group

Levels

Male
Female

Eastern Hemisphere
Canada --
Other Western Hemisphere

Mexico

13 years or more
12 years or less'

Fluent
Non-fluent

45 and over
35-44
25-34

Non-relative
Relative

A

Professional andTechnical
Manager, Proprietor, Owner
Sales Worker
Clerical & Kindred Worker
Craft & Kindred Worker
Operative, except Transport

Transport Operative
Non-farm Laborer
Service Worker, except'Household
Private Household Worker
Farm Laborer and Supervisor

136
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In each instance, the base levels (against which`the
earnings of other segments of the study group were compared)
were the last level listed above. We ran four regressions
for the first six variables alone; for those six plus occupa-
$4.0n group in country of origin; for those six Dlus occupational
gkoup in country of origin and in the most recent U.S. job; and
finally for the first, six and for occupation group in the most
recent job.

The most powerful predictor among the variables was Sex
(being male was worth between $5,000 and $6,500 in each of
the various regressions.)

The model which was best in the sense that it balanced sim-
plicity and explanatory power contained only,four independent
variables and yielded the following estimates of variable level
vents versus their base levels:

Estimated
Variable Value Sta rd Error

,-,:

Male $6,394 $1,061
13 or more years of education 3,080 1,081
Eastern Hemisphere 4,797 1,136

Canada 4,81%, 1,672'

(The printoutfor this model and for the summary. tables are
, shown in Appendix B.) .1

. ,

In other words, with all other variables held constant, it
is estimated that men earned $6394 more than women; those with

- 13 or more years of education earned $3,080 more than those with
12 years or less; and immigrants from the Eastern Hemisphere and
Canada earned about $4,800 more than those from Mexico.. All
of these 'coefficients were foUnd to be different from'zero at
the .05 level of significance. Note, however; that examination
of the summary table indicates that these four variables together
explain only 27% of the variation in '1.976 income. The only
occupational group variable with appreciable significance-in'
any of the models was the indicator for being a Manager, Pro-
prietor or Owner in the moSt,recent U.S. job; that was estimated
to be worth $7,853 more than being .a farmworker, again all other
variables being held constant. (In this instance, the standard
error of the estimator was $3,743.)

\Note that although:non-relative status and particularly fluency'
in .English were shown to be positively, related to earnings:in'the
univariate analysis earlier in this Chapter, they did not enter the
step-wise regression until steps five and six, retpectively, and even
then their F values were not statistically significant:. This is
clearly due to the relationships between these two variables and the
variables ofeducation and of region of origin (i.e., /ince the four
stronger variables, those used in thedpest.model, were-taken into
consideration, the supplemental value of non-relative status.and
fluency were marginal).

1 '3 7
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A review of the regression analysis as a whole leads oneto

conclude that there may be other variables which are powerful, pre-

dictors of earnings but which were not available in this model. This

could, of course, include variables considered by the survey instru-

ment and not included in the regression, but it seems more likely,

that they would, be factors which were not measured'qand which may not

be measurable) such as aggression, diligence,-intelligence, social

skills, range of contacts,, skin color, and physical appearance.

III. Individual Occupational Progressions

The Literature. A number of writers on immigration matters

have expressed concern about the Underutilizationpf the experience,

skills, and training of immigrants,to the U.S.; this concern can

stem from two orientations; a sense that the nation is -not making

appropriate Ise of.the human capital available o it and a sense

that individual alien:: are experiencing discrimination in the

market place. As-Parlin points out, immigrants are members of

a "hidden minority" Wio may lawfUlly be discriminated against

by private employers, while similar discrimination against. meibers

of the "popular minorities" (Blacks and Chicanos) ).s contrary

.to law.* A

Among those dealing with the subject is Chiswick, who sug-

gested the following hypotheses guiding occupational progression:

"1. Immigrants experience a decline in occupational status when

.their,last job in the country of origin is compared with

their first job in the U.S.

"2. The occupational status of immigrants increases after theii

first'job in the U.S.

"3. The U-shaped pattern of occupational change is weaker for

immigrants from countries similar, to the U.S. (e.g.,'Canada,

Britain) than it is for immigrants from countries that differ

r6bre in language, occupational requirements, and labor market

structure (e.g., non-English speaking countries).

"4. The U-shaped pattern df occupational change ts stronger for

Immigrants who 'are "primarily refugees (4.-g., Cubans) .than for

immigrants who are primarily, economic migrants (e.g., other

non-English -speaking countries)."

*Bradley W. Parlin, Immigrant Professionals in the United States:

Discrimination in the Scientific Labor Market (New York: Praeger, 1976),

p. 58).

**Barry R. Chiswick, "The Occupational Mobility of .Imnigrants to

the United ,States: A Preliminary Longitudinal Analysis," paper presented

at,the Industrial Relations Research Association Winter Meeting, Tecember

1977, New York City, pp. 3-4.
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His findings from census data !include the tollowing:

"Thus, the high rate of occupational'change among immigrants'in the A.
U.S. less than 5 years is disproportionately downward mobility. That

is,-compared to their occupation} in the country of-Origin, their

early occupatibn in the U.S. is of a lower status. Immigrants from

Cuba and Mexico experienced greater occupational change and greater

downward mobility than immigrants from other count'ies....

"Among immigrants who arrived in the U.S. between 1950 and 1964, 22

percent were in a different major occupational category in 1370, than

in 1965: ,Compared to more recent immigrants, the occupational mobility

was more likely- to be upward, with the net upward mobility greater for

those,in the U.S. 6 to 10 years than for'those here 10'to 20 years. "*

In our previous discussions of net occupational grOup movement
of the respondent's, we have shown employment patterns which support

his First two hypotheses. (see pp. 81-83 of this report), as well as
less frequent incidence of the U-shaped patterns for those' Who are

fluent in English (page-98), which would tend to support the third

hypothesis. We did not obtain data on political refugees per se.**

'Other writers have focused on different aspects of ,post-

arrival occupational adjustments; the Canadian study, which did

not deal with pre-migration occupational distributions, showed
an increase in the managerial, profdssional, and technical category
from 30% of their study group after one year in the country to

44% after three years (our data shoWd a roughly comparable
trend, from 20% in that category in the first job to 38% five

years later)..*** Focu ing on thOast job in the homeland-first

*Ibid., p. 10.

**It should be borne in'm nd, however, that our data were not confined,

as were Chiswick's, to white les; and that he described a four-category

giouping ofoccupations, as pposed to our'll-unit grouping; further, his

condensed categories masked ccupational group movements which we would xegard

as upward, such as from hou hold servant to operative and from farm laborer

to operative (since these g oups were placed in the same category). On this

'*-point, Chiswick, on May 1,'1978 wrote to the author "Chiswick's U- shaped pattern

for occupational change Involves two stages: a decline in occupational status t

when the comparison is between "last" occupation in country of origin and "first"

occupation in the U.S. and a rise in occupational status when the comparison is

between "first" occupation and "current" occupation in the U.S. There is no

implication as to whether the "last" occupation is at a higher or lower status

than the "current" odcupation. North's concave pattern is far more stringent.

It implies "last" and "current" occupation are at the same occupational level."

But despite these methodological differences, which make the statistics non-

comparable, the genenal thrust of his hypotheses is supported by otIr data.

***Manpower and Immigration, Three Years in Canada, p. 38.
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job in the U.S. comparison, ortes* found for a grog of Cuban
exiles arrivingin Florida-in the winter of 1973-74rthat only
31% of his sample maintained their occupational level (using a
definition from either Chiswick's or ours).- while 60%
reported ecline (apparently leaving 9% who increased their,
status); Parlin** documents a case, study (written from within
the personnel department o one of America's industrial 'giants),
showing how immigrant graduates of major U.S. universities are
systematically discriminated against in the hiring process.
While Parlin's study group was considerably different from ours,
his inside-the-system description of anti-immigrant discrimina-

.1.on d an - blcsomc subject more
effectively than we can.

)The Individual Progressions: In order to Analyze the occu-
p tional group chagges of the respondents, we first had to iden- °

t fy those on whom WE had data ontwo or more jobs as well as
1 76 earnings -information; these data were available on 209 re-

ondents. Secondly, it was necessary to make some judgmefts
as to what constituted upward, downward, and level occupational
group movements, a movement being a,single transition from one
job to the next. Our essentially subjective decisions are dis7
played in Table 33, which covers movements among 11 occupational
groups. (The twelfth group normally found in such' an Array,
farmers and farm managers, was eliminated because none of our
209 respondents so identified th mselves in any of the jobs
described.) Regarding the moveme ts, We decided, for example,
that a transfer from the Professi nal,,Teehnical, Kindred group
to any other occupational group, save that of Managers, Proprie-
tors, and Owners, was a downward. movement, the fatter being a
level one. On the other hand, any movement out of household or
farm wank was a sign of upward mobility, unless the movement was
the lqvel'onebetween these two, bottom-of-the-labor-market cate-
gories. Some movements, such as between Crafts and Sales, fit
into no readily discernible pattern, and were simplyilabeled
"other;" fortunately, there were not many of them.

The next task was to identify the paths which the immigrants
( followed between the last job in the old country and their job
at the time of the 1977 interview; a path-is.a series of move-
ments from job to job, usually four in numb, each of which is,-
characterized in Table 33. The six paths of interest are shoOn
in Table 34. ,

1
Alejandro Portes, et. al., "The New Wave: A Statistical Profile of

Recent Cuban Exiles to the .S.," Cuban Studies, 7:1, January 1977, pp. 1-32.

**Parlin, Immigrant Professionals.

LID
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TABUS 33

Characterization of Occupational Group Movements*Experienced
by Respbndents

T 0

FROM

6
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a
O 0

10 11

r.11

w

o as

H

0

z

C14

m 4

E-1 z

z

0

U)

.11

0
as
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1. PROVESSIONAL, TECHNICAL;
XIA0RED

0 1 2 2 2

2. MANAGES, PRIINRZETORS,
OWNERS

2 2

3. SALES WORKERS 2 2 2

. CLERICAL WORKERS 2 2 2 2

5. CRAFT WORKERS 4 42

6. OPERATIVES, EXCEPT
TRANSPORT

4 2

7. TRANSPORT OPERATIUS .2

8.. NONFARM LABORERS 4 4 S 2

9. FARM LABORERS & FOREMEN 4

10. SERVICE WORKERS EXCEPT -
'PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD

7-
4 4 0 2

11. PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS' 4 4 4

*A movement is.a, transition from one job tOanother; they are: 0=trtO change;

1 evel.; 2=down; 4=up; and 6=other

11 0

4-1
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TABLE 34

Occupational Progression Paths En:6 Last Job in Home Country to Current or Most Recent U.S. Job
Experienced by Respondents

PATH JOB 1 JOB. 2 JOB 3 JOB 4 JOB 5

ti

S

---/

DECLINE

INCNE

CONCAVE

MIXED

NEW ENTRANTS

yeti
Source: TransCentury 1977 Immigrant. Survey.

IIMMOMMEM

(various patternsi,

TOTAL

Respondents

Number Peveent

i2 -29.7

50 23.9

36 17.2

24 11.5

12 54-7.

25 , 12.0

209 100.0%

Mean
1976

Earnings:

$1747,23

.10,113
co

ir, 593

13 A215

8,890

13,, 542

S13,322 1/13°
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Vie most common of the paths, which we call Constant, is

that of occupational group stability, a series of job-transitions
which are labeled either "0" (no change) or "1" (level); next
comes Decline, a series of job 'transitions which is.summarized
by a downward"movement between the last job in the old country
(job 1) and the most.recent job in this country (job 5). The
third most common pattern is the.exact opposite of Decline,
Incline, in which the job at "the titer of the interview is in a
higher occupational group than the last job in the old country.
Interestingly, only 11.$ of the respondents had the Concave pattern#

- II "

footnote On page 105); perhaps with the passage'of time, more of
these patterns will occur in this group of immigrants, but they
can be recruited onlytfrom the Decline and Mixed paths. Tne
remaining two paths shown are Mixed, in which the,iob transition
between.:-job 1 and job 5 is that of the previously dbscribed
"other" movement (i.e., of an indeterminate nature) And New
Entries, that is the path followed by those who had no stated
occi9Stion in the old country.*

0.

Characteristics of Those on the Six Paths: The.character-
istics of those following the various paths varied in predictable
directions, as Table 35 shows. The Constant pathi,.whichwas the
most rewardikg financially,** accounted for disproOci-tionately
large numbers of Eastern Hemisphere immigrants, males and non-
relatives. The Concave path, while*producing a, $4,500 a year

'

lagrmean earnings figure than that for the Constants, also
attracted high proportiona of.Eastern Hemisphere immigrants and
pales. d

The Decline path; which. prOduced the lowest earnings of the

major patterns (exclildin,g the small number of the Mixed path), .

included disproportionately la*rge groupaof women and ter
Hemisphere immigrants and accounted for large proportions of
the Operatives and the Clerical and Service worker's. 'A closer

examination of these fifty immigrants, whose occupational group
movements suggest either underutilization of skilliond/or discrim-
ination, will be presented shortly.

*Two other paths wereapossible, one of which is Convex; in which, for

example, the immigrant reports his last old country job was that.of farm-

worker, his first or subsequent jobin this country 6; a craftsman, buthis

last job that of glifarmworker again;, the interview instruments suggested that

two individuals prdbably fell into this category,,,but for the sake of sim-

plicity,, they were merged'intoikhe 11xed category, The other possibility,

Return, a path of rises and fang', in.which, for example, a craftsman in
the old.co-antry moves down to operative in his first job, to professional,

and. back to the,oriqinal level, craftsman, in his last job, simply did not

occur.

* *Respondents on the Constants path can be compared to those members of

the SSA subsample who reported the same occupation in 1970 and 1972.; the

latter group, the "stayers" had higher.incomes than other members of the sub-

sample. , I

1. 1 2
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TABLE 35

Distribution of Selected Respondent Subgroups by the Six Occupational Paths 'Experienced
(as numbers-and percents)

RESPONDENT SUBGROUPS CONSTANT
No. %

CONCAVE
No. %

INCLINE
No. $

DECLINE
No. %

4IXED
No. %

NEW
ENTRANTS
No. %

TOTAL
No. %

.

Eastern Hemisphere 4
eo$

Canada
Mexico
Other Western Hemi,here

'

Unknown
,

35'

9'

1

16

1

56

15

2

26 '

2

-71%

29

47

53

-

53

10

2

, 15

11

3

- 2

_3

-- 2

11

4

2

7

0

17
7

15 '

9

0

10

6

0

5

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

. 1

46

17

8

290
'71

29

,

63

.38
-

42

25

--
21

8

-

-

-
4

14

4

9

8

L

22

14'

20

16

0

5

8

1

7

4

9'

0

0

0

"-'2

0

0

.

411.

AV
25

22

3 1

62

38

56
44

-

14

22

3

19

11

25

-

-

-
6

-

14

3

St.

24

4
t,

30

40

31

19

0

0'

0

4 °

4

10

.12

2

5

0

12

1

0

28

6

10
48

8

0

3'

2

7

0

-

25

27

59

-

4.

4

9

Q

....----

32

16

16

36

-

82

'27

23

71

6

39

13

11

34

3

0

Male
Female -

4

:
.

.Relative
Non-Relative

1111Unknown

Occupation Group-Current or

.._.-

44

la

.

29

33

0

33

6

1.

,9 ,

7 .

:0

2

0

1

2

,0

1

59

40

62

38

7

-

8

8

20'

24
4

10'

-
r
24

2
-

8%

4

9

3
0

0

0

0

4

4
'1

2

0.,

1

0

1

67

33

75

25

-

-

-

-

-

33

33'
8

17

7
8

-
w

13

12

16
liz)

1

8

1

2

2

Q
2

0

1

0

7

0

0

52

48

64

32

4

432

NL
8

8)
a/
8

-

4

28

-

i34
75

120
88
1

56

21

8

27

29

427

5

8

1\
24

1

2

64

36

57

42

1

I

27

10

4

13

14

'lid

3

4

1

11

.1

1

Most Recent Job =

r,

-

Professional, Technical, Kindred
Managers, Proprietors!', Owners,

Sales Workers 'r

Craft & Kindred. Workers ,

Clerigpli .inared Workers

Operatives, Except Transport'
Transport Operatives
NonfarMaLaborers
Farm Lab4ers <

Service t4orkers,e2tc. Household
HousehOld Service 4orkers
Not in Lab Force* `,.,

TOTAL4, 62 100% 24 100,5 36 100% 56 100% 12
-

100% 25 100% 209 100%

tW o'lisces, respondents for whom paths had been identified were no longer in the labor markettie 4!,tel-view; the paths to which they were assigned were those they followed up to their
dl 1:4)( )( market: /

Source: ,ansCentur;$19772'Immicirant Survey.
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The Incline path attracted a disproportionate number_of
Mexican immigrants. The New Entries in the labor market included
a disproportionate number of women end professionals; their .

%
earnings in 1976 were second only to those on the Constant path.

Bearing in, mind the higher-than-average incomes among the
respohdents, as compared to the Social Security earnings subsam-
pie, one is struck by the fact that there we're more respondents
on the Decline path (50) than on the Incline path (36)) if in
a volunteer study group (which, by definition, includes noiiwni-

____grants who became discouraged and left the country) with above
average earnings, those on the Decline path outnumber those on
the Incline path, must not there be a higher, perhaps substantially
higher, incidence of downward occupational mobility in the balance/
of the cohort?

The Respondents on the Decline,Path: Table 36 consists of
a series of one-line vignettes of the fifty respondents, who in
their 1977,job were working in .a lower occupational group than
their last job prior to immigration. It is among these 50 indiv-
iduals' who have' made a downward occupational adjustment, if not
necessarily a financial one, that we can expect to find both the
victims of discrimination and instances of underutilized exper-
ience.*

Of the 50.on'this paths 20 had held Professional positions
prior to arrAving in the U.S., a dozen had been Owners, Proprie7,

si

for , or Mafiagers, ten hadbeen Craftsmen, and the remaining
eigh had been, Sales and Clerical workers and Transportation
Oper tive§i. Only 10 were from developecPnations (fbur of whom
were froM'Communist,nations), while 44,w-ere from the Third World.
Ethnically (making assumptions on the basis of nation of birth),
it appears that 11 of the group are black, nine are Asians, 20
are Hispanics, and 10 are other white persons. 'White immigrants -

who were native speakazof English were particularly rare; there
were evillitally' nly.three of them, along with seven (presumably,

(
black) n ve Engl li speakers from former British colonies in
the Caribbean. Sin the incidence of Hispanics, Blacks, and
Asians among-those one the Decline path is 80% (compared to approx-
imately '64% of the 1970 cohort of immigrants as a wholp) one can

....\

suspect that discrimination in the labor market may Well, be pne
of the cause& for t'he'downward' mobility shown here. .

\-...,-

*We are here concerned. pith the.un erutilization of previous labor
market experience; we have previously discussed a related but separate
issue' the underutilization of work-oriented training. While we could
not secure frortypur respdhdents firm data on the extent of efieir training
(i.e.,(Qme of them may not have completed it); the e tent of underutiliza-
tiort df experience appears to be less widespread tha the und9ratilization

of
. 1 .
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TABLE 36

Labor Market Vignettes of 50 Immigrant Respondents Who Experienced Declines in

Occupational Group Status, by Last Job in Old Country (circa 1969), Current or Most

Recent U.S. Job (1977), Sex, Nation of Birth, Region of Origin, and 1976 Earnings

CURRENT OR
NATION
OF

REGION
OF

s
1976

LAST JOB OLD COUNTRY MOST RECENT U.S JOB SEX GIRTH ORIGIN* 3IARNINGS

Professional & Technical

A countant Statistical Clerk F Honduras** Can $ 8,750

Ac ountant Truck Driver M Argentina WH 19,000

Ac untant Sewer/Stitcher F Equador WH '12,500

Accountant Buyer's Assistant F Uruguay WH 5,750

Chemical Engineer Janitor M Philippines EH 9,700

Electrical Engineer Janitor M Mongolia** WH ' 12,300

Pharmacist Retail Sales Clerk F Germany EH 5,000

Registered Nurse Health Aide F El Salvador WH 7,250

Clergymarl. Bottling/Canning Oper. Costa Rica WH 12,864

Business/Commerce Teacher Teacher Aide M Haiti WH 417,900

Adult Ed. Teacher Machine Operative F Mexico Mex 5,000 .

'Elementary Teacher Hairdresser F 'Equador ,WH I 8,100

Elementary Teacher Bookkeeper F Haiti WH 6;500

Elementary Teacher 'Nursing Aide F Philippines EH 3,950

Secondary School Teacher Inspector F Philippines EH 13,600'

Secondary School,- Teacher Gardener M Philippines EH 12,500

Secondary School Teacher Billing Clerk F Philippines EH 8,450

Tutor Library Assistant M Poland EH 8,173

Publicity Writer Blue Collar Supervisor F India EH 6,500

Trade Teacher Misc. Mechanic M Uruguay WH 13,450

Mean Earnings
9,309

Managers, Proprietor, & Owners)
Store Owner Bartender M Lebanon - EH 3,750 .

Store Owner-, Metal Plater , M qamaica WH 8,20q,

Store Owner Sewer/Stitcher F Italy EH 12,400

Store Owner Nursing Aide/Orderly F Jamaica WH 9,500

Store Owner Mechanic/Repairer M pominican Rep WH - 2,188

Store Owner Health Aide F Jamaica , _ WH 6,500

Store Owner Insurance Undetwriter' M Jamaica 25,000

Store Owner Carpenter's Helper Mexico Mex 7,000

Aitport Manager Automobile Salesman India EH 38,000

PurChasing Agent Retail Sales Clerk - M Canada Can . 6,738

School Administrator Statistical Clerk F Philippines EH 11,700

Manager/Administrator Statistical'Clerlc Kingdom EH 6,731

Mean Earnings
11,476

'Sales Workers

Retail Sales Clerk Freight Handler M Mexico Mex '413,200

Retail Sales Clerk Bookkeeper F Canada Can

Retail Sales Clerk Assembler M Uruguay WH 7,500

Mean Earnings
9,464

110
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LAST JOB OLD COUNTRY

Clerical & Kindred Wjrkers

Cashiert-

Secretary
Statistical Jerk

Mean Earnings

1
Craft & K

Biker, Chef
Carpenter
Electrician
Electrician
Machinist,

rr

113
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TABLE 36 - continued -

CURRENT OR
MOST RECENT U.S. JOB 'SEX

NATION
OF

BIRTH'

REGION
OF 19 76

ORIGIN EARNINGS

d Workers

Aircraft .Mechanic
Railroad Mechanic
PlumblEr Apprentice
Printing Press Operator

Shoe. Repairer ow-

Mean Earnings'

a.

Nursing Aide
Nursing Aide
Nursing Aide .

'Stock Clerk
Welder, Flame Cutter
+Lachine Operative
Fork k.ift Operative
Lathe & Milling Machina.

Operative
Welder, Flame Cutter
Drill-Press., Operative -

Shipping Clerk
Machine, Operative

Cook

F --1156fianican Rep. itri 10,000

F Trinidad WH 7,100

M Haiti ,,, MR,
8,933

M
M
M
M.
M

M
M
M,
M

M

Guatemala
Mexico
Peru
Colombia
Czech.

Colombia
Sweden
Czech.

Bahamag
Haiti

WH
Mex
WH
WH
EH

WH
EH
EH
WH'

WH

Transport Equipment Operatives

4 Taxi Dtiver/Chauffer
Truck Driver

Mean Earnings

1

Housekeeper
'Construction Laborer

rF

i
*EH (Eastern Hemisphere)(; Mex (Mexicoponrranada); WH (other Western Hemisphere)

1

F Trinidad
M Mexico

fr

MD

WH
Mex

15,300
12,100
12,000
12;525 °

26,500

9,700
11,193
12,000'
7,000 I

.7,140

12,546

6iF700

6,500
6,600

**Multiple migrants,.

10,

119
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This is not the whole story, however, at least for those
in the Professional, Technical category; fully half of those
who were forced out of professional ranks had been teachers be-
fore'they came to this country, a profession which has been hard-
hit by the reductions in elementary and secondary school enroll-
ments. Further; of these 10, only three had 16 or more years of
education, the norm.for-teachers in this.country. In fact, of the
ex-professional group as a whole, six had 12 or fewer years of
education, an educational level which would hardly make them
eligible for a profeSsional position in the U.S.; eight others
had 13 to 15 years of education, making them marginal candidates.
for such jobs; and six others had 16 years or more. Thus at
least some of the downward mobility of these respondents related
to the-fact that one can acquire professional status in some na-
tions with fewer years of education than would be requifed in
the U.'S.

6i>bhq_other hand, there 'appear to be, among these vignettes;
some examples of underutilized experience; the pharmicist with
1/ years of education, working as a sales clerk; the electrical
engineer from Mongolia (who is a citizen'of Brazil) with his 14
years of formal training would, hopefully, be employed as some-
thing other than a janitor; similarly, the years of education.
claimea by the first accountant on the list might be better util-
ized than in her current job as a statistical clerk.

-Those who moved away from professional work were not only
the largest group among the 50, they were also the least well
paid (among the major subgroupings); the ex-professionals' mean
earnings' of $9,309 ranked behind those of the ex-craftsmen, the
ex-managers, proprietors and owners, and even below those
eported by the former sales workers.

While the mean earnings of the 50 respondents on4gRe.Decline
path was lower than that of the 209 respondents asa whole by
about $3,000 a, year;. five individuals on this path told us of
earnings in excess of $15,000 a year, including therport man-
ager turned auto salesman, and the accountant turned truck driver.

In summary, one can speculate that some of the downward
occupational adjustmerit of the 50 responden s,could be accounted
for by understandable reactions to the lab t market (higher edu-
cational standards required here and dimin shing job opportunities
'fbr teachers) and that soye of these downward movements were
caused by discrimination; we cannot determine the relative sign f-
icance of, these two forces. Parlint's casehistory of anti-immi
grant discrimination in instances in which the immigrantshad
been trained in U.S. educational institutions and had better
grades on average than their native-born competitors, speaks more
clearly on this issue thanoUr findings. do.

11
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Given the fact ,that'occupational groups-are ibroadly de- 4

fined and that there are many levels of skill (and income) with-

in each of the groups, we decided to examine the specific jobs

held by the 62 respondents 'on the Constant path. 'Generally, we

found much more stability than mobility, and found that much of

the mobility was of an apparently latekal nature (e.g., the immi-

grant who had worked as a physicist in the old country was teach-

ing physics in a U.S. college in his most recent job). We did

find, among the 62 indivdduals,three instances of Decline and

three of Incline; the former were of some i4terest. There was

a clhssic case of an M.D., a woman from the Eastern Hemisphere,

who had not been able to secure a U.S. `medical licenpe and was

working as a respiratory technician (a lower level job than

that of physician, but still withiA the occupational group).

Then there were two engineers, one working as a building super-

intendent and the other as a technician; their specific areas

of expertise were useless to them in this country; one had been

a nuclear engineer in Russia (and may have encountered security
,clearance.problems.with the U.S. nu lear industry), and the

Xother had been working in the Phili pines rubber industry.

They apparently had not been able to make use of either their

specific work experience or their more general training as '

engineers:- ,.. i
.

In summary, the study group consisted of 254 voluntary re-

spondents who had higher earnings and were more likely to have
homeland experience in the professions than members of the 1970
cohort of immigrants as a group. Although most of thei had rela-

tives in this nation prior to their arrival (and presumably most

Of them secured their immig1ant visas through, these relatives),
the majority of the study group migrated fbr economic reasons,

not in order to be reunited with these relatives.

The respondents had substantial ufork experience in thOir
lands; most of them quickly found jobs in the U.S., but many of

them experienced initial downward occupation group mobility in,

the process. The U.S. labor market provided them with higher

earnings and shorter hours than they had*experienced abroad. The

study group 'expressed more contqntment with their jobs in this

nation than in their housing and overall 'quality of life; as a

group, they clearly felt that they were better off in the U.S.

than they had been overseas.

The study group was divided along a number of variables,

and 1976 earnings data were secured for,the various subgroups.
Those with more education, with more fluency in English, and with

overseas professional experience, predictably, earned more than

those with less education, less fluency; and without professional

experience: Further, those who migrated for economic reasons
earned more than those who wererFaivated by,familial reasons.
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There was substantial net occupational group movement be-

tween the last job in the old country and the first job in this

country, much of it downward; women (rather than men) and those

with 12 years or less education (as(opposed to those with more

than 12 years) suffered a disproportionate share of the net move-

ment out of professional work.

Five occupation group movement paths were identified for the

184 respondents who described their jobs in both the homeland and

in this country; 62 of them remained in a constant path;. 50 exper-

ienced declines in job status, and 36, inclines 24 were on a

.Concave path of initialk'downward movement followed by recovery, and

12 others -had paths-we-ttrmedmixed We_found_it significant that

there were more declines than inclines in this group of vorunteei

respondents, of above-average income (for members of this cohort)

who had been here for seven years. We speculate that the incidence

of declining occupation group status must be greater in the bal-

ance of the 1970 cohort of immigrants.

O
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CHAPTER SIX

This chapter consists of a summary of the material presentea
previously, Widiscussion of some of thepolicy implications grow-
ing out of the'finding, and several specific recommendations on
the nation's immigration policies.

The various populations examined in this study, in descend-
ing order of size, have be rye as follows:

the,foreign born enuiterated by the 1970 Census;

. the various cohorts of immigrants, particularly those admitt2d
since the 1965 Amendments to, the Immigration Act became fully'
effective;

the 1970 fiscal year cohort of immigrantS, from which our sample,
our subsample, and our study group were chosen;

the 5,000 memb rs of the 1970 cohort sample (On which
"Immigrants and the American Labor,Market" was based);,

the 1,393 members of the subsample of the 1970 cohort,, for whoN
We secured Social Security AdminiStration data, primarily on
their taxable earnings; and finally

i tke 254_members of the 1970 cohort who were interviewed in
our study group (the respondents).

Legal and-Demographic Background. Since most respondents in
our study group (and a similar Canadian one) indicated that they
had migrated for economic reasons, and since most immigrants be-
come workers in the U.S., one might expect that manpower consider:-
'ations would play a significant role in immigration policy. One
,flight also, particularly in view of the stream of civil rig s

Liegislation in the last two' decades, expect that the nation w uld
have a policy of non-discrimination against immigrants in th
labor' market.

Both of these expectations would be mistakeh. Not only are
most immigrants admitted without refereRce to their labor market
impact, being accepted into the nation for familial rather than
societal reasons, but Ahe Suprdine Court has ruled that only sub-
federal units of gove2Ement may not discriminate on the basis of
alien status, leaving the federal government and the private sec-
tor free to do so.

V t
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In terms of demographics, the nation, in the last decade, ha's
been admitting permanent resident aliens at the rate of about

400,000 a year, a larger number of admissions than in-recent
decades, but a figure both proportionally and absolutely ldwer-
than at the turn of the century., Despite the recent increases

in the numberg of arrivals (which is.recorded only on a grosS,
not net, basis), the number of foreign-born persons and their
percentage of the total population, has been shrinking in the

last several decennial censuses. ,(These statements relate to
`legal immigration; illegal immigration being beyond, at the moment,

the ken of the nation's statisticians.)

Post-1965 Immigrants. The characteristics of the immigrants
admitted after the passage of the'1965 Amendments to the Itmigra-
tion and Natignality Act, are quite' different from,those,of the
turn of the century immigrants and,-similarly, apparently differ-
ent from those of the current 'generation of,illegal immigrants.
In recent years, the cohorts of immigrants have displayed a demo-

graphic profile very much like that of the population as a whole14;
while the 1900 immigrants and the apprehended illegals of today tended
to be young males, unaccompanied by women, and with little education,
the legal immigrants are about evenly mixed by sex,, are about as
likely to be married as Americans generally, are just slightly
younger 'than the population 4s,a whole, and are slightly more
likely to report their occupations as'In the professions than the

''members of the U.S- labor'force.

The 1970 cohort of immigrants is a good example of those,
immigrants adinitted during- a now ending trfnsttion period, after-

the nation shook off forty years of ethnocentric, country-of-
origin screening policies 'and before we had to face up to the
twin challenges of the refugees We created in Vietnam and the
illegal immigrants among us.

Foreign-Born Workers. The 197d Census provided substantial
data on foreign-born Americans (most of whom presumably were
immigrants); this is a group,of persons of above average age,
most of whom came to the nation many years earlier-, and under
provisiond of earlier legislation, thus one miht not assume that
the profilei bf the foreign7born which emerged from the 1970.Census
will be si6ilar to that emerging from the 1980 and 1990 censuses.
The labo,force partiCipation rates, unemployment rates of this
group, and years of educatibn, when age is held constant, are
very much like those of the United States population as a whole.
The immigrants, tqpwever, were less likely to work In the public
sector (except fo? the Irish) than U.S. workers generally, and
a larger proportion of those 25 to 44 years.of age report pro-
fessional and technical jogs than their native-born peers.
While 1969 incomes for the foreign born were slightly lower than
those of the native born, there were also signs of a bimOdal in-
come distribution, with 'the fpreign born reporting higher propor-
tions of loW incomes as well as of high ones than the balance of .

the population--;

r
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There- is no eral accepted method of calculating the
net extent to w h immigran s contribute to the growth of the
labor force, bu an estinlitesof 13% annually appears appropriate.
(This does not ake into account the contribution from illegal im-
migration.

SSA Earnings of the 1970 Subsample. The data on the taxable
wages earned by the 1970 subsample of immigrants, supplied by the
Social Security Administration, indicated that the immigrants were
somewhat more tightly tied to the U.S. labor market than U.S. work-

goers generally, since a larger percentage of the immigrants reported
taxable earnings in each of the four quarters of the year than the
U.S. average. On the other hand, over time, particularly in 1974
an*.1975, there was a growing number of the 1970.immigKants who
were reported as having no earnings. We speculate, based on data
oh various subsets within this group of workers, that manyof the
younger women have,withdrawn from the labor market, presumably to

_ have children, and that some of the men and women have emigrated;
deaths and conversion to beneficiary status are minimal factors.

Comp ring the earnings of the 1970 cohort to ;hose Of U.S.
workers gen rally indicates that soon after arrival the female im-
migrants ea Fled more than C.$. female workers generally(perhaps
because of longer hours of work), but that the men among the immi-
grants had not yet reached parity c4ith'U.S. male,workers--although
they were on their,way. (Another researcher'estimates that,it takes
white male immigrants 13 years to reach parity, and by 1975, the
members of out cohort had been here for only five years.)

The income variations,withinthe subsample. were predictablO
men earned more than women; Eastern Hemisphere and Canadian immi-',
grant6 more than Mexican ones; those admitted with labor certifica-
tions more than those admitted as relatives. $ex, occupation in
1970, and immigration classification were the most powerful predic-
tors of earnings (in,the lastinstance, those with labor certifica-.
'tions earned more than those without); nation of origin-and state
of intended residence were less significant. .

Experiences of the Respondents in the Labor Market. The
experience of these 254 immigrants must be examined with the under-
standingthat they had responded, in writing, to an invitation
from INS to be include in this survey, that they had higher earn-

. ings-than the SSA subsample previously described, and were more
likely to be professionals than the 1970 cohort as afwhole. We
also suspect from this, and from the nation-of-origin distribution,
that the respondents.had more years of schooling and were more
likely to speak English well than the cohort generally.

"-When asked why they came to the'U.S.; most responded that
they.did so for economic seasons; even among the subset of respon-
dents who said that they had relatives in the U.S. prior to immi-
gration a majority said that they came to the U.S. for economic,
not familial, reasons. Close to 90% of the respondents said that

6
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tHey had worked prior to their arrival here and most of them quick-

ly secured jobs in this country, and were rewarded (by 1977)'

having a level of earnings, in constant 1969 dollars, more than

three times the level they experienced in their last job in the

home country. Not Only was their adjusted income up, but the hours

worked per week were down, as most changed from asix-day to a

five-day work.week. On the other hand, there 'was appreciable non-

utilizdtion of both professional experience and training, as the

respondents moved into their first U.S. )o b. As the seven years in

the U.S. labor market passed, there was a net increase in jobs in the`

professions, but not back to the level reportedin the homeland. On

average, the group reported'their 1976 incomes at the $13,400 level,

with 96% of the reported income beiAg .return for labor, with the rest

being return for-capital, income transfers, and miscellaneous.
f r

When we looked at the varying 67periences of the subsets

within the study group, many of the, findings paralleled those

which had already been suggested by the Social Security data;

men earned more than women, Eastern Hemisphere immigrants, more

than those from Mexico; and those who had been professionals be-

fore arrival, more than those who had been in other lines of work.

Also predictably those with more than 12 years of education earned

more than thoge with less; those fluent in English earned much more

than those who were not fluerit; and the non-relatives as we have

defined them), more than relatives.

The economic differentials reported by the sub-groups varied

sharply, with Canadians reporting very little Veal increase in

income between 1969 and 1977, while immigrants from Mexico and

from elsewhere in the Western limisphere told of pronounced in-

creases inoreal.earnings.
Immigrants from the latter areas, un-

derstandably,'. scored higher on the contentment indices than those

from Canada.

When th occupation group change -patterns of the, 254 respon-

,derrts were.assigned to several paths, we found that the largest

group (62), which Was also\the best paid group, was on the Con-

stant path.; the next larg3st-, (50) were those who reported (as

we defined it) a Decline ;r1 occupation group; next were those (39)

on the Incline Path, and there were 26 on the Concave path. Given

the volunteer and above-average-income characteristics of the

stiudy group, we found it interesting that there were more respon-

dents on the Decline path than on the Incline one, and suggest

(that this ratio must be even r re pronounced in the cohort as

a whole. On the4other hang', c se -by -'case examination of those

't

on the Deellne°:,ath ndicated), ,Imonq the one-time professionals;

that many of those or the path had less than a high school educa-

tion, and that A majority 'gad 1,ss than 16 year of schooling.

What 'do s ill t.::15 su;qest?' We believe, drawing more from

the Social ecu:-it'.', ..2rIsu ,, 3:-.3 INS clta than from the study

g,.roup resp uses, And ,irawing from our previous work in the field,

that three conclusions are indicated:
r
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Immigrants appear, after time, to compete successfully in the

U.S. labor market with the native-born. A clear distinction

can be made between the labor market impacts of legal, mMigrants

pnd illegal ones; the,former, presumably at least in part because

bf their legal status, appear not to depress wages in the manner"

which illegal ones do.

In some instances, however, society appears to be losing the

'benefit of experience an0or training of immigrants, and. they,

in turn, are losing an opportunity to work at their full poten-

tial; this is occurring because of an undetermined mix of discrim-

ination onone hand, and inefficient operations of the labor market,

on the other.

The nation's policie n the admission of immigrants largely

operate without'referenc to the needs of the labor market, and

sometimes when those needs are taken Onto consideration, the'

results are not those that had been anticipated.

The last point neecs amplification. Recently the Congress
decided to limit the extent to which labor certifications are

issued to foreign medical graduates;* similarlyiin recent'years,\
the Labor Department has been steadily decreasing the number of

labor certifications it issues. Neither,of these decisions, of
course, have any impact on the number of arriving immigrants,
'since the M.D.s and other would-be labor 'certification beneficiaries

are replaced by relatives who are competing for visas within
the hemispheric limits; and these. limits are always reached.

And since i,he relatives waiting for these visas are considerably less
well-educated on average than the labor certification beneficiar-

, ies,'partibularly the M.D.s (we would specUlate that their'median
years of education would be at about the 10th-grade level), and
considerably less well-paid, the decision to deny M.D.s and other

skilled persons labor certifications decreaies both the median
leVel of educatibn and, the median earnings of cohorts til,f arriving

iminigrants.t*

Given another system, such as Canada's, the denial of cprtif-
ications for M.D.s would reduce the total number of arriving immi-
grants and would have no .indirect consequence%,

Further, whether or not an immigrant visa is issued to a
labor certification beneficiary, or to a relative, it should be

I, remembered that securing an immigrant visa from the Government --

like securing a permit to operate a talevision station--gives the

0 recipient a major economic opportunity. In short-, an immigrant
visa, ds a Government-created economic good. This perception of the
visa, however, is,all but unknown. (Clearly, non-economic considera-
it!'ions must be borne in mind in the shaping of immigration policy.)

,

*Health Profession] Educational Assistance Act of 1976, Public Law

q4-484. , =

**Any decisio44to increase immigration from Mexico will, similarly,
tnd to 'owl the mean educational level and anticipated earnings of future

immigrant cohorts.
.40
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These three conclusions lead usdirectly to three labor

market recommendations, and somewhat,indiredty (al.ong with some

other policy .consider'ations, such as our obligations to our

feed allies overseas,, like the Indochinese) to four recommetv

,datipne about immigratibn'policy more broadly.

Labor Market Recomm ations
K-

(1) Corrective legislation should be, introduced, passed, .

t and signed into law essentially reversing the Supreme -

Court deciSions condoning discrimination against per-

manen't resident aliens by the Federal Governffient and

by privateeMployerS.*
.

While there may be some small units, with' t-1e Federal Gov-
.

ernment where one can argue that'the,employmen of some aliens,

might not,be appropriate, for national securIty,reasons, anth

while any government may-__Want.to encourage its non-citizen em-

ployees tovbecome citizens, the current blanket!.excluson of per-

manent resident aliens from federal employment is not in keeping

with either our traditions, or what hopefully will be' our efforts

to ban discrimination againt aliens by private employers.

O
.

(2) All arriving- immigrants' who plan to work in the. U.S.

should be offered counseling on-the U.S.labor market

by counselors working for, oOntracted'by, the'U.S.

Employment Service. 4oerhaps in some areas this work

could be perfozmed'by immigrant-serving agencies.

In this wa y','the Government would seek to help immigrants

avoid the don-utilization of experienc4. and training which occurred

'frequently among'our respondents, arid must occur,even more fre- -.

quently among immigrants generally. Upon 'arrival at the port of

entry, or upon securing adjustment to immigrant status, the

immigrant would be encouraged by -INS.to call the responsible agendy.,

%, A brochure -- hopefully written iil,several languages--outlining the

nature of the services offered by or through.the Employment Set-

vicewould be given the immigrant. In the counseling the imMi-

grant would be told about the employment-related rites of the

nation, the various techniques used to secure work, the laws

-governing the labor;market, and the services of the Employment

Service. Specific information would be offered ,on training avail-

able .and on the various oredentialing proct-see. Such a program

might be attempted on a demonstration bakis before being insti-

tuted on a wider scale.

i (3) In order to fully utilize the human capital brought \

to.this country by immigrants, more extensive efforts

should be made to offer bridge-the-gap training not
'necessarily designed to train the immigrant from-scratch

in a vocation, but to make the best use'of his existing

training and experience.

*Se Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976); andEspinoza v. Farah 1lb

Manufacturing, Co. 414 U.'S. 86 (1973).. =
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Some efforts along these lines havt\7been made, particularly
in the programs dealing with refugees. (There was, for example,
a spepial program created for refugee C an MDs, to help train
them in English, and assist them through the qedentialing process.)

Immigration' Policy Recommendations

no alte ations in the Immigration themselves can be as
immigrationration policL it'per,se, i is apparent to us

that/
significant as far as the labor market is concerned as the more
active enforcement of that law. The additional recommendations
which, follow closely parallel those made/in our report to the

National Commission for Manpower Policy-L-
/

(1) We recommend that' the Congress: give the Executive the dis-
cretion each year to Set the i igration-totals fof the
coming year, within A (admit edlir arbitrary) range of 300,000

,to 500,000 a year, with an escape clause for catastrophic '

refUgee situations; although the Executive would announce
he target figure early in the year, it would be free to in-'

reuse it in the course of the year, but Not to decrease it,
as this_walild_adversely-affedt persons who made plans on the
basis of the earlier announcement.

, .
The annual total would be based on two, totally separate cal-

culations; the first would-be the absorptive capacity of the cation,
based `primarily on the unemploymentrate,:the lower the rate, the

larger thirdeiling: The other consid@ation would be the n:Ation!
sense of. responsibility for refugees and perhaps other overseas

-
political consideration.

(it.

., .

(2) Within the target figure, proposed above, there would be
three Joreference groups: \,

...

ih
Firgt: immediate relatives of citizens (now admitted out-

fide the numerical ceilings);
e , -

Second: needed workers and refugees; and

1. Third: other relatives

All immediate relatives who qualified, as now, wold be admitted.

The Executive would determine,each year the total admissions
limit and what allocations would be made,, to the second preference

*workers and refugees the immigrants selected for societ 1 reasons)
ancl, to the third. preference. The third preference famili immi-
grants would include those now in the first, second, and f urth
preferences; the fifth preference( (which facilitates immi ration
of siblings of U.S. citizens and their families) would bT eliminated.

Dropping the fifth preference would permit phd admission of
some 40-10,000 societally-screened immigrants annually, without in-
ceeasincroverall impigration: Furthdr increases in societal admis-
sions and thus increases in total admissions could be considered
once effectiveooprogress is mAd-tbwards decreasing illegal' immigratioht,

100
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1(3) The labor certification program, operating within
th .framework described abolish would be empowered
t adjust the total number oiTarrivingsworkerS up
of down, as it does not now. Further, it would 1r"
administered it such a way that the numberiof
'workers admitted 5111a workers woUed increase, while
the number of family mhers, admitted as such,
woth.d.decrease.

The labor certification program would be broadened to include

the following elements:

t\N------'w

issuance of visas for tould-be immigrants with skills in dernanA,

that demand calculated more'liberally-than afkt-present--bUt th-#re)

would be no Provision for certificati s for specific emplOyers who

ant specific workers; e latter is a de-to-order reward sys-

tem for illegal immigrant and their e loyep:
,

a public service apprenticeship progra4 in which aliens with

needed skills accept public service jobs (presumably under.

rugged conditions, such as the only M.D. in a small desert

town or an island in-the Chesapeake Bay) in return for a two-

year nonimmigrant visa which is converted an immigrant visa'

at the end of the of duty; lr

a self-employed craftsmen iirogram, to provide highly%killed

'workers not wapting to work for others (such as violin repair-

men, jewelers, and the like);

peAtaps a limited world -wide. skills lottery-program, whichwould
offer.youngpersons4with a skill and /or an education a chance to

come to the U.S., despite the fact that they did not'fit into

any other Categories. Such a program would have to be carefully

designed so that it would be useful to this nation internally,

attractive externally, trouble:feg-, and self-supporting; and

the revival of the negative certification system,"so that all

would-be immigrants (save refugees and those in t ew first

preference) could be barred from entry if they s ught to come

to areas of the nation or to odcupati9ns where t would depress

a labor market. (This review would be handled on a ss-basis,

not on a case- by-case'basis.)

(4) A.few years .from now our demographic profile will
start to look like a fat beet, with relatively few
young people and many, middle aged and older ones.
When that day comes,.we may well want to redesign

our immigration screening process around the need
for'young workers to help produce a more banced
work force.

- Such a course of action %.04-1A be inappropriate at the
present, given the high rate of teenage unemployment.

1 1
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APPENDIX A

The first three sections of this appendix\describe the ,
.

methods used to draw the basic sample of 5,000;members of/the

,,Pi.scal 1970 cohort of migrants; to draw the subsample Of

1,193 members f that cohort for whom We seclired social security

earnings data and to secure the responsesfxom tht 254 members

of the.cohort.Who made up the study group; .the terms sample,.

subsample, and study group having been defined earlier: The

fOurth,section.describes how we calculate :the division of recent'
immig'rant cohorts'into the two classes, those selected (or socie-

tal reasons and those selected for fami 'ar'e.dasonst how-4e div-

ided the immigrant cohort among the.seVen ses otimMagrants,_

Eastern Hemisphere Worker, Eastern Hemisphere'Workers' Relative,

.Eastern Hemisphere Relative, Eastern Hemispher# Relatives' Refa-

tive, Westerh,Elemisphere Worker, Western Hemisphere Relative L

`and U.S. Cit4zen Relative; and how we estimated the number of.

arriving immigrants with 14bor certifications.

The Sample

The sample A 5,000, which suppliect the statistical data,.
for Immigrants and the American Labor Market, as well as the base

for both the tubsample and theietudy group, were selected from

those membersof the,(FY'1570 cohort who led Alien AddreSs 1:

Reports (Form I -'53) in Jan/ary of 1972 All had been admitted

to the U.S. as immigrants (or adjUsted,16 that status) between

July 1, 1969 and June 30,'I4970. All were of working age at the.

time of entry (i.e., 18-59): All, fn -January 1972, were living F

in one of nine states of high immigrant'cohcentratiohlhere the

sample was drawn: New York, California, New Jerseyinois,.
Texas
,the f
"inten

ssachasetts, PlaxidaL Michigan, andloennsylvani, (Of
iscal 1970 immigrant cbi-Prt, slightly over 75% had 'indicated'

ions to 1I4e,in the'se states.)
0.

In order to gather the necessa4 ryodata on-these imMcgrans,". .
.

the.Tmmigration abd Naturallizatjon Service asked -its district

offices foi'. mavgled alien address,reportsaild visa'applications

on an oversampl7 of 7,121 individuals, in tilt cohort. The re-
quests were distributed in,proportion to the distl'Itoution of the

1970 cohort of immigrants in these states. In all, data were"
returned on 6,354 members Of the cohort. To derive final .

sample, the State figures were deflated so that the re "theor-

etical.quotas" together would include the 5,000 immigrants ori-

yinally prouased. As is illustrated in Table A-1, the sample

used in thelWatistical analysis closely matches these quotas.
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TABLE A-1

Derivation of the Sample of5,000 Members of the

FY 1970 Cohort of Immigrant

Requested Theoretical

t

State by INS Received Quota Final Sample

, .

New York' ,
2,643 2,073 1,716 .

1,718

California 11,867 1,571 1,300 1,302

New Jersey 596 590 415 415

Illinois 524 527 365 363

Ttxas 459. . 469
.

319 318
..

Massachusetts 381 349 . . 265 266

. ,

Florida 352 ,358 245 ' - 245

Michigan 273 233 190 190

.

. ., ,

Pennsylvania 266 . 183
4

W 185 182

(
. TOTAL 7,181 .6,354 5,000 4,999
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Alien Address cards and visa application forms were, at
that time, 41ed separately in the district offices; this cOm,-
binatjon of'data had not been used previously (or to our know-
ledge subsequently) as a research tool. Data from the Alien
Address Report, from the Immigrant Visa. (Form FS-511), the
Applieation.for Immigrant ViSa (Form FS-510) , and the ,Memorandum
of Creation of Record. of Lawful Permanent Residence (I-181) were,
used in the preparation of that earlier report. Since there was
a lack of clarity in the instructions, the. documents filed by
refugees which are comparab'e to the FS-511, *e I-485and I-485A,
were not specifigl, and as a result, the sample-included fewer
refugees than woitld have been expected.

'.The-Subsample

In 1976 an exchange of data agreement was made between
the Social Security Administration on one hand, and the New
TransCentpry Foundation's Center for Labor and Migration Studies,
on the other; the Center prepared a report on the impact of ille-
gal immigrants on the Social Security system,* and SSA agreed to
provide group data on the 1970 through 1975,taxable earnings of
selected members.of the ,1970 cohort of immigrants.

9

9

We then drew a random .sub-sample from those immigrants
with-in the basic sample of 5,00Q whoseAlien Registration Reports
carried a legible social security number. There were 1,496 indiv-
iduals on the list submitted to the Social Secutity Administration;
incomplete data supplied by the researchers eliminated seven of
them, and 96 others were eliminated by SSA as ,"not in file," i.e.,

incorrect social security numbers,soci'al numbers for
/which accounts were out'of balanceI(and therefore not accessible
or usable at that time for .statistical purpose", or possible read
errors (i.e., electronic flaws) in the input or output of the records.
Thks-left a population of 1,393. ,Early in our work with SSA, we
asked that a check be run.on the 4ntire file of 1,496, as to deaths
(nine were noted) and conversionPto beneficiary status (twowere
recorded),..' It is nat'known to what extent the'se 11 individuals were -
represented within the final universe of 1,393, as'opposed to the
initial one of 1,496-. In any case, 4e.incidence ofdeath and con-
version to beneflary status Wa.minimal.

0

Subsit;que.ntiv, data on incidence or non - incidence of social
,security ta\able earnings and the amount of those earnings was ob-
tained for the 1,393 members oT the subsample; we provided SSA
with informtIon (whichit' wopld not have otilrwise) on the char-
acteristics of theimmigrants.'SA provided us with group, Beta

.for- a group of cross-tabulations which we specified; this was a,
one-instance access to the data, and we did not have an opportunity
to manlpulate the data further.' We.would like to stress at this pOint
that we at no time had any 'access to any SSA information about Specific
individuals; further, we assume full responsilfilidby for the analysis
andAtkin'erpretfrItl,,n of the data.

"Intr-action,;'BetwtIbn Illegal Alien Respondents and the Social

Sccurity Tax CollctIon System," 1976, prepared forthe Office of the

'A!,Ista!:t Commissionor, Social Security
I
mipistration.
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The Study Group

In the Summer of 1974, we asked the Immigration Service

--to pull from its (then decentralze0),alien address report files

copies of the 15074 alien address repprts for 2,000.-specific mem-7,

bers of the cohort of 1970; these names had been generated, on a

random b4sis, from within the basic sample o,f 5,000. (ThisIdork

and all other work requested,of INS was done with the knowledge,

consent, and 'support of the U.S. department of Labor.)
'

In the fall of 1975, 629 of the requested aliv.addresS

forms were supplied to the researchers; in some instances, a

major fraction of the request was satisfied, thus we received

49 of the 71 names we wanted from the Detroit district office.

In other instances, we received no names at all. The resulting

subsample was not only less than a third as large as we desired,

but distributed in a biased way as weld In some instances the

immigrants had left the nation or had died; tome had' moved to

states other than the ones where they had .lived previously.

Others fa AN. to file the form in 1974, and still others probably

filed re , but the forms themselves could not be located. .

Clearly alrher.approach was needed.

In the meantime, two events occurred; .the Privacy'Act was

sstd, and INS centralized 4s filing of the alien address re-

rts.

Finding that our previous efforts had failed, we then

.
sought,.from the thqp-leadership of INS, copies of the 1976

''Alien Address Reports for 2,000 or so names previously submitted.

'After strenuous negotiations, and extensive (and expensive) in-

.vdlvement of attorneys on all sides, INS decided, as a matter of

policy, not to provide us With the 1976 Alien Address reports;

'the' agency could have handled the Privacy Act differently, but

chose not to do so. 'y
A

q The INS counteroffer, which we had no choice but to accept,

was to write:to.t4e list.of members of the cohort of.1970, now' '-

shrdnk tp...1,80,6, and tell them about the study, and ask them to

write' ba.bk ,If they were willing to be interviewed. This" was done -.4..,_ A

late,' in 197Z, ant the letter sent. -to--t-he immigrants can be seen r

in riqure A. '

ac
.

Of the 1;806,names provided to INS, it was able to locate

usable addresses on 1,012. On April '21, 1977, I4S reported to us

that they had returns from 623 members ofthe cohort; 278 consept-
,

235, not consenting, and 111 letters returned as undeliverabrr,

*(Subsequenely, the name's and addresses of 23 more cOnseriting'immi-

qr,Ants were provided to us, for a.total of 301'. It was fromithi:

universe of301 pergtins that, the TransCentury Corporation' inebr-

-w.,wers-secre,d the interviows of 254 individuals
) ,

1
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FIGURE A

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SfRVI9E

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20536

February 28, 1977

Dear
4

PtEASC 4001(35 ItEP1.1 TO

DOL Survey
AND ITEM TO THIS Flu HO

CO 105.8-C

'migrants play an hmoortant role in the U.S. work force. Several

years egad, the Department of Labor published a report on this subject,

based largely on the experience of immigrants who arrived (or adjusted .

status) betweenJuly 1, 1969 and June 30, 1970. That report was based

on statistical data from goverrment files and can be secured from

Mrs: Ellen Sehal, Office of Researcn and Devetopment, U.S. Department

of Labor, Room 9028, 601 0 Street, N. W., Whshington, D. C. 20213.

In order to supplement ,that earlier study, the researchers are now
. .

planning to interview a sample of innugrants who arrived in the U.S..at

time. The researchers of the TransCentury Cerparation-w;ant-toadk.

ns about 1.-migrants' experiences` in their jobs, information which

will later help other immigrants, and which cannurth-secured-irrany,

other way.
I

Your name has been randomly selected for such an in iew. All

such interviews are voluntary; all information will be r ed without

reference to any Individual; no names-will be written down on the ques-

tionnaire that the researchers will 4e and,-the person interviewed can

refuse to answer any question or'end the interview at any time.

° The "Privacy Act of 1974" 5 U.S.C: 552a) requires that we obtain

your written consent before disclosing your name and adriress to the

researchers. If you would be willing to be interviewed, which would _

be very helpful,, please indicate by checking the first box;, if not,

check the second x. In either case, please sign your name,. date the

form, and mall it back to us in'the enclosed self-addressedenvelope.

No postage 19 needed.

Thank -you.

Sincerely,

s F:Greene,
Commissioner -'

A 18 855 505
( I consent to the rev uested interview.

( ) I do not consent to the recr.lested interview.,

(your signature)signature) Mate)

4 ,
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Because of thee' INS decision not to-permit us access' to

/up-to-date addresses `(of pe'rson6 whose names we.already knew)

At was not possible tO,secure a tandom sample of the cohort of

1970; as we have indicated'in ,the body of the report, the'study

group appears to be mbre affluent than the cohort, generally,

an&has a disproportionate number of Canadians and Europeans
. ',it, and a disproportionate representation of professional

aild technical workers:

Ohile weogere disappointed with the INS posture on this

issue, it did, give us a chance to read some of the reactions
of immigrants to thq Government's requestp, including these

excrpts x:?

"...As you know I live in Philadelphia and I have to open

itore six days'a week. If you going to hold the interview

near me, I would. I,f you are.going to hold tlie interview

at Washington, D.C., I can't."

"(I consent) however, I'm leaving for United Arab Emirates

on or about March, 15, 1927 for an approximately two-year

period...."

"I am sorry that I myself cannot cooperate iii these.

and research. The reason is my poor English. But

my daughter, N.... L..:., age 24, of. same addreps would be

more than willing and happy to partakein your program. She

entered the USA or the same date (Nov. 4, 1969). I hope you

will ,-ontaet her and all.-w for these little change. It will

make me vety prou,:, too."

While several of 'the respondents thought that they were
. a

being, asked to travel to an office for the interview, the.inter-

view was conducted at the respondent's home dr some other place

of'his choice. The respondents, ag is normal:in survey research,

shad option of not answering specific questions or discontin-

uing the interview. Their names and, other identification were
separated frot their responses.to the,quest4,oqvafter the inter-

,

teen validated.

ONNIMM10

4
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,FAMILIAL-SOCIETAL ESTIMATES

The following is a line -by-line description of the data

sources, estimation techniques, and a definition of terms used

on page 6, Appendix B, "Classes of Immigrants--by Familial and

Societal Screening."

line.

1. FAMILIAL SCREENING: includes,actual (Eastern Hemisphere

(EH)) and partially estimated(Western Hemisphere MO)
admission figures of immigrantsawnose immigration equity

was based.on a relationship to aU.S. citizen or a legal

permanent resident alien.

2. U.S.itizen Relatives: immigrants admitted by virtue of

family relationship to a U.S. citizen.

3(a) Admitte"outside numeric -I limits of Eastern Hemis here:

these data derived from INS Annual Report, Table 6A

(for the years cited) and include the following columns:

parents of U.S.,citizens; wives of U.S..citizens; husbands

of U.S. citizens; children of U.S. citizens; spouses.of U.S.

citizens; and children of spouses of U.S. citizens, for
the following continbnts or areas of last permanent resi-

dence: Europe, Asta, Africa, and Oceania.

3(b) Admitted outside numerical limits of Western Hemisphere:
these data were derived from the safie columns listed in

3(a), above, but include thee continents of.last permanent

residence: North' America and South America.
4

4(a) Admitted within numerical limits of Eastern Hemisphere:
these data were derived from Table for 1st, 4th, and

5th preference categories.

4 (b) Admii'td within numerical 'limits of Western Hemisphere:

& For estimation purposes, total natives of the Western Hem-

7(b) isphere (from Tabl9 4) was divided into two categories:

tMexica immigrants andnon-Mexican immigrants, by subtr c-

tion f the Mexican immigrants, (from Table 6) from. the H

to 1. , A workers-and-their-families estimate ratio
(described below under item 9) was applied and the(i4oduct

subtracted from the two WE-figures. Theremainder was WH'

taliens admitted as relatives. Unpublished Visa Office esti-:.

mates-indicate that among the non -Mexican WH immigrants ad-7
mittecl'as relatives, 20% are USC and 80%..ar LPR relatives,

and that among the Mexican immigrants admit d.as relatives,

(,
,

the r\ates are 40% and '60 %, respectively.' Th se ates were
applied to the two categories to get the)es mated number

of U,SC -and LPJR relatives admitted within'th 'numerical limits

of the Western Hemisphere. *

# ,

0



line

5. Legal Permanent Resident Relatives: immigrants admitted by

virtue of family rel.ati ship to a legal permanent resident

alien.

6. Admitted outside numerical limitk (both hemispheres): data

are.from Table 4 for the category, children born. abroad to

resident aliens or subsequent to issuance of visa.

7(a) Admitted within numerical limits of Eastern Hemisphere:. in-

cludes, from Table 4, immigrants admitted in 2nd preference.

status.

7(b) Admitted within numerical limits of Western Hemisphere: esti-

Atation procedure the same as described under 4(bc, above.

8.. SOCIETAL' SCREENING: includes,immigrants admitted as needed'

workers, their dependents (estimated), refugees, and certain

other classes of immigrants (described below).

9(a)

,

eded workers and .their families admitted from the Eastern

emisphere: from Table 4, includes 3rd, 6th, and,nonprefer-

, ence immigrants, their spouses and children.

familiesNeeded workers and their admittedfrom Western Hemis-'

phere: Certified WH 'Worker data were derived from unpublished

Visa Office data (for FY 1971-1974) and unpublished INS data

(f6T FY 1975-1976, from computer printout IMSD420). A differ-

ence exists between the two data sources, in 'that the,Visa

°ee formerly recorded issuances'of visas in which a labor

cer.tificatiod:dwas attached;&INS now handles that function and

records admissions of iMmigrants with a labor certificati4
For the purpose of this Exhibit, it is assumed that a visa /11*

issued,to a labor beneficiary equals an admitsioh. In&order

to,convert the certified worker admissions data to admissions
4 estimates for those workers and their families, a worker-,.

dependent ratio was secured for WH.workers in" the-3rd and

6th preference caegorj.es from Table 6 data. This ghOwed

that for the fiscal years, of concern, 92.4 dependents were

admitted for eVe,ry 100 3rd and 6th preference prime beneficiary

(worker). The WH worker data were' then adjusted accordingly

-to produce' workers-plu -dependents estimates. It is likely

that Wit labor ceitif it5h beneficiaries have larger families

7 . th,th those trom the H,'and-thus the estimate on this ,line is

2;)
prdbably an' underes imate.,

Jr

.
.

.

10(a) Refqrjees fro,n,Eastern Hemisphere; figures derived from INS

Annual Report, Table 4, classes as follaws: 7th preference;'
....

Huhkiarian olrolees; ant Re-fugees,escapees.
.

4

r

(

..
4 1 JO.

'4
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line

10(b) Refugees from Western Hemisphere: from T'able-'4,,-from

Immigrants, Act of Vovember 2, 1966 (Cuban refugees).

11 Oth r Classes: Includes foreign government of,ficials and

t e special immigrant clsses of ministers of religion,

a employees of U.S. government abroad, from Table 4.

12 MISC LLANEOUS: includes all 'other classes of aliens not
covered elsewhere in, this table, i.e., all remaining
alieri adjustment and immigration act categories.

Thc, followinc'is a description of the data sources and
estimation techniques used on page 5, Appendix B, "Classes of
Immigrants--by seven categories." All figures used in thepre-
paration of this Exhibit were taken"from INS Annual Report, Table

4, for the years cited, as' follows:

Eastern Hemisphere Workr: 3rd and 6th prkme'beneficiaries., plus

.

. nonprefereRqe immigrants minus,an estimate of nonpreference
relatives (based on the ratio of 3rd and 6th preference
secondaries to primes); ge.

, ) ,e

(

Eastern Hemisphere Workgrs Relative: 3rd and 6'h preference
secondaries plus an estimate of nonplieference relatives,

as above., b
..

. ,

Eastern Hemisphere- Relative and Eastern Hemisphere Relatives'
Relative: 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th preference immigrant
admission data did not differentiatebetweyn prime and .

secondary beneficiaries, so the proportion of secondaries
to,priltes'visa i's:qiance was worked out from Visa Office'

statistics (Annual Report O;,the Visa Office, Table II)

and applied'to IN admissibn data to get relatives and
relatives' ,r2lativbs.

Western.Hemispliere Works:. labor certification beneficiariep
from:the Western Hemisphere, as described under 9(b),

above.

Western HemisDhere Relatives: Western' Iemisphere workers sub-
tracted, fromlhatives ot-, the western hemisphere,,their
spouses a-n41 children.'

US Citizert Relatives: Immediate relatives, plus'spouses of U.S.

i.tizens and thei:- children under "Immigkallts Exempt from

Numerical I,11-its."

Other: 'includes,
)
mainly refuq s, ,plus other miscellaneous cate-.

goriest; of immicirats llst d in. line 11, above.

,-,,,,
1'
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The estimation techniques and data sources for page

7, Appendix B, "Immigrants Arriving with Labor Certifications,"

rfollows:

The 1969-1974 data are based on Table II, Annual Reports

of the Visa Office (for primary third and sixth preference

beneficiaries), plus unpublished statistics from the FS-

258 series of the. Visa Office (for visas issued to nonpref-

erence and Western Hemisphere immigrants), plus adjustee

data from INS Annual Reports, Tpble 6BAfor third and sixth

preference beneficiaries), plus an estimate of nonprdferepce

adjustees baste on the number 0,f nonpreference adjusteep

in each year multiplied by the percentage of labor certif i-

cation beneficiaries among all third and s,,ixth preference

immigrants, fiom INS. Annual Report, Table 4. Data Qn

FY 1975-1976 immigrants arriving with labot certifications

were derived from INS prin2
out.LMSD 420.

,
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IFISCAL

,TOTAL

a

liliyrent M,Itan

BOth S,:xes

Females

)-

Males e1 1000 Fuq.div

All Ti,:.

Excl.,. it; 3 .

al

1 Ja; 9

3:8.5'9

24.8
; 2
24.2

411

4

S TAIIST1 AiPENDIX
1HE CW.KAC-I rd COQP01:i OF IMMIGRANTS

1970 j 1:71 I 1971 1973 1974 1 1975

'73,326 110,478 si .1,685 394,%.-1 320,194
(f.`"

71e:1:: ;GE

24.3
25 t,

23.d

4

.24.A
i :4. 1

23.9 I 24.0
/ '

4.

")

24.0
24.2

23.8

23.7
,z).;3

23.7

14 s F. X

(male per 1.000

S72

'317

$ .24.4

24.4

24.5

rewale.,

I

877

c

88,0

925

h ,

SOURCE/NOTE
s '

U.S, Dcvai:tment of Justice, ',migration s

Naturalisation SeYvice. Annual .Report:

Immigration s Naturalization Service, Table 1

24.9

24.9

24.9

8,55

925

7'
Ibid., Table 10A

Ibid. , Tables 4 and 10

1/Ratio cumputed'by subtracting wives of
U.S. citizens fr5A all female irmigrants,
and husb721Us or citizens 4row, all male '

invigr,:ds
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APPENDIX

FISCAL YLA1c. 1'369 v/70 19/1 19/.4 197i 1074

_At

1975

7 ,...,-
MARITAL STATUS ,

,(as _percents)
412E6113re t s 18 & O1der4r

MALE IMMIGRANTS
Single' 29.6 29.0 27.0 24.4 22.9 23:7 24.4
Married 68.7 69.3 75.5 74.8 74.0
Other 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5

F IGRANTS

624.1 20.0 17.8 15.8 14.8 14.7 16:3le

rried 7b.Ok 74.6 76.6 7.6 79.1 79.5 77.0
0th 5.9 5.6 5.6 6.0 5.8 6.7

U.S. POPULATION 18 5
OLDER-% MARRIED
Male 75.5 75.3 74.1 74.8 74.5 73.7 72.8
Female, 68.9 68.5 68.1 69.3 68.1 67,6 66.7

FISCAL YEARS 1969 1970 1971 1972

r

11976 SOUHCL/NOT--\E

- Assuming that a statistically' insignificant number

of "married and other" would be less than 18 years of
age, the 17, and milder population was subtracted from

24.5 the "single" category.
73.5

2.0

16.0

Immigrant data from INS Annual Report, Table 10A; u.S.
population data from Statistical Abstract of theU.S.,
for the years 1970 and 1973-1975, and by-phone from the

76.4 Population Division for 1969, 1971, 1972, And 1976, from
7.6 Current Population Reports, Series' P-20, Noe. 198, 225,'

242, and 306.
r

72.2*

66.2

1973 1974 1975 1976

REGION OP BIRTH

TOTAL IMMIGRATION

astern Hemisphere Tota11

358,579

202,225

99.9

56.3

373,326 100.L. 370,478 99.9 384,685 100.0 -440,063 99.9 394,861

221,110

99.9 (386,194

56.0

99.9 398,613 99.9

222,239 59.6 209,664 56.6 220,951 57.5 226,940 56.7 56.0 233,60? 58.5 ,Northern & Western Eur;ope 34,111 9.5 34,387 9.2 27,023 7.3 25,230 4;4 25,3/2 6.3 24,257
r216,542

6.1 22,058 5.7 23,563 5.9Southern & Eastern Europe 83,915 23.4 81,652 21.9 69,483 10.8 64,763 16.8 67,498 16.9 56,955 14(4 51,938 13.4 48,848 12.-2Asia 75,679 21.1 94,883 25.4 103,461 27".9 121,058 31.5 124,160 31.0 130,662 33:1, 132%469 34.3 149,881 37.6Africa . 5,876 1.6 8,115 2.2 6,772 1.8 6,612 1.7 6,655 1.7 6,182. 1.6 6,729 '1.7 7,723 1.9Oceania 2,039 0.7 3,198 0.9 2,923 0.8 3,286 0.9 0.8 3,052 0.8 3,347 0.9 3,591 0.9.3,255

-.1Western Hemisphere Total 156,354 43.6 151,087 40.5 160,8)4 43.3 163,734 42:5 173,240 43.2 173,751 A3.9 169,652 43.9 165,006 41.4Canada 16,592 .5.2 13,804 3.7 13,128 3.5 10,776 2.8 8,951 p2.2 7',654 1.9 7,308 1.9 7,638 1.9Mexico 44,623 12.4 44,469 11.9 50,103 13.5 64,040 16.6 70,141 17.5 71,586 18.1 6,2 205 16.1 57,863 14.5 ACaribloan 5q.520 16.6 61,498 16.5 68,257 18.4 61,934 16.1 6.5,M31, 16.3 63,540 16.1 47p093 17.6 67,303 16.9Centrai & South America 33,620 9.4 31,316 8.4 29,326 7.9 26,984 7.0 ? 28,648 ows
7.2 30,971-7 7.8 32,146 '8.3 32,112 8.1P ..7

.,

Sovreis41.14INs Annual Reports..Tabl, 8. Individual Easternlemisphere regions may not add to total, bncause'a negligible number.of "unknowns" were
included.

ow
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46All. Pii;usr.,1 unck,r§ecticr 244. Isti Act 'e 23

..s,
.

zAlt,-s Arilusted Und.r,Section 249,, 14N Art ),565 1,520
* Ism, ,-ants, Act ne fept,mder, 11,' . . .' 1957 - _r

4 9wt., at par,lees, Act of toly 75. 195B .

'411A
, 3

k f , ;= 7 s' ';'...'s. Ar of Oil; 44, 1%0 . '985
t of -; ,.,,,;,')., 1,1r1 17

1 i

20

4
sn

"It

1974

k

1175 1976

370,478

158,12
82,191

1,111

3,34.990(
.

5,230

I.
41,860
34,563

9,807

9,011
15,745
c,161
34,896

131

10

122,474
102,938
19,536

r".

89,852

80,845
36,960
17,340

17,970
.2,724

' 35,246

8,57h
5,831

1,417
-252

2,939

; 33

1,190

36

1

1.

384,685 400,063

164,8'49 166,108

84,165 .92:054

858 936

36,484

1'11

38,680 W

3,971 t- 4,060

41,852
33,714

10,385
7,915

15,414

10,396
37,

' 185
2

48,378
26,767'

8,521

4,549
13,97
9,808

37.363

. 114
2°

118,817. 116,803

101,242 96,762

17,585 20,041

86,332

36,801

21,496.

18,797
3,023

117,152
100,953

40,145
27,123

22,990

4,015

15,774 18,975

9,238 10,675
7,166 7,098

1,505 1,549.
368 508

3,566 3,760

54 27

1,653 1,254

1 1 4

2

4

2

it

394,861 386,194 398,613

159,059 160,460 166,204

94,915 95,94 92,007

,932 871 931 '

43,920 43,077

3,404 3,623

44,339

4.077

46,659 48,374 52,1951k

28,482 29,334 26,361

7,763 8,353 8,318

6,420 .6,724 4,792

14,299 14,247 13,251

9,076 9,129 11,907

26,475 25,961 25,775

104 '86 143

7 -5 11

115,072 121,101' 118,569

991800" 79-6T5--47- 917319

15,2/2 24,554 27,250 40pr

-120,730 104,633 113.840
104,344 91.,504 102,019

40,274 p,/19 37,856,

27,284 21,901 404234

24,758 22,315 23,889

4,770 .5,633 6,552

19,983 16,682 17,33,

12,528,, 13,569 18,040
6,964 7,030 5,961
1,416 1,231 1.368
1,176 1,622 . 449

3,477 ' 3,636 3,405

20 - 35 106
.879 556 '633

10

2

(:14

9,11

S
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6 STACISI1C^ 4 APPEND'. X

I

'I i171, 1971 I 1:72 1 1'174
7

lo,a',
7 66ASE716:, OF IMM17",kiktiTS--1* seve6,6ategorles

. 14, ',umber, a6d Fefccnts)

.7 , .

;2,47,,
1

3,3,776 37,756 38,601 31,303 27,36.8

9 Le 10.4'. 10.210* 10.04 7.84 6.94

22,461

; 1 6 3

14 4

.36,579

;,7.1

r4

:,,85

.7. -1.1

31,703
8.6

4

14.0

,32,500
6.4

53,879
14.0

32,827
8 2

56,695
14 7

30,151 29,286\
33.1 . 7,6

33,359.
8.3'

.

3

11,442 4,6_5
3.1 1..

91,96 '4,5

1
9-2,31.0724.7 24.0

'83.486 33,166; 109:219
3..

'22.5 24'.24 27:3

348,5'20 3('2,175

71.2 90.E - S ,

1,4,4 36,r,27

9 4 ' ;
4

J79
I _ _

27,589
7.0

62,908
15.9

32,007
8.1

1.3

94,507,

23.9 I

'12., /43
20 5

pa.

197, 1976

'
'34

28,431
7.4%

1

26,864
7.0

62,778
16.3

33,167,

e.6

SOURCE/tiiUE

6,52;
1.7

7

90,024'

'23.3

96,561

25,920
6.54

26,216
b/ Pt

65,g5;4

16.5

38:123
9.1

1.2

..86,59;

21.7,

107,03;
25 0,, 26 9

;44,349 ; 352..495.

06:.4

32,1- 46 Me

2 , f

00 0 is
a PI ,,,

0 m m
, 3 o g

K

C i"L y
o'o
mc

3

g 0. r
a r r n
.... 0 = C.
0 0 4 ,..
7.0 r

0 r
0 f.c 0
rt a A0 '
0 0. r I

..0 0 3 VI
t 0
.1 0

0,

le' ::?1,.'"

C. 7,
(.1 .1
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a a00 F/ 700 Z 0Pi 0 q
1.-. .
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..... ,-, n
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.6 .4
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r
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I .1-a. ? 1.4 .19-

3 Ittel outside numelical ltmrts

.101,17 ,.astern Humisphere

181 itgt..-rn Hemi,i, 10r,

4 nirm0r:Lal limits

(a) East8 Hemlsehere',

181 N ,-stern demispre

4 5. Legal Permanent Resident Relatives

A.:mitted out,iJe numerical limits

U. hemispheres/

t ted ). t :
(a) Bast, -rn

1L1 Western Hemisi-ner0 (est)

6 SOC:1784, ,CREEN:N.
t

,

9. N, te,r I. -smilt#.

0,1 E-2st,rt

(b)

(a, Pict :r4 e rt,,,here,

(L) 4 :s'er m

1 11. 02herCla.6.s.

4 ml Ell201, US

k

.7.A!

7: -4

0

S

.4

1

f

i

)1 1 S 41

.1

1
1

1- _ t

:.. .21.1
,

a!)..1 t 3

249,5,r:0-67 1 265,,,27

V

40,119
.19.891

00,719

77,629 91.7

2,915

49,060

-01,716

14,332

76,092 20.4

414

25,119 30,714

49,175 42,366

11r,,111 37.'7 139,828 37.4

11(,653 32.5 115,948

54:933, 70,073

0i,720 45,825

- -10,164' 4 7 2.21091 ,5.9

1n,521 f,883

0,343 12,208

31.0

1.:94

'2,411 0 7

1,789 0.5

t

2,167 2. 6

1'3,320
4,3,3' ) 100 0

132,851 41.3

51,622

32,464

48,201

'21,164

96,675 16.1,

2,939

33,990
59,746

118,5908 32.1

91,296 24.6

69,282
22,014

25,933 7.0

6,397

19,5,36

1,679 0,5

2.4030 0.5

1'.1

13.4

1o3,881 42",, 168,07, 47 0

55,231 -03,4C1

37,929 47,708

46,081

24,040

101,146 26.

53.3/4

25,473

104,826 16.2

3,506 3,160

36,484 38,680
4

61,096 62,386,

117,037 30. 104,936 26.2

87%175 22. 73,028 18.3

71,101 64,130

16,074 .6,89h

27,987. /.3 3_,s12 7.5

10;402 9,808

17,585 20.041

1,875 .0,5 2,059 05.5

2,599 0. 2,220 0.6

3/0,478 184,45
370,164 100. 384,663 14,

400,ce3
100,051. 100.0

_ _ _ _ I__

1974 105

10(,,231 280 ,11 l8 72 5

189,758 48.1 171 518 44.9

63,019,

49,710 411

50,995

26,034

110,983 28.1

3,477

'2

43,920
61,586

52,088 23.3

65,141 16.41.

54,957

10,184

'24,348 6.2

9,076
15,272

0.7

2,A36 0.5

394,801
394,416 100.0

56,570
39,9e1

868

'\2L4,089

1106,620 27.6

3,636

43,077

59,907

104,387 27.0

67,846 17.6

65,295
12,551

33,683 14.7

124,544°

2,858 0.7

1,699 0.4

1470

294,718 73.9

188,267.47./'

68:553
38,480

57,668
23,566

100 461 26 7

3,405

TOP
44,3'39 of

58,713.

102,202 25.6

15.4

52,136

35,157 9-,8

11,907
27,250

1,828 0.5

726\ 0.4

386,114 98,613

386,194 99.9 98,648 99.9

J,ci from unpuhl Dr.partmcnt 1, St .1 lo and Zram lrat on S4. rvi ce data on labor curt f- ,

III 4. s e ,'r,14 - 7 , 1)7,, I!, 7.,t tef1,ct,d :n these sta-

'

' 1, ,lotzons.

W
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UCCLFIV.4.k.

STATISTICAL APENDIX

1964- --L--n7r)---L 19/1-r-1977a -1971-a. ITTI:E19154 1976T-1976 CNisUS".. 4ersons, -1970

Bitnig.,nt J.rt FpreIgn U.S. Employed

Professional,, le(Julical Indred . 26.0
Manager. 6 Admiui.tratc.rs, exc. fa 3.4
Sal,.s ,WOrk.rrs .

11.2Clerical & Kindred
nraftsmen & Kindred 17.1

. Operatives, Transport
10.7TranA,,,rt Lv.irmet.t

Laborers, except farm . 8.4
Farmers t. Farm managers 2.4
Farm fAlorers 6 F.,remen . . . . ' 3.4

-4Servi,e Workers, exc.. ,private house. 6.7'
Privatelloos,hold Workers 10.8

Total Reporting Ociepationt

55,753
100.1

HoMmexives, Children'& those
with no occupation reported

TOTAL IMMI0kATION

FISCAL. YEAKS
a

.r-
)

Perceni Arriving with
.1..abor Cert1I{c.tiuns

w ,

02,826

58,579

1969 , I 1970'

29.4

3. 7

1 o .

17,.9

11.7

9.0
2.4

2 8
5.9

6.7

100.0

157,189

41.,137

373,326

OCCUPATION 009P
(as percents'4 *hose with teported occupations)

----V
s1.9
4 1

8.6
0.8

1.6

8.0

6.9

100.1

153,122

217,356

3/0,47.6

31.1

4 -9

9 5

12.0

12.1

.9.7
0.1

4.1

9.8
6.7

1 (O. (3

157,241

214444

384:6854

26.1

5.9

10.4

12.2,

13.6

11.7

0.1

4.0
10.5

5.6

100.1
156,477

243;586

400,063

23.5

6.1

2.0

8.7

13.2

10.2

1.7

12.1
13.1

4.6

12.0

100.0
151,268

24 39-93

394,861

25.7
6.7
2.3

9.5

'13.8
12.3

1.9

8.7
0.6
4.2

10.4

4.0

100.1

149,605

286,-589

386,194

26.6
7.5

2.5

9.6

12.1

13.5
2.0

7.8

0.9

4.0
9.0
4.4

154,658

243,117,5

398,613

15.5

7.8
6.6

14.0

14.0

18.3

4.0
0.6

I.q

13.7

1.9

100.0

4.039.763

n/a

11/a

SOURCE/NOTE

14.6

8'3

7.1

18.0

13.9.
13.7

3.9

4:5
1.9

1,2

'11.3

Ls

100.1
76,553,599

nia

n/a

N c
F in '8

N
g, pc na m mo

n 0 0 -
-, PI

O p= a ....)
F P H

VI g
.0 H

gr I. ID
,o

.n
0 m

mO t
n
n a m. o

- n

1.971 1972 1973 '1974 1975 I 1176 SOURCE/WOTX

IMMIGRANTS ARRIVING WITH LABOR C.ERTIFIC4T1OtS
(as percents)

5

. .

13.1> , 11.7 8.7 (107.8 7.7 ...9 6.4

See Appendix A for
estimation method and
data sources.
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE..' ANNEARN

VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 4.. CANADA

MULTIPLE R 0.52539
R SQUARE 0.27603
ADJUSTED'R SQUARE 0.26197
STANDARD ERROR 7346.35231

4

A P P E 'N D I (

THE BEST MODEL

4MULTI RLE pRECRLS1ON

0
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION -

RESIDUAL 4

I

116

VAaIABLE LIST 1
REGRESSION LIST r

)

DF SUM OFSQUARE$ MEAN SQUARE .- F

4. 423883469'2.61059 1059708671.15.265 19.63555
206. 11117591798.85025 5396802.22743

VARIABLES ;;THEli,EQUATION VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION

VARIABLE B BETA STD ERROR B F VARIABLE! BETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE F

MALE 6394.502 0.36084 1061.48748 36.290 OTWH 0.05172 b.03933 ., a 0.41,462 0.318

EDGR12 3080.063 0.18027 1081.34718 ' 8.1l3 F UENT , 0.08821, 0.09520 0.84321 '1.875
t EH 4797.296 0.27527 1135.88631 17.837, NO 0.09501 0.11115 0.99085 2.864

CANADA - 4815.829 0.18857 1672.32389 8.293 AGE3544 0.06896 0.08008 0.97633 1.323
...... .01377 -0..01596 0.97339 . 0.052

.111.

(CONSTANT) -.--5129.657

tri

The vari.bles abbreviated above are as follows:

MIGI412 -.'Education Greater that. 12 Years

EH = Eastern Hemisilhere
011,411 . Other We,tetn Hemisphere (i.e., exclusive of Canada and Mexico)

NONREI. Honrelative
A(..A.3544- AT: group 35744 '

AGE4554= Age group 45-54

A

gib

d

4. 4

1

4 4.4



* * * **** ** *** *

UERENDEN1 VARIABL.E.. ANNEARN

VARIABLE 1:o LaTt.RED STLP NUMBFk 8.

MULTIPLE ti 0.54536
R SQUARE 0.29/42
ADJUSTED P SCA/ARE 0.26960
STANDARD ERR0k 7308.30507

VARIABLI.:, IN IHE EQUAl ION

VARIABLE* B BEIA

-0 MALE 341.612 U 3578t
EDGR12 2573.515 0.150153
Eli 4380.776 0.25137
CANADA,...- 4105 243 0.16075
NONREL 167 .458 O.U9702
FLUENT 1 38.929 .0.09415
AGE3544 14,7/.19 r;- 0.08421
AGE4554:- 603.1886 003085
(CON*ANT)

so/
29-30:W

-

F TISTICAL ...1=PrN01X

TINA'. TABLE

(, L. T I Ix L E G R I. S S 1 0 W'
VARIABLE LIST 1

111 REGRESSION LIST 1

e,i,E4554

k
.N

,
-A

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DF" SUM OF SQUARLS MEAN SQUARE F

6E,.1RINSI0N 8. '4567339253.72141 5.7017406,71518 10.68907
RESIDUAL ,* 202. 10789037237.7394 ---)

4
53411322.95911

STD tRR0R B

1065.1810
1109.47757
1156.84309
1731.17120
1022.46364
1236 99487
1180.78408
19.23320

F
,

35.445
5.380

14.340
5.623
2.679
2.138
1.565
0.2

*See..i*,1.1,t1cal 'Append lx, pa4c 8 :or varlabIe defInItIons.

VARIABLES NOT IN TILE EQUATION I.`

c,
VARIA1ILL* BE1A IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE F

.
- .,

OTWU 0.00167 0.(001P,.. 0.38577 0.000:

. ,

k

1 91



ARIABLE*

DGR12

CANADA'

NONREL
FLUENT
AGE3544
(CONSTANT)

0

ST 7 I-S 7 :CAL

SUMMARY TABLE

: X

MULTIPLE R R SQUARE RSO CHANGE SIMPLE R B . BETA

0:36/40 0'.13061. 0.13061 0.36140 6341.612 0.35786
0.45395 0.20607 0.07546 0.29223 2573.515 0.15063
0.49688 0,24689 0.04082 0.27357 4380.776 0.2513
0.52539 0.27603 0.02914 0.09353 4105.243 0.16075
0.53383 0.28497 0.00894 0.11813 1673.458 0.09702

% 0.54029 0.29191 0.00694 0.20398 1808.929 0.09415
0.54470 0..29669 0.00478 0.11815 1477.197 0.08421

2930.945 0.03085

*S6r. Statistical Appendix, page 8'for variable definition:-


